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AHernatlve8 Considered
Five allematives were considered In the development of the plan. One represented "no action"
which means a continuation of current management direction. The other four alternatives provided
a range of choices from those emphasizing environmental guardianship to those emphasizing
resource use.

RECORD OF DECISION
DIamond MountaIn Resource Management Plan
DIamond MountaIn Resource Area
Vernal DIstrIct. Vernal. Utah

Alternative A focused on open management with flexibility for limited enhancement and protection
of special areas. This was the no action alternative required by the National Envlronmenlal Policy
Act. Seven areas would continue to be earmarked for special management; however, five would
be without special designation. lhase Included tha Green River Scenic Corridor ACEC. the Red
Creek Watershed ACEC. Panene Wetlands. Nine Mile Canyon. Red Mountain and the lower and
middle segmenls of the Green River. The upper Green River segment was determined suitable and
recommended for designation for Inclusion In the National Wild and Scenic River System.

This document records the decisions reached by the Bureau of land Management (BlM) lor
maloaglng approximately 709.000 surface acres and 854.000 tolal acres of federal minerai eslate
administered by BLM In the Diamond Mountain Resource Area. The decisions. which are
summarized below. are more fully described In the resource management plan that follows.

Alternative B emphasized protective managemenl. highlighting special velues. Special areas were
earmarked under this alternative for special designation and management as ACECs: Browns Park
Complex. lears Canyon. Lower and Middle Segments 01 tha Green River. Nine Mile Canyon. Pariehe
Wetlands. Red Creek Watershed and Red Mountain-Dry Fork Complex. River segments determined
suitable for Inclusion In the National Wild and Scenic River System Included two segments of Nine
Mile Creek. one segment of Argyle Creek. and three segments of the Green River.

Decision Summary

Alternative C featured forage production for livestock. Five special areas were highlighted for
special designation as ACECs: Green River Scenic CorrkSor, Red Creek Watershed. and three relict

The Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan Is approved. The plan was prepared under the
regulations for Implementing the Federal land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976 (43
CFR 1600) An environmental Impact statement was prepared for this plan In compliance with the
National E~vironmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. The plan Is identical/nearly identical to the one
set forth In the proposed plan and associated final environmental Impact statement published In
August 1993. Specfflc areawide management decisions are presented In Chapter 2 of the RMP.
,. " or decisions Include:

vegetation communities (Castle Cove. Red Mountain. and Lears Canyon). Under this alternative,
no river segments were recommended for Inclusion In the National Wild and Scenic River System.
Alternative 0 emphasized development opportunltles_ Only the Green River Scenic Corridor was
selected for special management as an ACEC. Under this alternative. no river segments were
recommended for Inclusion In the National Wild and Scenic River System.

Highly erodible and saline SOliS. municipal watersheds. crucial wUdlffe habitat. VRM Class
II. riparian habitat. Important watersheds. and potential recreation sites Will be protected by
seasonal or avoidance restrictions.

Alternative E. the preferred altemative In the draft EIS. focused on open management with flexibility
for enhancement and protection of special areas. Seven ACECs were proposed under this
alternative; two river segments were found suitable for Inclusion In the National Wild and Scenic
River System. This alternative is selected as the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan.

Special areas such as cultural sites eligible for or listed on the National Reglsler of Historic
Places. special status plant and animal species. developed recreation sites: crucl8l deer
winter habitat. and semi· primitive nonmotorized areas w,1I be afforded a higher level of

Mitigation Measures

protection than under current management.

All practlcab!e measures will be taken to mnlgate adverse Impacts. These measures will be strlclly
enforced during Implementation. Monnorlng will tell how effective these measures are in minimizing
environmental Impacts. Therefore, additional measures to protect tne environment may be taken
during or following monnorlng.

The following areas will be designated and managed as ACECs: Browns Park Complex.
lears Canyon. lower Green River. Nine Mile Canyon. Panette Wetlands. Red Creek
Watershed. and Red Mountaln·Dry Fork Complex. (Management prescrlptlons for these
areas are outlined In Chapter 3 of the RMP.)

Public Involvement

Both the upper and lower segments of the Green River are recommended as suitable for
Inclusion In the Wild and Scenic River System and the upper segment. from little ~ole to
the Colorado state line. Is recommended for Congressional designation as a scemc fiver.

To help assess the need lor an RMP lor the Diamond Mountain Resource Area. public "scoping"
meetings were held In November. 1988. In Manila. Vernal. Duchesne. and Salt lake City. Utah. The
objective of these meetings was to ascertain the Issues of the various public land users regarding
managem.nt of the public lands wnhln the resource area. During this same period. various federal.
state. and local agencies. and the Ute Tribe were also queried.

Current livestock grazing preference will remain unchanged; wildlffe forage assignments will
be Increased to 40.000 AUMs
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Innlal planning crfterla, planning Issues, and managemenl concems were developed In Seplember
1989, and reviewed by Ihe public. The formal Nollce of Inlenllo develop Ihe Diamond Mounlaln
Resource Managemenl Plan was published In Ihe fisWa1 ~ of January 26, 1989 (54 FR
3866). During Ihe period Seplember 1989,lhrough January 1991, all applicable data were galhered
and opportunftles for change and Improvement were ldenlHled,
In January 1991, preliminary allemallves were maned 10 a1llnlerested Individuals and organlzallons
for Ihelr review and formallnpUl. Thesa allernallves were Ihen refined, analyzed, and presenled for
formal public review In Ihe draft RMP /EIS. The 9O-<lay public comment review began wnh Ihe
publlcallon of fts avallabllfty by Ihe Environmental Prolectlon Agency nollce In Ihe~~
of January 2,1992 (57 FR 287). Closure of Ihe public commenl perlod was April 1, 1992.
Approxlmalely 286 leners were received on Ihe Draft RMP /EIS. In general, Ihe commenls were
divided on Ihe Issue of amounl and degree of needed reslrlcllons. The maJorfty of Ihose lellers
received did nol slale support for any of Ihe presenled allernallves. Of lhe lellers expressing an
opinion, Ihe maJorily favored conllnualion of currenl management or lhe preferred allemallve; Ihe
remaining allernallves each received slgnHlcanliy less support lhan efther A1lemallve A or Ihe
preferred allemallve.
Public commenls were received In bolh support and opposftlon of OHV use deslgnallons, wildlife
reintroductions and habitat protection, and public accoss to areas on Diamond Mountain Plateau.
Five lellers strongly opposed Ihe relnlroduclion of black-fOOled ferrels. Eleven lellers expressed
slrong opposnlon 10 Increased reslrlcllons due 10 raplor proleclion/enhancemenl prescriplions.
Twenty leners were opposed to Increases In bIg game forage aSSignments at the expense of
livestock. Thirteen letters addressed concerns about water rights and restrictions to future
impoundmenls and obJecled 10 any wild and scenic river designallons. A large number of Ihe
commenls supported Ihe ACEC deslgnallons; however, mosl believed lnadequale prolecllon was
provided for Ihese areas, e.g " OHV, mining, and grazing were considered lnapproprlale uses wllhln
an ACEC. Three lellers believed Inadequale public InpUl was soughl during developmenl of Ihe
draft RMP lEIS. Six comments expressed slrong opposftlon 10 bear baftlng on public lands. Five
leners believed Ihe economic analysis was weak arod unreallsllc.
During Ihe period April 1992lhrough May 1993,lhe RMP leam collecled and re-analyzed addillonal
dala and made approprlale changes and revisions 10 Ihe draft RMP /EIS In response 10 Ihls public
and managemenl review. The proposed RMP /final EIS was published and released for public
review in Augusll993. The prolesl period began wllh Ihe publlcallon of Ihe documenfs nOlice of
availabilily by EPA In Ihe Augusl 13 ~~ (45 FR 43111). The prolesl period closed
Seplember 13, 1993.

Prolesls
Six prolesls of Ihe proposed RMP were flied wnh Ihe BLM Dlreclor.
Locally Resolved Prolests: Several of Ihe decisions prolesled were successfully resolved
al Ihe local level. An elemenl of Ihe resolUllon process was a mUlual agreemenl between Ihe
Bureau and Ihe prolesling parties 10 language clarifying Ihe Inlenl of Ihe decisions slaled In Ihe
RMP. These are described as follows:
Daggen County Commissioners - On May 5, 1994, Daggen County wfthdrew portions Ihelr prolesl
on: reintroduction of anlelope on Diamond Mountain, alrstrlps In trespass on public lands In Browns
Park, Ilveslock reslrlcllons around recreallon areas, and relnlroducllon of blghom sheep Inlo Browns

Park. Prolesls raised by Daggen Counly have been resolved based on Ihe clarHlcallons slaled as
follows :
Decision LA08 (page 2-19 of Ihe RMP), dealing wfth alrslrips In Browns Park, remains valid
as presenlly worded. II Is Inlended 10 identify known Irespass sftuallons and oUlline
corrective actions. Based on current BlM information, both airstrips In Browns Park are al
leasl partially on public land, Ihus, exisllng wfthoUl proper BlM aUlhorlzalion. Should a
qualffied enilly apply for malnlenance and operallon of one of Ihe alrslrlps, BlM would
consider the authorization of one airstrip, preferably the Willow Creek airstrip. The
remaining airstrip would be closed and reclaimed.
Decision FW39 (page 2-16 of Ihe RMP) dealing wnh anlelope on Diamond Mounlain,
remains valid as preserolly worded. II Is Inlended 10 allocale exlsllng forage 10 anlelope
presenlly using Diamond Mounlain as summer habfta1. This decision would also allow Ihe
Ulah Division of Wildlife Resources 10 Increase antelope on BLM-admlnlslered lands based
on available forage. BlM recognizes Ihe concems of Daggell Counly wilh regard 10
allocaling forage 10 wildlife al Ihe expense of causing a reducllon In currenl Ilveslock
numbers or reducing Ihe suilabilily of Ihe range for Ilveslock grazing. Decision VE08 (page
2·39 of the RMP) sets out the criteria under which changes In forage assignments would
be made for bolh Ilveslock and wildlife. This decision slales lhal monlloring will be Ihe
basis for any change in forage assignments. As required by current regulation 43 CFR
4110.3-3, any change in available forage for Ilveslock will be made after consullalion,
coordination and cooperation with the affected livestock operators.
Decision FW39 (page 2-16 of Ihe RMP) allowing 300-400 head of bighorn sheep In Browns
Park is also clarified to outline what current livestock practices and/or uses would be
allowed within occupied reintroduction areas or adjoining areas. The following current
livestock practices will be allowed to continue:
Livestock forage assignmt::!nts will remain unchanged
Current use of established trails for moving livestock to and from seasonal
grazing areas (especially through Red Creek Canyon) will remain available.
Decision RE05 (page 2-31 of Ihe RMP) remains valid as presenlly worded. II Is inlended
that these developed recreation sites remain small in size. If fenCing Is necessary, a site
will ba less than 20 acres in size. No reduction In grazing carrying capacity would result
from these exclosures.

Willow Creek Land & l lveslock Inc. - On May 5, 1994. Willow Creek Land & llveslock, Inc.,
withdrew portions of their protest on: reintroduction of bighorn sheep into Browns Park, wildlife on
private lands, conflicts between recreation and grazing, and riparian areas. The Willow Creek Land
& Livestock, Inc., has accepted the clarification wording agreed to by Daggett County as outlined
above for Decision FW39. The Issue Involving wlldl~e on prlvalelands, connicls between recreallon
and grazing and riparian areas were dealt with administratively, the resolution of which did not
require clarification to or rewording of the AMP decisions.

Clifford and Lenora Smith· On June 12. 1994, Clifford and Lenora Smith withdrew portions of their
protest on reintroduction of bighorn sheep into Browns Park. They have accepted the clarification
wording agreed to by Daggett County as outlined above for Decision FW39. The issue involving

Two Issues w.r. dotermlned to be valid: lack of provision for the preservation of min., agricultural,
transportation, or other arlKacts and any new animal un~ months generated by th. AMP would be
assigned only to wUdlKe. As stated In his decision, the Director clarified that the proposed AMP
provld.s protection for all historical and cunural values as mandated by law. Those spec1f1c cultural
and/or historical valu.s m.ntloned by the Association are Included In this protection. As outlined
In Tabl. 2-15 of the proposed RMP, any addnlonal forage would first be provided to livestock on
a temporalY non-renewabl. basis unti identified for crucial wldiW. needs. AddHlonal forage outside
crucial wHdlKe areas may be assigned to livestock.

road malnt.nanc. In Browns Park was dealt wnh administratively, the r.soIutlon of which did not
requlr. clarification to or rewording of the AMP decisions.

Byreau-R'lOlved prot,,,,, During the period of August through mid-October, 1994,
protests not succ.ssfully resolved atth. local level w.r•• nalyzed by th. W.shlngton BLM Dlr.ctor.
B.sed on th. analyses of these protests, n was th. Dlrecto(s decision to dismiss all remaining
prot.sts enh.r on th. basis that th. Issu. raised did not qualify as an Issu., or that th. Utah BLM
St.te Director had compiled wtth all requlr.m.nts relative to the AMP's development. The follOWing
discussion outlines the Issues r.lsed by the protests, .nd the Dlrecto(s responses .nd decisions.
D.ggen County Commissioners Willow Creek Land & livestock Inc. • nd Clifford and Lenora Smnh
_ These parlles' prot.sted th. recommendation thatth. upper Green Alver be Included In the Wild
.nd Scenic Alver System. The Dlrecto(s decision, d.ted August 16, 1994, states:

Ulntah MountalQ..Qulj - Four Issu.s were raised In protest, dealing wtth Insufficient designation of
l evel 1 and 2 areas, Inconsistencies In the way th. sam. type of resources Is treated, about 17,500
acres of seml-prlmniv. nonmotorlzed acreage which would be released from that status, and an
ovelWhelmlng emphasis on mln.ral leasing, livestock grazing and off-highway vehicle uses.

The regul.tlons governing th. BLM's plan protest procedur.s .re listed .t 43 CFR
1610.5-2. These regul.tlons at 43 CFA 1610.5-2(.)(v) requlr. that. protest Include
a concise st.tement explaining why the Ln.h State Dlrecto(s proposed decision Is
believed to be wrong. A dlsagr.ement wnh • proposed decision does not meet the
requirements of this regul.tlon ....Th. concern identified In your protest h.s not
been supported by new Informat1G~ or data showing a flaw or error In the data
re:led upon by the BlM Ut.h St.te Director....

The Ilrst two Issues Involved the management level concept as used In the proposed RMP /FEIS.
The acting Directors response to th.s. two Issues, dated October 26, 1994, stated that the concept
was not a decision In and of nself, but was rather an analysis tool and an aid In pr.senting the
proposed management to the reader. However, the d.clslon did acknowledg. that wording used
in the proposed AMP /FEIS was confusing and subject to misunderstanding. The Director relayed
the BlM Utah State Dlrecto(s commnment to work wnh the Club and other Interested publics to
clarify the AMP's Intent.

The lener expresses the Directo(s concern for the protesting parlles' Issue .nd requested the Ut.h
State Director respond directly. Acting Stat. Director Lamb replied to the concern In a lener to the
Daggen County Commission which said In pari:

The following wording Is now Included In the RMP to clarify the management prlortty area concept
(refer to page 1-5):

...Th. Diamond Mountain AM,' re-ev.luated the river segment under the 1993
Bureau manu.1 crtteria and found n to be eligible .nd sutt.bl. for Congressional
designation....

The Diamond Mountain AMP was developed using a concept of management
prlortty areas or levels. These manag.ment prlortty areas were developed by
grouping resource values Into one of four management priorrty levels, identified in
this document as levels 1 through 4, according to their sensHivtty to disturbance

We believe your concerns stem mainly from the effects a scenic designation would

or change. Those grouped Into level 1 are those which are most sensitive to
disturbance or change. while those grouped Into the other levels are progressively

have on current uses along the river and possible restrictions to future uses to

less sensitive to disturbance or change.

• djoinlng landowners. let us assure you that BLM's recommendation to Congress
would Involve onty BLM-admlnlstered publiC lands, not private lands. Also, be
aware that a scenic designation allows for many uses. In general, a wide rang. of

After resource values were assigned to a specnlc level of management, all those
that were assigned to each level were mapped to display their spatial distribution
for analysis purposes. That Is, all those resource values assigned to a given level
were mapped and boundaries were drawn around each grouping of like values.
In some cases, there was not a perfect ftt so boundaries had to be adjusted to
make the best overall '" possible. Becaus. of the scal. of mapping, tt was not
possible to precisely defln. boundaries on the ground or to map small Inclusions
or exclusions. Therefore, the mapped levels must be viewed as generic
expressions of management Intent, but in many cases will have to be adjusted to
Itt the on-thOilround sHuatlon as stte-speciflc Implementation decisions are made
(refer to Map Packet #2).

agricultural, water management, snvlcultural. and other practices or structures could
be compatible with scenic river values, providing such practices or structures are
carried on In such a way that there Is not substantial adverse effect on th. river and
its Immediate environment.
Utah 4WD Association Inc. - Five Issues were raised as protests; the Dlrecto(s response was made
October 6, 1994. Thre. Issues were determined to be Invalid because they did not fall within the
requirements of the planning regulations. These concerns dealt wnh: preservation of existing nonFederal rights, lack of provision for Inclusion of routes and land uses protected under Section 701
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), and lack of provision allowing access
for game retrieval.

The style of management and the specKic decisions on either use or protection
have been tailored to '" the ValYing degrees of concern for use and protection
under each level. Decisions relevant to resource values assigned to level 1 areas
provide for the most protection wtth levels 2, 3 and 4 providing progressively less

BlM det.rmlned that the Association's conc.rns dealt wtth the Aevlsed Statute 2477, and
Inconslst.ncy wnh existing State laws. In his response, the Director said that B.S. 2477
determinations are an administrative det.rmlnatlon and, therefore are not addressed In AMPs.

protection.

All management decisions. however, are consistent with our

management responsibilities under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
01 1976, as amended, .nd all relevant Bureau policies.
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The acting Dlrecto(s response to the Issue regard ing seml-primnlve nonmotorized .reas was a
clar~lcation 01 the apparent "loss" of almost a third of the acreage previously so class~ied. The
Recreation Opportunny Spectrum classification • • Including seml-prlmnlve nonmotorlzed. are an
fnventory method for grouping land. Into general recreational setting. and does not Infer or confer
any special management designation. The 1990 ROS classlflcatlon update. analyzed using current
data. Identlfled that four areas originally classWled In 1980 a. seml-primnlve nonmotorized no longer
meet the established crneria contained In the BLM Manual.

Several editorial and/ or mathematical errors were noted In the Proposed RMP IFinal EIS document.
These errors revealed inconsistencies between acreage figures shown In Tables 2·15 and 2-16 and
the stated Intent outlined in the Chapter 2 text and/ or the oversized maps. For example. the
proposed RMP stated the Ouray National Wildl~e Refuge closed to minerai leasing actr,itles, The
generalized all and gas leasing category map depicts the Refuge as closed ; however. areawide
decision Table 2-t5 does not reffect this acreage figure. The following corrected acreage figures
for oil and gas leasing categories are shown In .reawlde decision MN-02 (p'age 2-30);
Priority Management
Area Lev~

The apparent overwhelming emphasis on minerai leasing. livestock grazing. and off-highway vehicle
use as proposed was Interpreted as a concern by the Club for a more restrictive RMP. As the
acting Director explained, the BLM Utah State Director has tried to balance the desires of all with
the capabllnles of the resources In arriving at the proposed RMP,

Federal Mineral Estate

Leasing Category

162.500
588.900

t
2

95. tOO

The acting Director decided:

7.500
After careful review of the issues and concerns raised. we conclude that the BlM
Utah State Director followed the applicable planning procedures. laws. regulations.
and policies; considered all relevant resource Information and public Input In
devefoplng the proposed Diamond Mountain RMP / FEIS. The review of your
protest does not warrant change of the proposed RMP / FEfS.
Blue Ribbon Coalition Inc. Two Issues were received from the Coalition dealing with the failUre of
the proposed RMP / FEIS to adequately consider the economic Impact of off-highway vehicle
recreation and the failUre to provide sufficient OHV opportunny especially In the Red Mountain area.
As the Director explained in his October 6, 1994 response, the economic information provided by
the Coalition was compned on both statewkje and county bases. with no specific information on
Red Mountain nsell.
The specnlc economic Impacts from OHV use were discussed and analyzed In the proposed
RMP / FEIS and were determined to not be slgn~icant. Analysis of economic data provided by the
Coalkion revealed OHV use In the Red Mountain area represents a small percentage of the planning
area. and the tie between the figure. provided by the Coalklon and the Red Mountain OHV use was
very difficult to see.

Table 2-16 of the proposed RMP Included the same 200 acres of land in both the proposed Nine
Mile ~anyon and lower Green River ACECs, thus creating a case of double-counting. This doublecounting has been corrected; the 200 acres is within the l ower Green River ACEC and is excluded
from the Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, The corrected federal acreage figure of 50.600 for the Nine Mile
Canyon ACEC is shown on page 3-16.
Also, the acreage figures in the proposed RMP for oil and gas leasing categories within the special
empha~is areas did not reflect the total federal acreage wrthin the proposed ACECs. The figures
sh~~n In the p~o~osed ~M: reflect acreage figures from a much earlier working document. Using
eXisting data .w~hln the distriCt's GIS system, these acreage figures have been adjusted to accurately
reflect the Priority management area levels and/or minerals categories acres wrthin the designated
ACEes. The following corrected federal acreage figures for oil and gas leaSing are reffected in th is
RMP:

Qil

ACEC

Decision

POOece

~

~

3.340

25.065

20.720
20
530

21 .730
7.880
21.530

27.290
1,400
7.900
8.350
3.700
2.540

BP25
lC08
lGR20
NM18
PW1 8
RC13

20.900

4.900

RD20

CategoN 1
The Director relayed the BlM Vernal Distrlcrs commkment to completing a coordinated resource
activky plan for the Red Mountain-Dry Fork area of crkical environmental concern (ACEC) complex.
This plan will be developed wkh active participation of Interested panles to specify the type. location.
and extend of recreation actlvkies. Including OHV use. allowed within the ACEC.

~ gS!~ l~i.J~ing ~t~gQry

(F!l!:!~r~I, Mineral E~tate l

Thus. the Director decided that tM BlM Utah State Director followed the applicable planning
procedures. laws. regulations and policies; considered all relevant resource Information. including
the additional data provided by the Coalition. The review of the protest did not warrant change of
the proposed RMP.

Browns Park Complex
l ears Canyon
l ower Green River
Nine Mile Canyon
Pariette Wetlands
Red Creek Watershed
Red Mountain-Dry Fork
Complex

Notice 01 MocJlIlcalfons

Consistency Review

Wording has been added to the document which clar~ies the management intent dealing with
areawid e decisions and special emphasis area decisions (refer to the introduction sections of
Chapters 2 and 3.)

The plan has been reviewed by the State of Utah and determined to be consistent wkh the officially
approved resource-related plans and policies of the state, as evidenced by the Governor's letter to
the BlM Utah State Director dated January 26. 1994. The plan Is also consistent with current plans
and policies of local governments, of other federal agencies, and of the Department of the Interior
and the Bureau of land Management.
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Availability of the Plan
Copies of the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan are available from the Area Manager,
Bureau of Land Management, Diamond Mountain Resource Area , 170 South 500 East, Vernal, Utah
84078, telephone 80 1-789-1362.

Signatures
In consideration of the foregoing and wit full knowledge of the contents and purposes of this RMP.
I herewith recommend the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan for State Director
approval.
I

I

Recommended to the District Manager __--J-1""'].,.,.,'.....
' ~,,-,,V-t:_,1L.....

,1

/

,

//

J
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Id S. Trogstad
mond Mountain Resource Area Manager

Recommended to the State Director,

~;..~ dol 7' 7'1 :

2S~~2te

David E. Ultle
Vernal District Manager

Approved,

Ik:, t ~

1(", ; )

~

(? 9V :

Mat Mlllenbach
, 'tah State Director
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Chapter 1 - Purpose and Need

145,000 acras, or 17 percent, of the total BLMadministered lands wnhln DMRA. Land ownership and
surface administration responslbllnles are displayed on
Figure 1-1 and Map Packet #1.
BlM and the State of Utah share general responslbllny
for managing recreation use on those parts of the Green
River crossing public lands. Current management of the
upper Green River fn Browns Park Is guided by a 1985
management plan signed by the State of Utah, BLM,
U.S. Forest Service, and Bureau of Reclamation.

This RMP supersedes the following documents:

Livestock grazing fees
Mineral estate within National Forest System
lands (BlM will issue mineral leases within NFS
lands purzuant to the planning guidance
contained in the 1986 Ashley National Forest
Land and Resource Management Plan, as
amended.)

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNING
AREA

This plan also describes the implementation, monitoring,
and modification strategies needed to realize and
evaluate the plan's decisions. It does not present
information on environmental consequ ences,
consistency reviews. or effects of the management.
This information was previously covered in the draft and
final environmental Impact statements.

The Diamond Mountain Resource Area in the Vernal
District of northeastern Utah, Is responsible for
management of BlM-administered lands and minerals in
all of Daggett and Duchesne Counties, and that portion
of Uintah County northwest of the Green River (see Map
1-1). Portions of the Ashley National Forest, the
Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area, the Dinosaur
National Monument, and the Ouray National Wildlife
Refuge fall within the borders of the DMRA. However,
lands and minerals within those entities are excluded
from BlM planning authority. Also excluded from the
plan are those lands and minerals of the Uintah and
Ouray Indian Reservation within DMRA borders held in
trust for the Ute Tribe. There are, however, a few
isolated tracts where BLM has acquired administrative
responsibility for minerals (or portions of the minerals)
subsequent to the formation of the reservation. In total.
DMRA is administratively responsible for 854,000 acres
of surface and subsurface lands.

The RMP does not address the following proposals:

Wilderness designations already analyzed in the
existing Colorado and Utah Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statements
Uintah and Ouray and Uncompahgre Indian
Reservation Boundary issues.
(The Tenth
Circuit Court ruling dated September 17, 1985,
regarding the Indian Reservation boundary did
not
impose land
ownership changes.
Therefore, BlM's administration of the public
lands has not been changed by the ruling.
Future land use planning decisions on these
public lands wnhln the Ulntah and Ouray and
Uncompahgre Reservations will be made
through the land use planning process In
consultation and coord ination with Ute Tribal
government and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, In

~ooooo

Land ownership patterns within the resource area range
from large blocks of BlM-administered public land to
small, detached blocks wnh several owners. Ownership
is further complicated by split-estate lands which cover
1-1

Oif and Gas Developments, Myton Bench
Environmental Assessment. 1976, as amended

Land Exchange Amendment to Diamond
Mountain Resource Area Management
Framework Plans, 1986
Off· Road Vehicle DeSignations. Vernal District,
t 986 (DMRA Portion Onl y)

Vernal District Oil and Gas Environmental
Assessment, t98t (DMRA Portion Only)
Diamond Mountain Management Framework
Plan, 1981
Browns Park Management Framework Plan,
t 98 t
Ash1ey·Duchesne
Plan, t984

Management

This RMP Is for pubflc lands and minerals management
wnhln the Diamond Mountain Resource Area as a whole.
The RMP wUl be used as the basfc planning document
to guide management of and budget requests for the
resource area untU it Is revised or rewritten.
This plan recognizes the existence of valid existing
rights. Nothing In the management decisions would
precfude those rights.
The RMP Includes crnerla by which future lands placoo
under BLM management, enher through wnhdrawal
revocation, exchange, or purchase, will be evaluated
and brought under multiple use management.

GENERAL PLANNING CRITERIA
The decjsion~ included in this resource management
plan are laken from the proposed plan analyzed In the
Proposed Diamond Mounlaln Resource Management
Plan and Final Envlronmenta! Impact Statement, signed
by the BlM Utah State Director on June 17, 1993. The
resource management plan contains the land use
decisions, terms, and conditions for guiding and
controlling future management actions In the Diamond
Mountain Resource Area (DMRA). All uses and activities
in the resource area must conform with the decisions,
terms , and conditions as described in this plan, or as
amended.

Utah Combined Hydrocarbon leasing EIS, 1984

Restrictions on use of resources or limitations on use of
federal lands administered by BlM are considered only
where an analysis shows a clear need and there is no
practical way to avoid adverse impacts without them.
Implementation of BlM activities and BlM permitted
actlvnles will be controlled through stipulations and
monitoring for compliance with applicable Federal and
state standards,
The RMP provides reasonable, feasible. and practical
guidance for management of the public lands and
resources within the enUre resource area, assuming no
unusual changes in personnel, budget, facilities,
services, or scope of management.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Consultation, coordination. and public involvement have
occurred throughout the process through public
meetings, Informal meetings, individual contacts, news
releases, and Federal Register notices.

Framework

Th e RMP supersedes the following documents for
forage allocations:

A notice published In the Federal Register in January
t989, Indicated BlM's intention to prepare an RMP and
requested information on resources and proposed future
uses within the resource area. Public meetings were
held during this time to Inform the public of the planning
project and solicit their questions and concerns. The
draft RMP l EIS was filed with the EPA In December
1991 . The EPA's notice of availability, published in the
Federal Register of January 3, 1992, established the 90day public comment period which expired on April I ,
1992_ To facilnate review of the draft RMPI EIS, public
meetings were held In Vernal, Salt Lake City, Duchesne
and Manila, Utah, during this period. The proposed
RMPI flnal EIS was filed with the EPA in August t 993.

Three Corners Grazing Impact Statem~nt. 1979
(Updated by Rangeland Program Summary,
1987)
Ashley Creek Grazing Impact Statement, 1982
(Updated by Rangeland Program Summary,
1989)

The RMP supersedes the following documents for
assignment of mineral leasing categories:
Uintah Basin Synfuels Development EIS, 1983
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Chapter 1 - Purpose and Need
The EPA's notice of avallabll~y, published In the Federal
Register of August 13, 1993, established the 30-day
protest period which expired on September 13, 1993.

CONSISTENCY
This plan Is consistent with ptans and policies of State
and local governments, of other Federal agencies, and
of the Department of Interior and the Bureau of Land
Management. The Governor expressed the support of
the State of Utah in his letter dated January 26, 1994.

MANAGEMENT
CONCEPT

PRIORITY

AREA

The Diamond Mountain RMP was developed using a
concept of management priority areas or levels. These
management priority areas were developed by grouping
resource values Into one of four management priority
levels, identified in this document as levels 1 through 4,
according to their sensitivity to disturbance or change.
Those grouped Into level 1 are those which are most
sensitive to disturbance or change, while those grouped
into the other levels are progressivefy less sensitive to
disturbance or change.
After resource values were assigned to a specific level
of manage ment, all those that were assigned to each

level were mapped to display their spatial distribution for
analysis purposes. That is, all those resource values
assigned to a given tevel were mapped and boundaries
were drawn around each grouping of like values. In
some cases, there was not a perfect fit so boundaries
had to be adjusted to make the best overall mpossible.
Because of the scale of mapping, ~ was not possible to
precisely define boundaries on the ground or to map
smail inclusions or exclusions. Therefore, the mapped
levels must be viewed as generic expressIons of
management intent. but in many cases will have to be

adjusted to f~ the on-the-ground sHuation as sitespecHlc Implementation decisions are made (refer to
Map Packel #2) .
The sryte of management and the specific decisions on
e"her use or protection have been tailored to m the
varying degrees of concern for use and protection
under each level. Decisions relevant to resource values
assigned to levet 1 areas provide for the most protection
w~h levets 2, 3 and 4 providing progressively less
protection. All management decisions, however, are
consistent with our management responsibilities under
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of t 976,
as amended. and all relevant Bureau policies.

TABLE 1-1: SUMMARY OF RESOURCE VALUES BY MANAGEMENT PRIORITY LEVEL
LEVEL

1

SURFACE ISUBSURFACEITDTAL
ACRES
ACRES
ACRES

Mo81 RatrtcUv. M.neo_nt:

8,8001

1,6001

8,500

Upper Green River & ftoodplaln
Rellc1 vegetation communHIes at Cas1le Cove, Lea", Canyon
& Red Mountain
Developed recreation sHes

2

CarelUl M.neo......nt:

82,800 1

3,800 1 86,600

507,200 1

85,600 1 593,000

112,100 1

53,600 1165,900

Riparian hab~t In Browns Park, excluding the Green River
(w /In 330' protective buffer)
Crucial deer winter hab~t In Browns Park
Une-o/-slght up to a 1/2 mile on the upper and lower Green
River segments
Sage grouse strutting grounds (wHh a 1,000' buffer)
SHes eligible for or listed on the National Register 01 Hlstorfc
Places
Desolation Canyon National Historic Landmark
John Jarvie National Historic SHe
Semi· primitive nonmotorl2ed areas
Special status plant species haMat (f""erally~isted species)
Petlcan Lake & Special Recreation Management Area
Active nest sHes w /buffers for raptor species: Bald eagle,
ferruginous hawk, peregrine falcon, and golden eagle
Goose nesting sHes at Pariette, wHh a 1/8 mile buffer, &
waterfowl nesting habitat
Red Mountain Potential Recreation Area

Each management levet Is further defined as follows:
LEVEL 1 ldentHles those lands requiring the most
restrictive management. These lands generally would
be ctosed to all activ"ies, except those specifically
devised to enhance those values which placed the area
In levet 1.
LEVEL 2 ldentHies those lands that require careful
management. These lands would be open to activities
that do not detract from those values which placed the
area In levet 2.
LEVEL 3 Identifies those tands that are available for
more active management. These lands would be open
to most activ~les but they may be moderately
constrained to protect those values which placed the
lands in level 3.

RESOURCE VALUE

3

Active Management:
Dry Fork to Ashley Creek area w/ln Red Mountain-Dry Fort<
ACEC Complex
Floodplains & riparian haMat outside Browns Park (w/ln
330' buffer)
Crucial sage grouse nesting habitat (2-mne radius of
strutting grounds w/ln sagebrush vegetation types)
Municipal watersheds
Cr~lcal soils
Eight Mile Flat potential black-footed ferrel reintroduction
area
High potential paleontological resources
Existing & potential bighorn sheep reintroduction areas,
including lambing areas
Antelope fawning areas on Antetope Flat
Crucial deer & etk winter hab~at
HaMat for raptor species: Bald eagle, ferruginous hawk,
peregrine falcon, golden eagle
YRM aass II areas
Special status plant species habitat (remaining areas)

LEVEL 4 ldentHies those lands that are available for
open management. These lands normally would be
open to all legal uses and activ"les w~h relatively few
restrictions.
Table 1-1 provides a breakdown of the resource values
and/or programs by management priorily level.

4

Open Management:
All remaining BLM-managed/admlnlstered lands &
resources

(}OOOOO
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Chapter 2 - Areavide Dec/sIOTJ8
TABLE 2-1:

COMPARISON OF MANAGEMENT
PRIORITY AREA L.EVB.S TO MINERAL CATEGORIES
AND OHV USE DESIGNATIONS

LEVEL CATEOalYlI
L1
C4
C4
L1

L/ppef Green Rver FIoodplan

Relict Vegetation Communities
floIIoIoped _
Sites

The following sections set forth the decisions that will
guide future management of public lands and resources
in the Diamond Mountain Resource Area. These
decisions. together w"h the administrative details
discussed In this document. constttute the resource
management plan (RMP) for the Diamond Mountain

Resource Area.
Thi s chapter describes the objectives. decisions. and
identified support needs for each resource management
program administered In the resource area. The
decisions set out in this chapter come from the
"Management Guidance Common to the Proposed Plan
and the Altematives· section and Table 2-t5 of Chapter
2. and standard operating procedures and mttigating
measures from applicable appendices of the proposed
RMP I Final EIS.

A description of the management priority area concept
is given in Chapter 1. The managemenl priortty area
boundaries, in many cases, have not been finalized on

the ground. Before spec~ic implementation decisions
are made or project locations are determined. locations
of the management priority area boundaries will be
determined on the ground. to the extent necessary.
based on the resource information used to place the
boundary on the map.
For example. a priority
management area may be based on an Important
watershed. cruclat witdl~e haMat. and sensttlve riparian
areas. The boundary could be determined by a
combination of elevation. vegetation types. topography.
and drainage pallerns. In a proposed management
aclion designed to enhance wildl~e habttat. a
professional judgement may be necessary to determine
where actual wildl~e use Is taking place. Management
priority area boundaries or definttlons of compatible and
excluded uses may also be adjusted wtthln the scope of

The management prfortty area concept had to be
translated Into the current oR and gas and solid minerals
category system and OHV use designalions.

area office.
Also. for the general public and ease of management by
BLM. the management priority area levels for the plan
have been translated Into the current OHV use
designations.
The designation boundaries were

adjusted from the management priority area level
boundaries to more easily recognizable topographic
features and lor human-developed structures (e.g ..
fences. roads. etc.) to aid on-the-ground OHV users.
These designations are depicted In Map Packet # 6.
When interagency OHV maps are prepared covering
OMAA. th,' dp.piction of management decisions and
prescriptions of the RMP will be finalized into the
statewide OHV mapping standards. Minor boundary
adjustments may be necessary at that time to clarify
managemenrs Intent.
Table 2·1 defines those specific resource values within
management priority area levels 1. 2. or 3. al ong with
the resultant mineral leasing category and OHV use
designation.

L1

OLaGAS

IlEa'H'tSI:AL

a-tIIUSE

CATEOalY

CONlIT1ONS

DESIlMTION

C3
C3

CSSOA
CSSOA

l.Jmilad Yeeo1ong

C4
C4

C3

CSSOA

I..ImiIed Yeeo1ong

C3

CSSOA

C3

CSSOA

Umilad Seasonally

C3

CSSOA

Umi1ed Yea10ng

Umiled Yeeo1ong

~ Habitat in Brc7Nns PMc'. Excluding

Green l2

CruciE» Deer Winter Habitat in Bro¥.ns Pail:

l2

Une-ot-Slgtrup 10 1fl mi. on Upper and lower
Green
River_ Sites
p_

l2

C412'?1
C412

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

Umilad YeMong

l2

C412

C3

CSSOA

limited YeEr'Ioog

Desolation CIo'I)on NHL

l2

C412

~

l2

C4

C3
C3

CSSOA

Semi- Primitive Nonmotoriled Atees

CSSOA

~

Fedefally - L~1ed P,""

l2

C412

C3

CSSOA

Umilad Yeeo1ong

Pelicen lake B"d SRMA

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

lImi1ed Yeeo1ong

Nest Sites for Spec;aj Status Rap"" Spec;es
Goose Nes1ing Sites at Pa1ette & WaterfooNl

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

sage Grouse Slnrtting
Refinements to the management priority area levels for
minerals programs were necessary to place all public
land and minerals Into one of the four given mineral
leasing categories. Stipulations to be included in any
minerai lease are listed in Appendix 2. A complete
listing of spec~ic BLM-admlnistered lands affected by
these stipulations may be obtained from the resource

-SOUl

.......

flESOl.R;E VALUE

Groonds

Listed or Eligible on National Register of Historic
Places

Spec;es Habitat

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

Umilad Yea10ng

Red Mountain Potential Recreation Site

l2

C4

C3

CSSOA

Umilad Yea10ng

Dry Fork- AshIeyOeek Area within Red Mountain DIy FOI1< ACEC

L3

C4

C2

SR

Remaining Floodplains

L3

C2

C2

L3

SA
SA

Um;o,d Seasonally

Remaining Rlpa1an Areas

L3

C2

C2

SA

Umited SeesonaIIy

Habitat

Crucial

sage Grouse ~ng AI1!es

limited Sea:sor'Gty

Municipal WatefYIeds

L3

C2

C2

SA

Umilad Seasonally

Criticaf S<;b

L3

C2

C2

SA

Umilad Seasonally

Eight Mile Flat P01ential 8tack - FootedFenet Site

L3

C2Nil(

C2N

SA

High P _ Pafeontology AI1!es

L3

C2N

C2N

SA

L3

C2N

C2N

SA

Umilad Seasonally

Criticaf Lambing Bighorn Sheep AIl!8S

LS

C2

C2

SA

Umilad Seasonally

Antelope Fawning Areas on Antelope Flat

L3

C2

C2

SA

Umilad Seasonally

Habhal !Of Spec;aj S18IUS Rap"" Spec...

L3

C2N

C2N

SA

CrucIal Elk end Oeet' Winter RMge

L3

C2

C2

SA

VRM Class II Areas

L3

C2

C2

SA

Spec;aj S18IUS P,,"" Spec... (oncluding Pariet1ej

L3

C2N

C2N

SA

Criticaf

W;_ Rulting Bighorn Sheep AIl!8S

lImi1ed SeasooafIy
Umilad Seasonally

this plan, based on new resource data or proposals for
site-spec~ic aclions. Any action not in conformance
with the RMP would require an amendment.
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Chapter 2 - Areawide Decisions

GENERAL MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE

anyone with a valid existing righ t on the land (e 9 ,
grazing permittee, miner31 lessee) .

This section summarizes the guidance required by law,
regulation, Bureau policy, or existing approved programspecific plans that must be appiied to actions in DMRA.
These requirements do not necessarily represent
decisions made in the plan, but are guidance that must
be considered in applying the individual areawide or
special area decisions made in the pian. If new,
nondiscretionary legislation is passed by Congress, the
direction contained in the law will be applied to the
application of the plan decisions.

Land use planning decisions involving issues sensitivQ
to the Ute Tribe or Burea u of Indian AHa irs (B IA) on
publ ic lands within the extended Indian reservat ion
boundary will be coord inated with the Tribal government
and BIA and will be in accordance with current la ,'IS
regulations, and pol icies.

AREAWIDE DECISIONS
These decisions apply to all public lands and resour c.""
within the Diamond Mountain Resource Area
Thp
decisions outlined here include standard opera inC]
procedures and/or mitigating measures. Cha tr·r :J
defines the areawide decisions as they relate Spec. l fll::,ll1:,
to the areas of critical envi ronmental concern (ACEe",

FUTURE SITE-SPECIFIC ANALYSES
In compliance with NEPA and Council on Environmental
Ouality regulations, BLM will prepare site-specific
environmental reviews before some actions outlined in
this plan are implemented. Environmental reviews wil!
provide site-specific assessments of the impacts of
carrying out these actions. As appropriate, these
reviews will be documented in administrative reviews,
categorical exclusion reviews, environmental
assessments, and decision records, or environmental
impact statements. The review determines the specific
method of implementation and the mitigation needed to
reduce or eliminate the adverse impacts of
The final EIS,
implementing a proposed action.
prepared in association with this RMP, will be used as
a basis for tiering and incorporating by reference, in any
additional site- or program-specific environmental
analysis.

AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Objective
Maintain or improve flir quality within National
Ambient Air Quality Standards, achie e 5 a!
implementation goals for nonattainment areas
and prevention of significant deterioration
requirements for attainment areas, reduc e
emissions from point/ non-point po/lu iion
sources, and improve BLM's ability to
understand and predict the effects of changing
climatic regimes and atmospheric conditions
that may cause ecological changes in climate·
stressed environments.

EXCEPTIONS
The decisions in this plan, in many cases, are
necessarily broad in nature. It is reasonable to assume
that in some situations there are areas where local sitespecific conditions or features, such as topography or
soils, would adequately mitigate or eliminate anticipated
impacts.
Therefore, exceptions to the decisions
identified in this plan, except those legislatively
mandated, may be granted by the authorized officer if,
after a site-specific analysis through an environmental
assessment or environmental impact statement and
public review, he/she determines that the proposed
action would be consistent with the expressed intent of
this plan.

Decisions

COORDINATION
Any action involving a change in land ownership or
resulting in an adverse decision will be coordinated fully
with adjoining landowners, local governments, and

A001

DMRA will design projects and perm itted uses
that comply with Utah Air Conserva tion (UAC)
Regulation R446-1 . The best air quality control
technology, provided by the Utah Bureau of Air
Ouality, will be applied as needed to meet air
quality standards.

A002

DMRA wi" comply with UAC Regulation R446- t4.5.3, which prohibits the use, maintenance, or
construction of roadways without tak ing
appropriate dust abatement measures.
Compliance will be obtained throug h special
stipulations as a requirement on new projects
and through the use of dust abatement control
techniques in problem areas.
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AOO3

The need for dust abatement In association wnh
mining activnles as addressed In UAC
Regulation R446-1-4.5.4 will be addressed In
mining plans of operation and environmental

assessments or Impact statements.
AQ04

AQ05

DMRA will comply with the current
Memorandum of Understanding between BLM,
U.S. Forest SeNlce, and Utah DMslon of Air
Qualtty. This MOU, In accordance wnh UAC
Regulation R446-1-2.4.4, requires DMRA to
report size, date of bum, fuel type, and
estimated air emissions from each prescribed
burn.
Any actions proposed or authorized by DMRA
that may result In a temporary reduction of
existing air qualtty (e.g., prescribed bums, large
construction projects) visible from Dinosaur
National Monument will be coordinated wnh the
National Park SeNlce and Utah Division of Air
Qualtty before action Is Inniated.

Support Needs
None identified.

ACECS AND OTHER
EMPHASIS AREAS

SPECIAL

Objective
Identify and provide appropriate management
protecting the unIque resource values within
the resource area, while allowing compatible
uses, with proper mitigation, to occur.

Chapter 2 - Areawide Decisions

SEA03 DeSignate 11 ,600 acres of public lands In the
Parlette drainage as an ACEC.
SEA04 Designate 50,600 acres of public lands In Nine
Mne Canyon as an ACEC.

Refer to Chapter 3 for specific decisions involved with
the specnic ACECs.

SEA05 Designate 1,400 acres of public lands In Lears
Canyon as a vegetation relict area ACEC.

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL
RESOURCES

SEA06 Designate 7,900 acres of public lands on the
Lower Green River as an ACEC.

Objective

SEA08 Determine to be sunable and continue to

recommend for designation as a scenic river,
the Upper Green River between Lillie Hole and
the Colorado state line. In the Wild and Scenic
River System.
SEA09 Recommend the lower Green River segment for
suitability as a scenic river under the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act. Any decision to recommend
designation will be delayed and mad e
concurrently with a decision to recommend , or
not recommend. designation on the adjoining
Desolation Canyon segment in the Price River
Resource Area of the Moab District.
In support of this decision, afford adequate
protection. subject to valid existing rights. to
those Identified outstandingly renia rkat.:ev<:::Jue~
which determined the suitability classification.
Until the suitability determination Is superseded,
management activities and authorized uses will
not be allowed to adversely affect .ither
suitability or the tentative classification.

CR01

CR02

Protect cultural sttes and paleo-geofoglc
formations as outlined In these decisions;
however, do not establish 2OO-foot extended
protection zones around cultural snes and
paleo-geologic formations.

Protect the scientific value of cultural
resources while allowing for their
enjoyment.
CR03

Develop Interpretive facilnles at the Old Rock
Saloon and Nine Mile Canyon archeological
sttes. Develop a faciltty In Nine Mile Canyon to
Interpret and manage use of the district.
Develop a self-gulded tour for Important historic
structures and locations In Browns Park Area .

CR04

DMRA wni adher. to the following significance
Should
criteria for cultural resources:
significant, in terms of National Register
ellgiblltty, cultural resources be found during an
Inventory, Impacts to them will be mniga!Gd.
generally through avoidance. Should it be
determined the culturai resources cannot be
avoided, consultation wUh the SHPO will be
Inttlated. If the cultural resources are National
Register eligible, a program of mitigation will be
developed through consultation between DMRA,
the SHPO, and the AdviSOry Council on Historic
Preservation.

CR05

DMRA will allocate cultural sites, including
ethnographic properties, to one of three
management categories using the criteria
established In Table 2-2.

The 1989 "JaNie Historic Sne Management
Plan" contains actions for the protection,
stabilization. and reconstruction of the sne. The
1979 "Desolation and Gray Canyons of the
Green River Management Plan," contains
management actions to protect the Desolation
Canyon National Historic Landmark wnhln
DMRA. The management decisions outlined In
these plans will be continued under the RMP.
Decisions and/or objectives for the "JaNie
Historic SUe Management Plan" (1989) :
Maintain the integrity of the National
Historic District thro!.!gh reconstruction,
stabilization, and restoration of
Important cultural features and the
elimination or separation of other
features that are not culturally
significant.
Provide adequate protection
management of the sne.

and

Manage the sne for public education
and enjoyment by developing
education and Interpretive programs,
and keeping the sne open for public

2-4
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Decisions and/or objectives for the "Desolation
and Gray Canyons of the Green River
Management Plan" (1979) as affects cultural
resources wtthln the resource area:

Decisions

SEA 11 Continue to manage the Diamond Breaks WSA
(3,940 acres) and the West Cold Springs WSA
(3.300 acres) under the Interim Management
Policy until formal designation has been made
by Congress. Should either one or both not be
designated as wilderness. manage them as
semi-primitive nonmotorized areas within the
Browns Park Complex ACEC.

SEA02 Designate 55. 700 acres of public lands in the
Browns Park Complex as an ACEC (Includes
the existing Green River Scenic Corridor ACEC
[19,400 acres], Crouse Canyon and the West
Cold Springs, and Diamond Breaks Wilderness
Study Areas) .

Use the site a. a base station for BLM
administration of the property and
adjacent lands wnhln the Browns Park
area.

n

Manage surface-<1lsturblng actions so as to
avoid or reduce adverse Impacts to cultural
and paleontological resources and protect the
Information potential of sites, enhance the
public values of sites, and manage sites, when
applicable, for conseN8tion for the future.

SEA07 Continue the Red Creek Watershed ACEC at its
present 24,600 acres of public lands.

SEA10 Do not recommend any segments of Argyle
Creek or Nine Mile Creek for suitability or
deSignation under the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act.

SEAOt Designate 25.800 acres of public lands in the
Red Mountain-Dry Fork areas as an ACEC.

periods.

Refer to Chapter 3 for specific support needs identified
for these ACECs.

Drop the middle Green River segment from
further consideration.

Decisions

viewing durlng nonnaJ visnor use

Support Needs
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TAIILE 2-2: ALLOCATION OF ClLTURAL SIlES BY MANAGEIENT CATEGORY

TABLE 2-2: ALLOCATION OF CULTURAL SITES BY MANAGEMENT CATEGORY Cont.

INFOAIIATION POTENTIAL

PUBLIC VALUES

Prehistoric villages

All Ute culbnl heritage sites

StratJfled rock shelters, caves, or
overtmgs

Shoshone culbnl heritage sites
(sockH:u1bnl use)

Masonry strucIlns or sites
Petroglyph or pictograph sites:
ArchaIc, Fremont, Anasazl
Open camps

Other Native AmerIcan sites
Petroglyphs/pIctographs (excludes
Ute or Shoshone)
Historic sites IdentJlled by public
and local Q.G as Important
NatIonal Register-listed sites
SItes, S1rucIureS, objects, areas
Int8!preted tIvough the recreation

Hearth or 0II8Il clusters
Middens

CONSERVATION
PaIeo-lndlan sites (well pres8MId):
llano Panod (all SIte types), tu1aIs,
human remains
PaIeo-lndlan compoo _ , llano

INFOIJMA~trIiO;tEN:nAL".·> 4J:¥".Puili.JCw~ ~ f~fi{~~~1'(08JI;X~<, '15
Figurine, ceramic or non-ceramk:
scatters, caches
Dinosaur exploration, quany sites
Civilian Conservation Corps (eCC)

affiliation

structures. features, camps, etc.
(also Works Progress
Administration (WPA))
Fur trade or trapping snes
Mining or minerai exploration.
extraction and processing sites.

features. areas
Farming or ranching snes, features,

areas

program

Ethnic (non Native American) snes

Lithic scatters: w/w/o associated
features, ceramic scatters,
wjbumtstone scatters, w/mlddens

Stone saloon In Browns Pari<

Post Office

Buried sites or features

S~e

Prehistoric, non-tJte burials (single
or multiple)

Controlled use can be instituted for
education and recreational uses,
I.e., open camps, smail villages,
mlddens,hlstoric trail systems,
CCC/wpA sites, structures,
masorvy structures, bedrock
I1lOItar/metate sites, fur
trading/trapping sites,
mining/minerai industry sites,
S1rucIureS, farming/ranching sites,
structures, logging/timber sites,
structures

Historic period trail systems (Euro-

AmerIcan and NatIve American)

Engineering: bridges, canals,

flumes. etc.

types listed under the
Information potential

Military or Native American conflict

sites, structures, areas
Logging or timber snes, structures.

areas
Unknown as to period, function,
age, etc.
Kill sites including associated
butchering stations, camps,
features, Including drive snes, Jump
sites, arroyo traps and blinds
Paleo·lndlan snes (well preserved
and threatened), Plano Period
Paleo·lndian snes (poor condnlon
or threatened), llano Period

Engineering sites, I.e., bridges,
flumes, power generation
structures, d~ and canals

Historic period ranches, corrals,
Isolated structures, Isolated
features

CROG

Historic period middens
Historic water wor1<s, features, and
structures
Bedrock mortar sites, bedrock

metate
Scatters: Ceramics, bone, shell,
horn, teeth, antlers, chatcoaI,
tuned or fire cracked rocks, cobs,

DMRA will adhere to the following significance
crnerla for paleontological resources: Should
significant resources be found during the
inventory. impacts to them will be mitigated,
generally through avoidance. Should n be
determined the paleontological resources
cannot be avoided, a program of mnlgatlon will
be developed through consultation between
BLM and the Utah State Paleontologist.
Mnlgatlon procedures for paleontological
resources will be as outlined In Table 2-3.

CR07

DMRA will classify paleontological resources on
public lands as shown In Table 2-4.

CROS

Paleontological clearances will be required on
a case-by·case basis.

CR09

Allow casual use Invertebrate and flora fossil
collection using hand tools In designated areas.
Based on sne-specific analysis, collection of
vertebrate fossils by scientific Institutions could
be considered.

jacaI
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the heavy equipment operator to
protect the site.

areas (I.e., critical wildl~e habitat, adjacent or
threatened private land, etc.), full suppression
actIvltfes will be Implemented untess bumlng
IndICes (e.g., Energy Release Components as
determined by the NiatIooaJ Fire Danger Rating
System) Indicate the bum could be managed as
an approved and funded prescribed fire and,
therefore , monttored. A fire may also be
monttored Kan escaped fire situation analysis is
approved
Identifying the OptiOnS for
suppression, of which one may involve a
monttorlng action. In order to allow a fire to
bum, a qualnied Line OIIIcer, Resource Advisor,
or Fire Management Officer must be on the
scene to make the decision.

TABLE 2-3: SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA FOR PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Air OuaIny. Any prescribed bumlng
which may temporarily reduce air
qualny and vislbllny from Dinosaur
NiatIooaJ Monument, will be coordinated
with the NiatIooaJ Park Service and Utah
Division of Air OuaIny before ignition.

a wildfire occurs within [)MRA,
procedures for rehabllltatJoo outlined in current
BLM Manual Handbook H-1742-1 will be
Implemented.
These procedures include
fonmatlon of an Interdisciplinary team to assess
both on· and off-stte resource diamage and
potential for future damage. The team will also
prescribe measures necessary to minimize
resource losses following a wildf.-e. Available
resource ir.venlOry data and land use planning
objectives will be used In this assessment.
Consideration will be given to sensttlve resource
values in preparation of the rehabilitation plan
including wiidemesS, special emphasis areas.
crilJcaI soils, cultural resources, and special
status species habitat Rehabilitation measures
may include, but will not be limtted to seeding.
water barring of fire lines, scattering of liner.
construction of water catchments or diversion
structures, and control of grazing by livestock
and wildlffe.
The need for emergency
rehabllnauon measures will be discretionary
dependent on the size of the area burned and
the expected natural revegetation.

When

Priorny areas, where fire suppression is required
to prevent unacceptable resource diamage, are:
sage grouse strutting grounds, crucial deer
winter range in Browns Park and cottonwood
vegetation associated with the Green River.

Support Needs
seRlO Develop

FIRE MANAGEMENT
a

general

cultural

resource

Objective

management plan for the resource area.

Allow fire to maintain Its natural role In the
ecosystem, to prevent a buildup of hazardous
fuels that could cause large unacceptable fires

sCR11 Develop specific cultural resource management
plans for:
Browns Park Complex, Red
Mountain·Dry Fork Complex, and the Nine Mile
Canyon ACEes (prepare jointly with Moab
District).

Type 1

CRITERIA

Type 3

where such fossils are likely to be
discovered wnh detailed field work.
Formations known to contain fossils
that are not of signnicant sclentfflc

value.
Formations containing few fossils or

DMRA will adhere to the district's iire
management plan approved In November 1989.
as amended or superseded. The following
crneria will be implemented:

00000
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FISH AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT

al0000

HABITAT

Objective
Provide habitat for a diversity of wildlife speCies
and to alter management of wildlife habitats to
protect or enhance crucial fish and wildlife
habitats, including riparian habitats: increase
populations of federally listed fish and wildlife
species and restore them to their historic
ranges; manage the habitats to maintain
populations of animals at a level which will

Cultural and/or Paleontological
Properties. All sttes must be protected
from disturbance. If heavy equipment
is used to conduct fire lines, an
archeologist and/or paleontologist, K
available, will work in conjunction with

During November through April, the typical
nonfire period, fires on noncritical areas may be
monnored as directed by management. During
May through October, and any time in critical

fossils of linle scientnic value.

None identified. Please refer to the specKle resource
management program description for projects involving
fire management.

Special Status Species Habnat.
Sensttive habnat for special status
species must be protected. Special
tactics will be used to limtt the damage
or disturbance to such habnats.

Formations known to contain losslls
FMOl

Support Needs

fire

Wilderness Study Areas.
All
suppression activities in WSAs will be
conducted in compliance with BlM
Interim Management Polley (IMP) on
minimum tool use and limtted use of
motorized equipment.

Decisions
of significant scientific Interest, or

Type 2

The following restrict and constrain
suppression activities on public lands:

detrimental to natural resources; implement
management and suppression techniques that
retain the values of wilderness, wilderness
study areas, and other special emphasis areas;
implement full suppression when fire has
reached a 114. to 112·mile protection zone
around private land or structures, or when
human life or property Is threatened.

TABLE 2-4: PALEONTOLOGICAL
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS
SENSITIVITY
LEVEL

The use of prescribed fire to achieve
management objectives will be subject to
development of a stte-spec~1e prescribed fire
plan and NEPA review prior to Inniating the
action. These plans will allow natural or human·
induced fires to bum when approved
prescriptions are established for specKic bum
areas and when buming condnions meet the
approved bum prescriptions. Suitable areas
where this type of treatment may be considered
include pinyon-juniper woodlands and decadent
stands of brush throughout the resource area.

2·9
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avoid endangering the species and/or the
need to list the species as threatened or
endangered by either State or Federal

Plan to allow for an average residual cover
height of 9.S Inches In Pasture 3, while

governments.

maintaining appropriate livestock use.

General Decisions
FWOl

- Provide wetland habnat capable of producing
10,000 ducks and 100 Canada Geese annually.

Provide 40,000 AUMs for wlldlffe habnat as long
as monitoring does not IndIcate a deterioration

in rangeland conditions and other resource
objectives continue to be met. Refer to the
Vegetation section for ernerla to make changes
in forage distribution. (Refer 10 Table 2-S for
wildlne forage assignments by grazing
allotment.)
FW02
FW03

FW04

- Revise the Wetlands Allotment Management

Provide and maintain habitat capable 01
producing a three-fold Increase In pheasant and
moumlng dove populations and also capable 01
supporting viable populations of chukars and
valley quail.

• Protect and enhance 6 miles of riparian
habitat In Parlette Draw and 22 miles of riparian

Do nol Issue any bear baiting permns,

haMat along the Green River to ensure
stabllizalion of the peregrine falcon's avian prey

DMRA will adhere to the Vernal Dlstrlers Animal
Damage Control Plan (as revised or amended)
and the distrlers annual operating pian.

base, and Improve habitat conditions.

Habitat management within the resource area is
prlornized as follows: special status animal
species, Management Indicator Species (MIS),
and riparian (Including fisheries).

- Protect bald eagle winter habnat along 22
miles of the Green River In the HMA.
- Provide sunable nesllng and feeding habitat
for migrating greater sandhill cranes and
whooping cranes.

Decisions and/or objectrves for the

Support Needs for General Decisions
sFWOS Serve as a member of the ADC Interdisciplinary
team lor APHIS-ADC.

DeciSions for Habitat Improvement
FW06

DMRA's existing Habitat Management Plans
(e.g., Browns Park, Myton, and Diamond
Mountain·Ashley Creek) will continue to be

implemented and revised as necessary.
Decisions and / or objectives for the
Myton HMP (1979) :

Diamond Mountain-Ashley Creek HMP
(1983):
- Provide sufficient water and forage to sustain
an antelope populallon of approximately 200
animals In the Twelve Mile portion 01 the HMP.
-

standing water

In necessary

or needed

locations.
. Provide free seasonal movement of bIg game
animals by modffylng existing fences at
ldentKled locations.

Provide travel corridors through pinyonjuniper woodlands to entice antelope to use the
Big Wash chaining and sagebrush community
at the higher elevations during the summer.

- Maintain a variety of dive"", habnats to
ensure maximum animal species dlverstty.

- Maintain a dlverstty of habitats to ensure
maximum species dlverstty,

- Maintain existing pralrfe dog colonies as
potential blacl<-footed ferret habitat, and about
2,300 acres of cottonwood bottoms as crucial
bald eagle wlnter habitat and potential peregrine
falcon habnat.

Malntain existing prairie dog colonies as
potential blacl<-footed ferret habitat, and about

..

70 acres of cottonwood bottoms as crucial bald
eagle winter habnat
- Stabilize and improve about eight miles of
riparian vegetation to provide Increased wlldlffe
habitat dlverstty, stabilize streambanks, and
reduce sedimentation Into the Green River.

- Provide habitat for cavtty-nesting nonilSme
wildlffe species, and other species which utilize
standing snags during a portion of their Iffe
cycles, on 400 acres of con~erous and aspen
habnats.
- Determine vegetatlon response to removal of
over-mature curlleaf mountain mahogany on
about 100 acres in the HMP area.
Decisions and/or objectives for the
Browns Park HMP (1987):
Reestablish bighorn sheep in Browns Park.
Provide forage and cover to annually support
an average population of about 300 animals on
public lands In the HMP area, This herd size is
considered optimal by UDWR for the Green
River Corridor In the HMP area.

FW(f1 Improve and/or expand wlldl~e habitat using
vegetation treatments, rangeland improvements,
and alternative grazing prescriptions.
FWOB Wnhin vegetation treatment areas, except
prescribed bums « 10 acres in size), improve
habnat for cavtty-<lwelllng and perching birds
and animals by leaving one snag per each 10
acres wnh a minimum of 5 live trees around
each snag,
FW09

- Maintain or improve the qualtty of about
102,000 acres of mule deer summer and winter
ranges in the HMP area.

Wildl~e

habnat for MIS species will continue to
be enhanced throughout the resource area by
laking opportunities to create water facilities,
maintain or create raptor nesting srtes, and to
design vegetation treatments outlined in this
RMP and spec~ied in the actIvtty plans wnh
these species in mind.

Maintain or Improve the quality of about

21,400 acres of crucial deer winter range and
about 15,610 acres of crucial elk winter range
to provide sufficient forage 10 maintain annual
big game harvests as stated In UDWR Herd Unit
Management Plans, and allow livestock grazing

at preference levels providing there is no
deterioration of the rangeland resource.

Improve and expand haMat for all water
dependent wildlife species by providing

- Improve or maintain sage grouse strutting,
nesting, and brood rearing habitat throughout
the HMP area

Reduce raptor electrocutions along 70 miles
of power1lnes in the HMP area

Allow unrestricted daily and seasonal

- Maintain or improve the qualffy of about
62,000 acres of elk range to provide sufficient
habitat to winter an average 550 elk in the HMP
area
- Maintain or Improve the qualffy of about
23,200 acres of antelope range to provide
sufficient habnat to support an average of 800
animals during the winter In the HMP area,

FWll

movements of big game on public lands.
- Provide sufficient waterfowl habitat in the
HMP area to allow production of 50 ducks
annually.

• Improve or maintain sage grouse strutting,
nesllng, and brood-rearing habitat throughout
the HMP area.

FWl0 Rangeland management practices and
rangeland improvements, including prescribed
bums, will be designed or modlflBd to maintain
or improve Important wlldl~e habitat, Livestock
grazing management will incorporate the needs
of key plant species important to wildl~e and
safe to use by wildl~e in accordance wnh BLM
standards.

Allow unrestricted daily and seasonal
movements of big game on public land,
- Cooperating closely wnh UDWR, establish
peregrine faicon In the Green River Corridor of
Browns Park.
- Cooperallng closely wnh UDWR, reestablish
wild turkey Into the HMP area.

- Maintain or Improve sage grouse wintering

In crucial antelope habnat, the objective will be
to maintain existing water sources and, where
possible and practicaf, provide addrtional water
sources at a denstty of approximately one srte
per square mile,

FW12 Permanent human occupation or dwellings will
not be allowed on public lands within bighorn
sheep habnat
If activities do affect such
habnats, mitigation will be required to provide
improvements to compensate for habitat loss.

habnat In the HMP area,

GIOOOO
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FW13

WildlKe haMat Improvement projects will
require consultation whh Utah Division of
WildlKe Resources on job design and

not apply to maintenance and operations of
existing facilhles,

construction techniques one year In advance of
FW14

Implementation,
Construct or modify all powerlines to prevent
electrocution of raplors.

FW15

Provide water to wlldlKe on all BLM water

Support Needs for Habitat Protection
FW23

developments, including troughs, after livestock
are removed.

FW16

The shape and color of guzzlers will blend whh

Comply whh BLM fencing guidelines when
restricting livestock and wildlKe from the water

FW24

collection and storage areas.
FW18

Wildlffe escape devices will be Installed on all

new and eXisting water tanks or troughs built in
DMRA,
FW19

Roads, except county and State rights-of-way,
may be permanently or seasonally closed
where human/ wildlKe conflicts exist or are
expected, or when roads are no longer

FW25

necessary.

Support Needs for Habitat Improvement
sFW20 Gather baseline data on 40 management
indicator species and use that data to monitor
the health of, and the Bureau's effects on, all
habitats within DMRA. Manage to delist all

special status animal species whIch are
FW26

DeciSions for Habitat Protection

FW22

Do not allow activities that will result in adverse
impacts to deer and elk within crucial winter
range (identified as 194,000 acres) from
December I through April 30, This restriction
does not apply K deer and/or elk are not
present, or impacts could be mhigated through
other management actions, This restriction also
does not apply to malnlenance and operations
of existing facilhles,
Do not allow activhies that will result In adverse
impacts to antelope from May I through June
30 on currently Identnied 7,800 antelope
fawning acres on Antelope Flat. This restriction
does not apply K antelope are not present, or
impacts could be mhigated through other

,10000

Decisions
Species

FW27

2-12

No construction or surface-dlsturblng activities
(does not apply to casual use) will be allowed
year'round within 1/2 mile of golden eagle nest
shes active within the past 2 years which would
adversely affect current use or limit or preclude
potential future use of the nest, unless a permit
to take is obtained from the USF&WS, This
restriction does not apply to maintenance and
operation of existing facilities or if impacts can
be mhigated through other management
actions.
A she-specKlc analysis will be
completed to determine K terrain features
adequately protect the nest site from a
proposed surface-disturbing activity.
Modify existing fences on public lands where
wildlKe are adversely affected, With wildliferestricting fences bordering public lands, work
with owners toward modifying such fences to
Improve natural movement of wildlife,

000018

for

Speclsl

Status

Biological information available for Eight Mile
Flat and Twelve Mile Flat area Indicates Eight
Mile Flat provides the best opportunhy for a
successful reintroduction,
Based on this
existing Information, maintain the 16,600 acres
of potential habitat in Eight Mile Flat by avoiding
any activities that will render potential blackfooted ferret habitat unsuitable for Mure
reintroduction until the studies identHied below
are completed.

Animal

FW28 No construction or surface-<listurbing aclivhies
(does not apply to casual use) will be allowed
year 'round within 1/2 mile of known
ferruginous hawk nests which will adversely
affect current use, or limit or preclude potential
Mure use, unless a permit to take is obtained
from the USF&WS. This restriction does not
apply to maintenance and operation of existing
facilities, or K Impacts can be mhlgaled through
other management actions. A she-specKle
analysis will be completed to determine Klerrain
features adequately protect the nest site from a
proposed surface-dlsturblng actIvhy.

00 not allow surface~isturbjng activities within
1,000 feet of sage grouse strutting grounds
(Identnied as 2,800 acres In management
prlorhy area level 2), OHV use will be limited to
deslgnaled roads and trails yearlong within this
area, This restriction does not apply K impacts
could be mhlgated through other management
actions,
Do not allow sUrface-dlsturblng activities within
sage grouse nesting areas (a 2-mile radius of
sage grouse strutting grounds within the
sagebrush vegetation type) from March 1
through June 30 (Identified as 88,500 acres in
management prlorhy area level 3), OHV use
will be limhed to designated roads and trails
during this period, This restriction does not
apply sage grouse are not present or impacts
could be mhlgated through other management
actions, nor does ~ apply to maintenance and
operation of existing facilities.

n

None IdentKied,

Complete new studies on all five potential
reintroduction areas (I.e., Eight Mile Flat, Twelve
Mile Flat, Shiner, Antelope Flat, and Sunshine
Bench) to determine their current suitabllhy for
reintroduction, Following studies, one of the
five potential sites will be selected and that site
will be protected from any activities that will
render the site unsuitable for reintroduction of
black-footed ferrets. In selecting this site, the
most Important consideration is the biological
parameter that defines the likelihood of a
successful reintroduction and a secondary
consideration will be attempting to minimize
conflicts with other resources' uses. Should
Eight Mile Flat not be selected as the one
reintroduction she, the protective actions
imposed will be withdrawn,
Following
reintroduction, the selected site will be
managed In accordance with these decisions
and the site-specific habitat management plan
developed for the reintroduction,

FW28 No construction or surface-<listurblng activhles
(does not apply to casual use) will be allowed
year 'round within 1/2 mile of known bald eagle
nests,
This restriction does not apply to
mainlenance and operation of existing facilities,
or K Impacts can be mitigated through other
management actions. A site-specHic analysis
will be completed to determine Hterrain features
adequately protect the nest site from a
proposed surface-disturbing activhy,

n

Indicator species and prevent the need to list
other MIS species as special status,

FW21

00 not allow new surface~lsturblng activities
within one mile of active bighorn sheep winter
and rutting areas (currently 3,900 acres)
between September I through May 15 and
active lambing areas (currentiy 800 acres)
between April 15 through June 30, This
restriction does not apply Impacts could be
mhlgated through other management aclions,
nor does h apply to maintenance and
operations of existing facilhles,

n

the natural environment.
FW17

Only those USF&WS
they become final.
guidelines conforming to DMRA guldellnes. or
those that are less restrictive, will apply to the
proposed reintroduction areas.
All RMP
amendment will be required a more restrictive
reintroduction proposal is designed,

with ownen; toward modifying such fences to
Improve natural movement of wildlne,

management actions. This restriction also does

FW30 No construction or surface-disturbing activities
(does not apply to casual use) will be allowed
year 'round within 1 mile of known peregrine
falcon nests, This restriction does not apply to
maintenance and operation of existing facilities,
or K Impacts can be mitigated through other
management actions, A site-specHic analysis
will be completed to determine Klerrain features
adequately protect the nest site from a
proposed surface-disturbing activhy.
FW31

DMRA will adhere to the following
guidelines for potential black-footed
ferret reintroduction:

Provide habitat for and allow for reintroduction
of Colorado River cutthroat trout in Willow,
Beaver, Sears, Crouse, Tolivers, Davenport, and
Jackson Creeks in Browns Park, and Argyle
Creek in Nine Mile Canyon,

FW32 Allow an experimental, non-essential blackfooted ferret reintroduction on one site
according to either the DMRA guidelines
(outlined below) or USF&WS guidelines when

0$:0000
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- All prairie dog colonies in joint ownership will
require the development of a cooperative
management agreement prior to reintnoductlon,
The terms of agreement for 81M-administered
land will be consistent with the guidelines
The terms of
outlined in this document.
agreement on non-8LM administered land will
be developed through negotiation.

No changes will be made to currently
authorized permits or leases In areas where
black-footed ferrets are being proposed for
reintroduction, This "no change" policy also

000019
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applies to the maintenance and operation of
existing facilities.
- More res1rlcllve conditions could be Imposed
by the USF&WS once black-footed ferrets were
released, Hother reintroduced ferret populationS
separate from DMRA suddenly died, and those
In DMRA existed.

Chapter 2 - AretNlide Decisions

company proposing the development. This
mitigation agreement should be established
during the perrn~ng process at the time of the
proposed development Ferret surveys are
recommended prior to construction to develop
plans to avoid harm to ferrets that may occupy
the s~e .

To the extent BlM has the author~, human
actlv~ will only be allowed during daylight
hours from two hours after sunrise to two hours
before sunset The only exceptions will be:
petroleum drilling activities. production
operatIonS, and associated service-reiated
traffic in the Eight Mile Flat area

DMRA will Impose the following hab~
protection restrictions to Eight Mile Flat,
as applicable, 0( to the other s~e
selected as a resutt of the studies
described above prior to a ferret
reintroduction:

- Mufflers will be installed to reduce noise on
all equipment located within 1/4 mile and within
the ferret-occupled reintroduction area.

- All reintroductions will be experimental, nonessentJal.
- All new activities which could negatively affect
the ferrets will require conferring with the
USF&WS.

New sur1ace-<1isturblng activ~1es will be
to a maximum of a cumulative total of
10% within the Eight Mile Flat potential ferret
hab~t area.

- Up to 100 ferrets will be released initially with
subsequent yearly releases of add~1onaI ferrets
until a se~-sustaln!roil population Is established.

lim~

- If ferrets leave the reintroduction area, all the
protective stlpulations that applied to the
reintroduction area will not apply. It would be
the USF&WS's responsibil~ to trap and return
the ferrets to the reintroduction area Adjoining
private and tribal landowners will not be bound
by any restrictions applied to the reintroduction
area

Sur1ace-dlsturbing activ~1es will avoid
potential ferret hab~t. If activities cannot, they
will cross in areas of low prairie dog dens~
« 10 burrows/acre), cross at the shortest
distance through the prairie dog hab~t, 0(
disturb sttes not currently being used by prairie
dogs.
This guideline will not apply to
maintenance and operation of existing facil~ies .

Any ferret accidentally taken must be
reported to the USF&WS immediately.
•Accidental
take"
means unintentionally
harassing, harming, pursuing, killing, trapping,
capturing, or collecting, or an attempt to
engage in such activ~.

- Potential ferret hab~t will remain open to
mineral entry with appropriate mttigatlon.

- "Sur1ace-<1isturbing activ~les ," for the purpose
of these guidelines, are described as any
mechanical activ~ resutting in removal of
existing vegetation or topsoil such as pipelines,
roads, reservoir construction, gravel p~, etc.
- For oil and gas drilling activ~les , the Sur1ace
Use Plan of the APD perm~ (BlM's 13-point
plan) will serve as a means of carrying out
ferret mitigation during the ons~ inspection.
As 011 and gas leases are reissued, notHlcation
will be given that the lessee Is In potentJal ferret
hab~ and add~ional restrictions could apply
as listed here.
- A mitigation agreement should be negotiated
whenever proposed oil and gas developments
under a new lease 0( within a new field cannot
be designed to avoid translocatlng ferrets out of
the area 0( destroying hab~t occupied by
ferrets.
All costs would be paid by the

elOOOO
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- Powerllnes will avoid potential ferret hab~t.
If they cannot, they will be buried or designed
to preclude raptors from using them as hunting
perches.
Non sur1ace-dlsturblng geophysical
exploration will be allowed year 'round.
DMRA will Impose the following hab~t
protection restrictions once ferrets are
reintroduced:

- Do not allow new sur1ace-dlsturbing activities
between March 1 and August 31 within 1{4 mile
of the ferret reintroduction area to protect
reproductive and active litter periods. These
restrictions do not apply to maintenance and
operation of existing facilities.
- Vehicular travel within the occupied ferret
reintroduction area will be restricted to
designated roads and trails. Periods of heavy
vehicular traffic (I.e., drilling) would be
encouraged during daylight hours.

000020

removed from special status, remove any
restrictions pertlnent to the species.

0(

FW35 DMRA provides su~ habitat tor 16 special
status 0( sensitive bird species.
Should
analySis of mon~ data reveal a continued
downward trend In e _ these birdls' numbers
0( nestlng habttats, ~ may be necessary to
Impose mitigating measures. In coordination
with UOWR, the following mitlgallng measures
are recommended as appropriate:

Do not allow sur1ace-dlsturblng activities within
the following spec~ distanceS of an active

- Prairie dog colonies in Eight Mile Flat will be
allowed to expand 10% from their present size
(an add~ional1 ,660 acres) to enhance potential
ferret habitat These guidelines also apply to
this expanded area. Where feasible, vegetation
treatments will be planned to replace AUMs lost
to prairie dog expansion.

nest s~ within the spec~ active reproductive
periods for the special status or sensitive bird
species below. This recommendation would
not be considered for maintenance and
operation of existing facil~les, 0( H impacts
could be mitigated through other management
actions.
A stte-speciflC analySis will be
completed to determine ~ terrain features
adequately protect an active nest s~e from a
proposed sur1ace-disturtling activ~.

- Animal damage control within the occupied
ferret reintroduction area will be allowed with
restriction on placement of M-44s, traps, and
snares to avoid accidental killing of ferrets. If
prairie dog colonies need reduction. only
nontoxic methods will be permitted.

Timing
~

- If ~ Is not shown to be detrimental to ferrets,
DMRA will continue to support UOWR hunting
regulations as they apply to prairie dogs.

Burrowing ON!
Osprey
Swainson's Hawtc:
Northern (3c)shay.A(
Short-earedOwl

- All owners of livestock herding dogs that are
used within the occupied ferret reintroduction
area will require proof of annual distemper
vaccinations. No other free-roaming dogs will
be allowed within the established reintroduction

Prairie Falcon
Met1in

ArneriaW1 Kestrel
Tl.rtey vulture
~s Hawk

.5 mile
.5 mile
.5 mile
.5 mile
.5 mile

Jun 2O- Aug15
A;Jr1 -JuI15
Aprl - Jul15
Feb 1-May15
Mar 15- Jun15

lCXXlac NSO

Mar l -Augl

.5 mile

.5 mile
,5 mile

Sharp-shinned

area.

Haw\<
Nofthem Htwner
Aed -taIedHawk
Great Homed ON!

Non-sur1ace-d isturbing geophysical
exploration will be allowed from September 1 to
February 28 within the ferret reintroduction area.

long -earedOM
_Spoiled
()Ir.tI..

FW33 Authorize no action In su~le hab~t for
threatened and endangered species H tt would
jeopardize the continued existence of the
species or resutt in severe modifICation of the
hab~t. However, ~ may be possible to perrn~
activ~les within the mapped area H a s~e
specHic Inventory shows that su~le hab~t for
threatened and endangered species would not
be adversely affected.

"Presentty no records exist to document the existence of
this species W'i1hin m.ARA. Should eny individUfWs be
found during future inventory ~ the above
recommendation YrI'OUld apply.

FW34 Where mon~O(ing finds threats to these special
status animal species populations, take action
to protect the species and ~ hab~t. If any
federally-listed or candidate species are delisted

~S: OOOO

.Smile
.5 mile
.5 mile
.5 mile

Apr1 - JuI15
Apr 1-Jut1S
Apr 1-Jut15
Apr 15-Aug2D
Apr 10-Jun15
Apr ,-Jut15
Apr 15- Jun25
May '-Jun3)
May 15-Aug 15
May 1-Aug15

.5 mile
.5 mile
.5 mile

FW36 Colorado cutthroat trout hab~t management
will follow the generaJ guidance present In
BlM's Special Status Fishes Habitat
Management Plan and UOWR's Native Cutthroat
Trout Management Plan, presently being
developed. In addition, hab~t maintenance
objectives on currently satisfactory streams will
low level
Include monttorlng of vegetation _
Intra-red photography, continued macroInvertebr;1te sampling, and water quaJ~
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improve ear1y and mid-seral riparian zones. and
the planting of addnlonai shrubs and trees.
Habitat expansion objectives will involve the
isolation of streams with fish barriers to prevent
hybridization and contamination with nonnative
fish followed by the habnat improvement
previously mentioned.

Support Needs fllr Wildlife Transplants
sFW42 Develop habnal managemenl plans and
associated environmental analyses. as needed.
to provide specific management direction for
the wildlife releases outlined above.

Support Needs for Special Status Animal
Species

HAZARDOUS
MANAGEMENT

sFW37 Develop and implement activity plans for
federally-listed anImal species currently without
a recovery plan (e.g., razorback sucker), with
the overall management objective being to
manage the habnatto the level where delisting
Is deemed appropriate. Develop and Implement
managemenl plans for Calegory t and 2, as
well as sensitive animal species. with the overall
managemenl objective being 10 manage Ihe
habitat to the level where the need to list is
unnecessary or unwarranted.

Bighorn sheep

River otter
Upland game birds
FW40

FW41

150-400 head on
Diamond Mountain
100 head each on
Diamond MountainThree Corners, Argyle
Canyon, and Dry ForkLittle Mountain
300-400 head in
Browns Park
100-200 head each in
Island Park, and Nine
Mile Canyon
Green River
Resource Area wide

Improve or maintain habitat in bighorn sheep
reintroduction areas. Actions may include
vegetation Irealmenls, road closures, and
additionaJ water sources. etc.

RIghta-oI-WayDesignated corridors identffied
in this RMP will be 1/4 mile in width, unless
constrained by environmental features and
unavoidable resource protection areas. These
approved corridors are the preferred location
for Mure major linear rights-<lf-way which meet
the following criteria:

LANDS AND REALTV MANAGEMENT

MATERIALS

HZOl

HZ02

Decisions for Access

Adhere to Ihe Vernal Dislricrs "Hazardous
Materials Contingency Plan Handbook." If there
is no identifiable responsible party for a
hazardous materials site, or if identified the
pany refuses 10 take action, DMRA will acl 10
effect a clean up. Cleanup actions are to
include limiting access to the site to ensure
safely of Bureau employees and Ihe pub!ic,
contracting for the cleanup/removal of the
materials, and gathering evidence to assist in
futurelnigation of Ihe responsible panies. AI no
time will OMRA employees remove or transport
hazardous materials.

LR01

Any unauthorized hazardous materials sites on
public lands wilhin DMRA will be cleaned up
and hazardous wastes removed to an approved
disposal area.

HZ04

All proposed actions occurring on public lands
will be analyzed for their potential to release
hazardous materials into the environment.
Appropriale slipulations will b. incorporaled
into the permitting document to ensure
prevention of hazardous incidents.

000022

Acquire from willing sellers or donors, needed
public access to approximately 70,700 public
acres for reerealional purposes identnied as
follows (note: legal vehicular (v), or foot!
mountain bicycle/horseback only (I). Refer to
Map 2·1.

High Priority

Moderale Priority

Ashley Creek (v)
Horseshoe Bend (v)
Lambson Draw (v) Argyle Ridge (v)
Jackson Draw (v) Jensen Canyon (v)
Warren Draw (v)
Little Sulfur Canyon (f)
Allen Draw (f)
Ashley Creek Rec Site (f)
Red Mountain (v) Hoy Mountain (f)
Wild Mountain South Pot Creek (v)

Close or Iransfer the exisling landfills on public
land leased from BlM in DMRA. In order 10
minimize impacts to local governments. OMRA
will work with them to find alternative sites.

HZ03
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Pipelines with a diameler of 15 inches
or greater
Transmission lines (not distribution)
with a voltage capacity of 69 kV or
greater
Paved roads or roads consisting of
more than two lanes
Railways, excluding spurs off main lines
to a designated point
Signfficant canals, ditches, or conduits
requiring a permanent width grealer
than 50 feet

Process permits , leases, and other actions as
needed whife applying RMP goals to the extent
possible, acquire lands as needed to enhance
management of critical resource values as
identified in this RMP, and dispose of lands for
community expansion or private uses where
RMP goals wiff be met.

Decisions

Take opponunnies 10 eliminate domestic sheep
grazing wnhin 10 miles of Idenmied bighorn
sheep habnat by using negollatlon of changes

lS0000

snos.

landfill site on public land leased from BLM in
DMRA, and the guidance in these plans will be
followed.

Protect public health and safety and the natural and
environmental resources from the permanent and/or
unauthorized disposal of hazardous wastes. including
transportation, storage, and disposal facUities, on public
lands within the resource area.

Provide habitat for and allow for reintroduction
of:

Moose

~

Objective

Decisions for Wildlife Transplants

Pronghorn anlelope

!/.)

-:> S:Jpport Needs
~
~ sHZOS Closure plans will be prepared for each existing

Objective

sFW38 Continue to inventory and implement monitoring
programs on all Federal and Slale candidale
and sensitive animal species.

FW39

they are considered consistenl with the current
management objectives; those which are not
will either be rejected or will necessnate a plan
amendment prior to approval. In addition, land
use authorizations will not be approved for
landfills, hazardous waste disposal snes, or
commercial surface water disposal

into the permitting document 10 ensure
prevention of hazardous incidents.

In class of liveslock (from sheep 10 cattle) and
altemalive grazing syslems, elc.

In most cases, major linear righlS-<lf-way
proposed outside of the designated corridors
will require a plan amendment.

low Priority

LR04

Establish utility corridors across the resource
area for placement of major facilities. Eslablish
level 1 lands as exclusion areas. Establish
avoidance areas within level 2 lands. A passthrough will be eslablished near the head of
little Swallow Canyon, on level 1 lands in
Browns Park, where four pipelines currenlly
cross the Green River. RighlS-<lf-way will be
encouraged to be placed in the Four Mile
Bottom area, on level 2 lands on the low.er
Green River, where an existing pipeline
currently crosses the Green River. Make level
3 and 4 lands available to support permitted
activities with special restrictions and/or
standard conditions, as appropriate.

LR05

Lands within levels 1 and 2 and special status
plant species habnat within level 3 are closed to
new agricu~uralleases (142,100 acres).

LR06

Allow new major communication sites on Goslin
Mountain, little Mountain, and Aspha~ Ridge.

Sear.; Can~n (v)
lA_aJl Ilfaw (v)

Red Wash (Q
West little Mtn (v)
E. 9 ~ Mile Canyon (v)
Nine Mile Canyon (f)

Support Needs for Access
: LR02

Coordinate access efforts with 1ederal, stale and
local govemments, private organizations and
individual landowners.

Decisions for Land Use Authorizations
" LR03
-- ~

The following criteria will be used when
evaluating proposed land use authorizations:
land use authorizations will not be approved in
exclusion areas. land use authorizations in
avoidance areas may be authorized provided
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LR07

LA08

and agricu~raI entry on (In prIOrity order): the
Green River Scenic CorrIdor in Browns Park
(19,400 acres), the relict vegetation areas (3,600
acres), the lower Green River AGEC (7,900
acres), and developed and potential recreation
s~es (5,000 acres).

Level 3 and 4 lands are available for major
water development rights-of-way with special
restrlctlons. Outside of these areas, water
development rights-of-way may be permitted W
the project Is consistent with AGEC or other
land management prescriptions.

Support Needs for Withdrawals

On level I lands, trespass resolution will be
limited to removal and restoration. Resolution
of trespass on levels 2, 3, and 4 lands could
include authorization under rlght-of-way, lease,
sale, exchange, or removal, as appropriate.
PrIOrities for trespass resolution are: High
PrIOrity - Level I and 2 lands, previous trespass
presently under a 3-year (or less) agrlcu~ural
permit. airport trespasses at Willow Creek and
TaylOr Flat. Moderate Priority - Level 3 and 4

None IdentWied.

Decisions for Land Tenure Adjustments
LA13

considering land tenure adjustments:

DIsposals (General).

Public lands within
DMRA could be considered for disposal through
methods such as sale, exchange, state
indemnity selection, and Recreation & Public
Purpose Act patent All disposal actions will be
coordinated with adjoining landowners, local
govemments, and current land users. Public
lands Identified for disposal are IdentWled in
Appendix I.

lands.
LAOS

Land use perm~ w!!! be utilized only to provide
temporary authorization until the appropriate
method of long·term resolution can be
determined.

Support Needs for Land Use Authorizations
&RIO Prepare communication s~e management plans

Sales. Any lands to be disposed of by sale
that are not IdentWied in this RMP will require a
plan amendment.

for existing s~es to insure current facility
holders are not adversely affected by add~ional

users.

In completing land sales, the dispos~ion of the
minerai estate of the public land will be
evaluated using the following cr~eria:

Decisions for Withdrawals
LA11

LA12

Review existing withdrawals and classWlcations
on BLM-admlnlstered lands to determine their
consistency with the intent of the withdrawals In
accordance with section 204(1) of FLPMA, and
recommend
continuing,
modifying , or
terminating as applicable. Any withdrawals no
longer meeting the ir intended purpose will be
terminated .
Any lands becoming
unencumbered by withdrawals or classWlcatlOns
will come under the direction of this RMP and
will be managed in a manner consistent with
the adjoining public lands.
If the
unencumbered lands fall within two or more
management prIOrity levels, where future
planning crneria may not be clear, a plan
amendment may be required. Where deemed
appropriate, existing withdrawals also may be
modified or terminated to facil~e disposal
actions and/or Implement the objectives of this
RMP.

In cases of proposed exchanges Involving
public lands within AGECs or other special
management areas, public lands are available
for disposal only In the event there Is a clear
and overrid ing benef~ to the public which would
outweigh the identWied AGEC or special
resource values.
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on-federal lands will be considered for
through exchange of su~le public
land. on a case-by-case basis, where
acqu is ~lon of the non-federal lands will contain
higher resource values than the public lands
being exchanged.

Public lands that do root have "known
mineral values" may be offered In
exchange without any
mineral
reservation to the United States. This
will apply whether or not the nonfederal party in an exchange controls
the minerai estate under their offered
land.

lands.
Public lands with known values for
locatable minerals could be conveyed
only W there are no existing mining
claims, and determination Is made thai
the exchange of the surface and
mineral estate will clearly serve an
important public benefit. The surface
and mineral estate of public lands, with
known values for leasable or saleable
minerals, could be conveyed with a
reservation of the valuable mineral
~ determination Is made that
disposal of the surface estate will not
interfere with the potential mineral
development.

Non-federal lands to be acquired through both
Bureau- and public-in~iated exchanges must
have at least one of the following
charactp.ristics:
would facil~te access to
public lands and resources and/or
contribute to a more effic ient and
manageable landownership pattem.

Acquis ~ion

Acquisition would facilitate
implementation of th is RMP 's
management actions.
Acqu isnion of the non-federal lands
would maintain or enhance public uses
and values with priority given to
acquiring riparian/wetlands, lands with
high recreation use and/or wildlWe
values, and lands with slgnWicant
cu~ural snes and/ or paleontological
localnies.
Lands acquired through exchange will be
managed In accordance with the management
objectives ldentWied for the adjoining public
lands to the extent practical and consistent with
the intent of the acquis~lon .

~£OOO{l

of the mineral estate of the public land will be
evaluated using the following criteria:

~ the public lands have some potential
for minerai development, the mineral
estate or interest(s) thereto may be
disposed of providing the values of
both the public and private lands are
equivalent overall Q( equalized through
the payment of cash, not exceeding
25% of the total value of the public

acqu is ~lon

If the public lands have no "known
mineral values", the mineral estate
could be disposed of pursuant to the
authority of section 209(b) of FLPMA.
In Instances where the surface estate is already
in private ownership and the minerai estate is
reserved to the United States, the surface
owner may purchase the reserved mineral
estate, provided that the cr~ria under 43 CFR
2720 are met.

In completing land exchanges, the dlspos~

P\tlIIc Blds wi

be considered for disposal by exchange
provided the exchange will resu~ In more
efficient federal management of the public lands
and provided, further. that the values and
management objectives which the federal lands
and Interests to be conveyed may serve, W
retained In federal ownership, are not more than
the values of the nonfederal lands or interests
and the public objectives they could serve W
acquired by the Un ~ed States.

If the public lands proposed for sale
are determined to have "known values"
for locatable, leasable, or saleable
minerals, one of the following courses
of action may be taken : reject the offer
to purchase or cancel the offer of sale,
or dispose of the surface estate and
reserve all or part of the minerai estate
to the Un~ed States.

Recommend protective withdrawals or other
protective measures that will preclude mineral

asoooo

The follcwlng cr~eria will be adhered to when

ExchangeaIAcqulaltlona.
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In all exchanges, effort will be made to keep the
surface and minerai estate Intact on both the
lands disposed of and acquired, where
possible.

Other Methods 01 Acquisition. In addition to
acquiring non-federal lands through land
exchanges, DMRA could acquire lands by direct
purchase utilizing programs such as the Land
and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF), when
funding is available, and by donation.

S - Indemnity SelectIons. Such requests
will be processed on a case-by-case basis, with
consideration given to the decisions of this
RMP. Generally, disposal actions will be limited
to those areas Identified for open and active
management
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Recreation & Public Purpose.
lands
conveyed to local governments and non-pro,"
organizations under the R&PP Act may Include
those identnled In decision LAt3. In addnlon.
requests for lands other than those identKled
could be considered for disposal provided the
proposed use will provide a greater public
benefn than that which the current management
provides. and that the action Is otherwise
consistent wnh this RMP.
LRI4

All lands and Interesls in lands In levels 2. 3.
and 4 could be considered for disposal by
exchange or other methods except sale (refer
to criteria outlined above in LAI3).

LRI5

About 24.000 acres of Isolated tracts and
communny expansion lands In level 3 (outSide
of ACECs). and level 4 will be considered
potentially sunable for sale. These tracts are
identified In Appendix I .

LRIS

Acquire fee title or Interest In lands (e.g .. water
rights. scenic easements) wnh a priority placed
on lands wnhln level 1. 2. and 3.

Support Needs
Adjustments

for

Land

assignments are:

Maintain - 38 allotments
Improve - 39 allotments
Custodial - 31 allotments
LV03

LV04

LV06

Allow rangeland Improvements and grazing

Tenure

Support Needs

Care will be taken to locate and protect
all legal markers Including cadastral.
property. and claim markers.

sLV08 Develop and implement new allotment
management plans: Antelope Powers. Big
Wash Draw. Brush Creek. Clay Basin Meadows.
Eight Mile Rat. Five Mile. McFarley Rat.
Shiner/Diamond Mountain. and Willow Creek.
Aevlse eXisting AMPs covering Cononwood
Springs Oncludes Pelican lake. Twelve Mile.
and Young). Goslin Mountain. Horseshoe Bend.
Hoy Mountain. Llnle Desert. Aed Creek Rat.
S.J. Hatch. Tayfor Rat. and Wetlands
Allotments.

All fences will be built according to
BLM specifications. Including design. to
facilitate wlldlKe movement.

sLV09 The following mitigating measures and standard
operating procedures will be incorporated into
rangeland Improvements. as applicable:

Clearing of fence lines prior to
construction will be limited to brush
removal only.

In order to Incorporate the concerns
and Issues of affected parties. early
consultation and coordination will be
completed prior to inniatlon of the
project.
Identified rea sonable
mnlgation measures gleaned from this
consultation will be incorporated Into
the project.

Gates will be Instailed along the fence
at Intersections of all official access
roads or trails. In natural passes. and
other strategic places to facilitate
movement of recreators, livestock, and
wildlife.

A cooperative agreement between
DMRA and the grazing permittee will be
developed where applicable for the
construction and maintenance of the
project.

prescriptions to maintain or improve the values

Objective

present.
(Aefer to Table 2-6 for specific
improvements by grazing allotment).
A
summarY of these Improvements and
prescriptions are:

Restore and improve rangeland conditions and
productivity while providing for Its use and
development, maintain and improve habitat for
wildlife, maintain healthy watersheds and
vegetation communities, direct future rangeland

10 AMPs
12 AMP revisions
63 guzzler/spring developments
22,950 acres of vegetation treatment
687 reservoirs
57 mHes of fence
35 miles of pipelines

management actions, and promote sustained
yield and multiple use.

Decisions
Livestock grazing, where authorized, will be
conducted In a manner to maintain healthy
watershed and vegetation communnles, and
may be used as a management tool In
achieving specific resource objectives
established at the actlvny plan level.
All DMRA grazing allotments are assigned to a
management prlorny category (refer to Table

8£0000

Maintain existing livestock grazing preference at
50,299 AUMs as long as monnoring does not
Indicate a deterioration In resource cond itions
and other resource objectives continue to be
met. Aefer to the vegetation decision for
established criteria when making changes to
forage distribution.
Recommend the Range Creek Wild Horse Herd
Management Area boundary (Herd No. UT64t)
be adjusted to exclude that portion of the HMA
wnhln DMAA. Do not deSignate any other wild
horse herd management areas.
Any wild
horses detected within DMAA will be removed
in compl iance with the Wild Horse and Burro
Act.
Until the recommendation has been
approved, continue to provide 49 AUMs for wild
horses In this HMA.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

LV02

Manage rangelands In accordance with the
grazing prescriptions, rangeland improvements,
and management actions set forth In this AMP.
Develop or revise activity plans to renect any
needed changes determined through monitoring
studies and allotment evaluation.

LV05

None identKied.

LVOI
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2-5 and Map Packet #3). A summary of these

2-21

LV07

Take opportunnies to eliminate domestic sheep
grazing wnhin to miles of identified bighorn
sheep habnat by using negotiation of changes
In class of livestock, (from sheep to cattle) and
anematlve grazing systems. etc.. with the
Involved grazing permittees and UDWR.
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TABLE 2-5: MANAGEMENT PRIORITY CATEGORY FOR
GRAZING ALLOTMENTS WITHIN OIAMOND MOUNTAIN RESOURCE AREA

TABLE 2-5: MANAGEMENT PRIORITY CATEGORY FOR
GRAZING ALLOTMEtn'S WITHIN DIAMOND MOUNTAIN RESOURCE AREA

Allotment Name

Allotment
No_

Management

category

Uvestock
Total Wildlife
4
ObJective AUMs Preference AUMs

Allotment Name

Allotment
No_

Manag"",ent

category

Total WlIdHfe
Uvestock
4
ObJectfve AUMs Preference AUMs

Antelope Powers

15879

I

407

3,421

Green River (PRRA)'

04049

I

276

Aunt Knoll

t5807

I

117

729

Hacking

04850

C

77

62

Argyle Ridge

04873

M

m

540

Halfway Hollow

15808

M

35

154

Asphalt Ridge

05807

C

49

26

Hatch Cove

04834

M

303

281

Bates Spring

14823

C

40

67

Holmes-Palmer

15810

C

106

129

Bealer Basin

14806

M

201

246

Horseshoe Bend"

05814

I

109

Big Wash"

05881

I

352

980

Hoy Flat (Colo) '

04840

M

Big Wash Draw

15885

I

475

516

Blair Basin

14824

C

77

15

Bridgeport

14805

I

695

Browns Park (Colo)'

C4806

C

Brush Creek

04858

I

Bull Canyon

04878

M

561

1,000

Canal

15816

M

96

224

Castle Peak"

05886

I

601

2,903

Clay Basin"

14802

I

1,069

Clay Basin Meadows"

185

145
315

Hoy Mountain-

1481 5

I

309

Island Pa rk

04870

I

1,206

35

139

Jackson-Crouse-Dry Hlw

14812

M

1,290

980

693

530

Johnson

04851

C

147

68

1,123

884

Kyune I (PRRA)'

04128

M

245

53

Lambson-Crouse·Davisl •

14818

M

358

572

Lears Canyon

04875

I

461

308

Little Brush Creek

04885

C

13

15

384

Little Desert-

05880

I

308

2,564
330

568

14804

I

303

365

Little Hole

14811

I

1,265

Coal Mine Basin"

4885

M

497

720

Log Cabin

04830

C

73

58

Cooper Draw

4835

M

588

344

Mame Hole-Bear Hollow

04816

C

172

140
68

Cottonwood Springs"

04853

I

1,235

945

Mail Draw

14826

M

81

Cove & W Cow Hollow

14817

C

229

277

Marshall Draw'

14814

M

569

Max Canyon (PRRA)'

14073

C

29

5

McCoy Flat

05805

M

351

843
418

Current Canyon

04877

I

562

240

Deep Creek

04884

C

35

8

Devil Canyon

04882

M

478

1,358

McFartey Flat

04863

M

491

Diamond Mountain

04837

I

1,133

788

McKee Spring

14825

C

143

170

Diamond Rim

04881

I

375

120

Mosby

04847

M

611

220

Dinosaur Park

04887

C

190

103

Natural Lake

14820

C

115

100

Donkey Flat"

04859

I

813

402

Od en

04880

C

15

Dry Creek (Colo)'

04890

M

275

Offield Min. (Colo)'

04841

M

Dry Fork

04854

I

990

470

Ouray Road

15802

M

184

E. Cow Hollow

14822

C

71

50

Ouray Valley

15815

C

43

30

E. Huber

15811

M

89

1,048

Paddys Gap

04860

I

679

291

2
255
657

E. Little Mtn"

04845

I

490

265

Partey Canyon

04883

I

895

355

Eight Mile Flat

05887

M

295

1,520

Pelican Lake

05812

M

118

544

Five Mile

04874

I

2,145

1,056

Perry

04852

I

384

96

Flynns Point

0' '189

C

47

40

Powell/ Sadlier

04872

C

111

165

Gadsen

04881

C

243

57

Gadsen Draw

14810

C

227

106

Goslin Mtn."

14803

M

2,039

2,521

Green River Bottoms·

15878

M

380

330

0;- 0000
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Red Creek Flat' "

04809

I

935

Red Mountain

04857

M

1,030

Rich & Stelson

15801

C

20

65

Ruple Cabin"

14833

I

902

2,434

e£oooo
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TABLE 2-5: MANAGEMENT PRIORITY CATEGORY FOR
GRAZING ALLOTMENTS WITHIN DIAMOND MOUNTAIN RESOURCE AREA

Allotment Name
Aye Grass

3

S J Hatch*
School Bus Draw
Sears Canyon

3

Serviceberry Spring
Shindy*
Shlner*
Shiner (COIO)2
Smelter Springs
2
S. Pot Creek * (Colo)
Spring Creek
Smokem-up
Stone Cabln* (PARA)'
Sulfur Canyon (PRRA)'
Taylor Flae*
Three Corners
Twelve Mile
Twin Knolls
N. Warren Draw
S. Warren Draw
Water Canyon #1
Water Canyon #2
3

Watson *
Wells Draw
W. Huber
W. Little Mtn
W. Pelican Lake
W. Pot Creek
Wetlands*
Wild Mtn2 (Colo)
Wilkerson
Willow Creek
Willow Springs
Young

Allotment
No.

Uvestock
Management
Total Wildlife
Objective AUMs 4 Preference AUMs
Category

14807
04862
04838
14809
04828
04849
04869
04842
04848
04843
04856
04817
04109
04111
04808
14800
15813
04891
14813
14827
04876
04879
04804
15884
15803
04846
04886
04829
158n
04844

M

04887
14801
04885
15809

C

I
M
M
C
M
I

861
1,599
180
836
161
378
2,230

C
C

81

I
I

5n

1,681
180
113
68
3,000
In
24
8n
196

C

M

56
470
715
238
185
343
374
288
212
335
876
416
97

I

484

C

30
246
337
223

I
C
I
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
I
I

C
I
M

I
M
M

27
590
126
100

2
158
167
316
596
190
153
138
814
402
124
251
107
1,096
249
20
15
501
93
535

• - Current AMP

1 The preferenel reprellnts Oiamond Mountain li.nd • • Thl.1 allotment. ar. adminiltered by Price Rive, R.A. The pLinning is the responsi bili ty of Vernal
Olstrict.

2 Tho grlzing on theso lilotmonla is Idministorod by Diamond Mounllin R.A., tho plonning is tho rospon.i bi~ty of tho Crllg Di.trict (Llllio Snlke) A.A.
3Allotmonla whoro pro'oroncolsrotirod ornonrenowlblo: Rod Crook Fill, Tlylor Fill, Wilson, Ryo Gross, Mlllhill Drlw, S. Warron Drlw,and Sears Canyon.
4 '88' UOWR hord un ltobjoctivenumbor. pro-rltod by grizingillotmtnla within unit. Mlychongouccording to hlbitat condition.lnclud .. non-game speci ..
n"dl.
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TABLE 2-6: RANGELAND IMPROVEMENTS - BY GRAZING ALLOTMENTS

...,..

-

~SYSTBI

AlLOTIENTS

Spring

Defer
Antelope Powers

15879

Aunt Knoll

15807

Argyle Ridge

04873

Asphalt Ridge

05807

Bates Spring

14823

Bealer Basin

14806

BlgWaskl

05881

Big Waskl Draw

15885

Blair Basin

14824

Bridgeport

14805

Browns Park

04800

Brush Creek

04858

Bull Galyon

04878

Canal

16816

Castle Peak

05886

Clay Basin

14802

Clay Basin Meadows

14804

Coal Mine Basin

04855

Cooper Draw

04835

Cottonwood Springs

04853

Cove & W. Cow Hollow

14817

Current Cmyon

04877

Deep Creek

04884

Devils Calyon

04882

DIMlOnd Mountain

04837

DiMlOndRim

04861

Dinosaur Park

04867

Donkey Flat

048li9

DryFork

04854

Rest
RotaI8

snumJW. flRClEIS

\9ETAl1ON u.v.uA11ON
Frwd

Bum &

Bum'

X
X

Seed '

Chern.

Hvst

Inter·
seed

PIC

Fenc!og 'Mila)
Div. Bndry

Res.

Guzzlers
&Spgs.

~
lines (MI.)

Wells

100
10

200

X

3

X
1

X

2

.5

20

300

X'

400

200 '

20

2
1

1
5

600

X'
X'

200

600

10

300

20

200

5

1

1.5'

1
10,1'

3

2
300

X
X'

50
15

1

300

15

.S"

1

.5

1,400

5

.5"

2

.5

3

2

1,300

15

3

4.5

X
X

1

2
200

200

5

X'

2

2

5

X

100

6

.5

2.5

1

4

200

2
200

X

200

400'

200

100

15
2

1
2

1

1

2

.5
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TABLE 2..: RANGELAND IMPROVEMENTS - BY GRAZING AUOTMENTS

AI.I..OBENTS

E. Cow Hollow

GRA2IN3 SYSIBt
Spring

Rest

Defer

Rotate

S1RJC11.JW. PFnECTS

\'BETATION MANIUA~

Bum '

Bum &
Seed '

Chern_

Frwd
Hvst

F~lng'MI~l

Inter-

seed

PIC

DIY.

Res.

Bndry

Guzzlers
&Spgs.

Pipelines (MI.)

14822

E. Huber

15811

E. Little Mountain

04845

Eight Mile Flat

05887

X

Five Mile

04874

X

Flynns Point

04889

Goosen

04881

Gadsen Draw

14810

Goslin Mountain

14803

Green River (JlFRA) 0

04800

X

1

15

1

200

200

200

500

200

12

1

10

2

25

2-

1

Green River Bottoms

15878

1

Hacking

04850

1

Halfway Hollow

15808

Hatch Colle

04834

Holmes-Palmer

15810

llorseshoe Bend

05814

Hoy MountaIn

14815

Island Parte

04870

Jackson/Crouse/Dry Hollow

14812

Johnson

04851

Kyune 10 (JlFRA)

04129

X

2
200

2

X

200

XI

5

2

15

2

200

2

5

14818

150

200

Little Brush Creek

04865

Little Desert

05880
14811

04830

Marne Hole-Bear Hollow
Mail Draw

.5

500

04875

X

25

XI

1
.5

900

Lears Canyon

Little Hole

1.5"

200

Ltwnbson/Crouse/D8YiS

Log Cabin

3

5

1,000

6

04816

200

3

14828

200

3

2
1"

2

.5

000033

Wells

000033
TABLE H:

RANQELAM)

---~
Rest

MJ.ani:Jtrs

MInhaII Draw

14814

McCoy Flat

0!5806

McFIWIey Flat

04863

McKee SprIng

14826

Mosby

04841

Natural Lake

14820

Oden

04880

Ouray Road

15802

RotaIB

Bum'

Bun &
Seed'

200

200

X

400

PIWIey~

100

Pelican Lake

05812

Peny

04852

800

200

Red Mountain

04867
15801

Ruple Cabin

14833

Rye Qra,s

14801

300

S.J.Hatch

04862

300

School Bus Draw

04638

200
300

04848

04856

Stone Cabin ~)

04109

Sulphur ~ (PFI=IA)

04111

1
4

1

3

Ui

9

6

1

10

1

2

Rich & Stetson

Spring Creek

Wells

20
100

15

04872

04849

~

lines (MI.)

& Spgs.

1.5

5

04809

Smelter Springs

GuzzIn

3

4tiO

PowelljSadller

Shiner

Bndry

I

X

Red Creek Flat

04849

DIY.

Res.

15

04883

04828

FelICInaBitU.
PIC

X'

15815

Shindy

Intaraeed

3

200

04860

Setn~

Hvst

200

PaddysGap

ServIceberry Spring

Ftwd
r.t'fIm_

15

OUray Valley

14809

-- ......... ~ -~

~i~lJOf.t~__

SprIng

Defer

lIFAOVEIENTS - BY GRAZING ALLOTIENTS

.5
1

2
10

500

100

X

10
2

35

X

2-

1

.5

2

4

3

.5

2

500
1,000

200

2

2

000034
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TABLE 2~: RANGELAND IIIPROVEIENTS - BY GRAZING ALLOTIIENTS

Taylor Flat

0480B

ThreeComn

14800

Twelve Mile

1S813

Twin Knolls

04819

N. Werren

Draw

SprIng

Rest

Defer

AotIIIe

~~

'WD:'fA11Off ~liCM'

CHZIfG sma.t

M1OriENi'8

am&

Bum '

X

Se61:!'

Chern.

Frwd

Inter-

HYst

seed

PIC

N!l1C!!Jg (MIlD}
DIY. Bndry

Res.

300

2

200

X

1

4

1

5

S. Werren Draw

14827

200

3

watsr CMyon #1

04876

Watsr CMyon #2

04879

WtbOn

04804

200

Wells Draw

15884

200

15803
04846

W. PelicM Lake

04886

W. Pot Creek

04829

Wetlands

15877

Wild Mountain

04844

Wilkerson

04887

Willow Creek

14801

Young

15809

Wells

20
200

W. Little MountaIn

PIpelines (MI.)

2

2

14813

West Huber

Guzzlers
&Spgs.

2

2

1.5

200 '

X

2
400

250

1
.2

200

3·

10

800
X

TOTAlS

• - Fencing to improve riparilW'l habitat.
P - Plow IW'Id Seed
C - Contour FurTow & Seed
1 - PossIble Allotment M..,agement PItw1 Development.

1,900

18.000

450

1.aoo

200

800

2 - PredominMt!y PfJ. If pinyon/juniper IY98S will not
C8fry a fire. chaining may be substituted.
3 - PredominlWltly sagebrush. If sagebrush understory will not
C8fry a fire. chemicals may be substituted fat' control.

15

5

687

42.7

15

1

5

1

83

34.5

1

4 - Includes division. boundary. IW'Id exclosure fences.
5- A preferred trealmentmethod isselectedfat'eech allotment.
e - Allotments where grazing is administered by Price River

Re9ouroe Area.
7 - Commercial ..,d personal firewood cutting/seeding.
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MINERALS MANAGEMENT
('\I

Objective
MN03

M

Identify BLM-admlnistered lands and minerai
estate with high, moderate, or low potential
which are open for the exploration and
development of all and gas resources
(Including coal bed methane, tight gas
reservoirs, and tar sands), nonenerw leasables
(gilsonite and phosphate), and minerai
materials (sand and gravel, building stone);
define protective measures In the form of lease
stipulations, protect Important nonmlneral
resources needed to Identify BLM-admlnlstered
lands as open or closed to location or claims
(for locatable minerals) or sites.

~

c:-

O:.
Q

Chapter 2 - Areawide Decisions

facUnles.
Restrictions from other resource
decisions will be applied to new leases, or at
the time of lease renewal for existing leases.
Level 4 lands (about 112,100 acres surface
estate) are open to geophysical exploration with
standard condnlons and level 3 lands (about
507,200 acres of surface estate) are open to
wtth special condnlons. Level 1 and 2 lands
(89,700 acres of surface estate) are closed to
significant
surface-disturbing
activities
associated wnh geophysical exploration.

MNOl

MN04

sensitive species, cultural areas. and other
resources susceptible to Impacts from leasing·
related activ~ies (refer to Appendix 2). It will
usually be necessary to apply the same
standa rds for environmental protection of split
estate lands as would be used for federal
surface. DMRA will consider carefully the views

Restrictions placed on the lease or subsequent
of approval do not apply to
maintenance and production of existing
cond~ions

MN07

MN08

About 164,000 acres federal mineral estate are
category 1; 579,500 acres federal minerai estate
are category 2; 0 acres federal mineral estate
will be category 3; and 110,500 acres federal
minerai estate are category 4 (refer to Map
Packet #5) .

decisions will be applied to new leases, or at
the time of lease renewal, for existing leases.
MN05

Lands wtthln the resource area that are not
wnhdrawn are avaOabie for the location rJ
claims and shes. On those lands identified 88
special emplhasls areas or as having valuable
resources, work wtth mining operators to assure
that unnecessary or undue degradation rJ
valuable resources and areas does not occur.

RE05

MANAGEMENT
RE06

within crucial deer and elk winter range are

REOl

All developed recreation s~es wtthln DMRA are
closed to firearm use.

RE02

About 299,600 acres In level 3 and 4 lands are
open to OHV use, 364,200 acres In level 3 are
limned to OHV use wnh seasonal or yea~ong
restriction to designated roads and traUs; and
45,200 acres In level 1 and 2 lands are closed
to OHV use. Refer to Map Packet #6 lor the
graphic depiction of these designations. Reier
to Table 2-7 for a list of specKic acreages by
restriction. These closures and limitations do
not apply to BLM permined uses that require
off·road travel (e.g .. grazing perm~ operations).

None identified.

Decisions for Minerai Materials

Continue Special Recreation Management Area
Pelican Lake. Establish SRMAs for the Red
Mountaln-Ory Fork Complex and Nine Mile
Canyon Areas.

R E03

Do not Issue any bear ba~lng perm~s.

RE04

Develop recreation lacUnles at: near Jones
Hole, Brough ReseNolr, Red Mountain (outside
the relict vegetation s~e) , Cononwood Grove,
and Horseshoe Bend.

~ f OOOO

Developed recreation shes are closed to
grazing and surfaClHllsturblng actlvnles not
directly ralated to recreation development.
OHV use will be limned to deSignated roads
and traRs yea~ong .

status for the Green River Scenic Corridor and

RE07

Develop Interpretive lacOnles at Diamond Hoax,
Taylor Fiat, Pariene Wetlands, Oay Basin Gas
Field, and Brush Creek.

REOI

Develop about 55 miles of hiking and/or
horsebeck trail. along the Green River and on
Dry Fork, Ashley Creek, Beaver, Willow, Nine
MBe and other place. In the resource area.
Establish about 12 mOes of mountain bicycle
trals using existing rurai roads and trails.
Establish a non-motorized trail along Sears
Canyon.

RE09

Maintain the character and values of 43.200
acres Oncludes 6,600 acres In Six Mile Draw) of
ldentKled seml -prim~ive nonmotorized areas by
closing the areas to OHV use and motorized
.urfaClHlisturblng activnles (refer to Map 2-3).

RE10

Establish the Jones Hole Road , the Diamond
Mountain-Browns Park-CIay Basin Loop and the
Red OOud Loop as Back-Country Byways.
Continue the established Nine Mile Canyon
Back-Country Byway designation.

RE11

If cave resources are identified on public lands,
take appropriate action to Inventory and protect
them from damage.

Decisions

allowed year 'round. but would require
management actions designed to mitigate both
short- and long-term loss of hab~at.

000036

2-2.

Ensura the conUnued availability of quality
outdoor racraar/on opportunltlas and
experlances that ara not readlfy avallabla from
othar sources; protect the health and safety of
visitors; protect natural, cultural, and other
ra.ource.; encourage public enjoyment of
public lands and to rasolva u.ar conflicts.

Exploration and development of phosphate

About 164,000 acres federal minerai estate are
category 1; 579,500 acres federal minerai estate
are category 2; 0 acres federal minerai estate
are category 3; and, 110,500 acres federal
minerai estate are category 4. Cal'egory 4 lands
may be open for minerai material site
development, based on a case-by-case
analysis.

IIm~ed Iacl~Ies, needed
to protect health and human safety, at the
following identified potential s~es and along the
upper Green River. Reier to Table 2-8 and Map

Mow development rJ

Objective

Support Needs for Other Leasable Minerals

MN06

Apply m~lgatlng measures to 888,200 acres rJ
federal minerai estate to level I, 2, and 3 lands
to protect identified values.

RECREATION
(Includes OHV)

maintenance and production of existing
facilities. Restrictions from other resource

Decisions for 011 & Gas & Combined
Hydrocarbon Activities
Level 4 lands (about 162,500 acres federal
mineral estate) are open to leaSing wnh
standard conditions (category 1); level 3 lands
(about 588,900 acres federal minerai estate) are
open to leasing w~h special cond~ions
(category 2); level 2 lands (about 95,100 acres
federal mineral estate) are open to leaSing wnh
NSO stipulations (category 3); and 7,500 acres
within the Ouray National Wlldlffe Refuge are
closed (category 4) . Refer to the map In Map
Packet #4 for a graphic depiction of these
categories. Refer to Appendix 2 for stipulations
and lease notices made effective by this RMP.

MaInIaIn the following recreation IacD~ les at
!hair present size: Pugmire Pocket, Red Creek,
Sand Wash, Swanow Canyon, and Jackson
CnIek. Provtde lacl~1es at Par1ette Wetlands.

Decisions for Locatables

Restrictions placed on the lease or subsequent
condnlons of approval do not apply to

of the surface owner and the effect on the
owne(s use of the surface from the
implementation of possible mjtlgation measures

MN02

None identified.

None identified.

General Decisions

as well as the effect such measures would have
on attaining other program goals.

Expand Iaclltl9s at Bridge Hollow, Pelican
Lake, Dry Fork Canyon, and Indian Crossing.

Support Needs for 011 & Gas and Combined
Hydrocarbon Activities

Decisions for Other Leasable Minerals

Where required , stipulations will be anached to
perm~s and leases to m~lgate Impacts to

Support Needs for Minerai Materials

000037
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TABLE 2-7: OHV DESIGNATIONS BY RESTRICTION

ACRES
~.OOO

45._
38._

298.800

3'Z1.800
67,300
24,500
140,500
3,800
7,100
18,900
4,700
55,600
2,600
36,400

RESTRICTION
TOTAL SURFACE PUBLIC ACRES
Open to year 'round OHV use
Closed to year 'round OHV use; to protect primitive/natural areas
Limited OHV use year 'round to designated roads and trails; to protect relict vegetation
communitles. scenic and recreation values, riparian habitat and sage grouse leks
Limited OHV use seasonally to designated roads and trails as specffied below:
March 1 through AprIl 30, and September 1 through October 31 - to protect critical soils
~115 through June 30 - to protect special status plant species
December 1 through AprIl 30 - to protect crucial deer and elk wintering habitat
December 1 through March 31 - to protect crucial deer and elk wintering habitat
December 1 through AprIl 30, and September 1 through October 31 - to protect crucial
deer and elk wintering areas and critical soils
December 1 through June 30 - to protect crucial deer and elk wintering areas, sage grouse
nesting areas, and antelope fawning areas
September 1 through June 30 - to protect crucial deer and elk wintering areas; and,
bighorn sheep wintering, ruttlng and lambing areas
March 1 through June 30 - to protect sage grouse nesting areas
March 1 through June 30, and September 1 through October 31 - to protect special status
plant species and critical solis
May 1 through June 30 - to protect antelope fawning areas

TABLE 2-8: POTENTIAL RECREATION SITES

NAME OF SITE

NAME OF SITE

Allen Draw camp Site
Ashley Creek Camp Site
Aspen Picnic Site
Big Tree camp Site
Brough Reservoir Recreation Site
Butch Cassidy camp Site
Cottonwood Grove camp Site
Devll's Hole Boat & Camp Site
Diamond MountaIn Picnic Site
Dry Hollow camp Site
Fire Flat Picnic Site
Gadson Draw Picnic Site
Grassy Draw Camp Site
Hatch Cove camp Site
Horseshoe Bend camp Site
Hoy Mountain camp Site
Jones Hole camp Site
Jones Hole Picnic Site

Little Mountain Overlook
Little Mountain Picnic Site
Little Swallow Canyon camp Site
Lone Tree camp Site
Long Bend camp Site
Parlette camp Site
Parlette Recreation Site
Pine Pocket Picnic Site
Pine Ridge Picnic Site
Plateau Picnic Site
Pot Creek camp Site
Red Mountain Recreation Area
Riverside camp Site
Rye Grass camp Site
Sears Canyon camp Site
Three Comers camp Site
~lCkiup camp Site

(!£OOtlO
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Support Needs
~ aRE12 Develop

and implement a new river corridor
management plan for the upper Green River in
the river's other managing

~

~

coope~n with

.~

agencaes.
aRE13 In support of the cukural resource program,
continue to implement the needed actions as
outlined in the 1989 Jarvie Historic S~e
Management Plan and the 1979 Desolation and
Grays canyons of the Green River Management
Plan.

aRE16 Prepare an interpretive plan for the designated
Nine Mile Back.country Byway.

RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT
Objective
Maintain , restore , improve, protect, and expand
riparian-wetland areas so they are in proper
functioning condition for their productivity,
biological divemity, and sustainability and
achieve an advanced (Iate-climax seral stage)
ecOlogical status, except where resource
management would require an earlier
ecological status for such purposes as
vegetation divemity.

.

RI04

Allow new surf~isturbing activ~1es within
330 feet of riparian zones only when ~ can be
shown there are no practical akematives, that
long-term impacts are fully m~igated , or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area

SW03 Lim~ OHV use to designated roads and trails
and allow no new surface-dislUrbing activities
during periods of saturated soils on areas of
~icaI
soils, floodplains, and municipal
watersheds.

RI05

Continue to work with the Uintah Basin Riparian
Coalijion (a chapter of the Utah Riparian
Coalition).

RIDS

The following m~igation measures will be
included as applicable:

SW04 Apply current Utah State Water Qual~
Standards for turbid~y and total suspended
solids to maintain or improve watershed
cond~ions . Major actions include:

Maintain or enhance instream flows on
perennial or intermittent drainages to
protect lishery values.

Keep construction of all new stream
crossings to a minimum. Culverted
stream crossings will be designed and
constructed to allow fish passage. All
stream crossings will be designed and
constructed to keep impacts to riparian
and aquatic hab~t to a minimum.

Reduce sediment and salinity
production on important watersheds
and crijical soils through intensive

management

RI02

Irnprove about 7,200 acres of riparian hab~t in
early and mid ecological stages by establishing
grazing systems and implementing rangeland
improvements designed to enhance the riparian
values. Necessary improvements would be
12.5 miles of fence and 9 miles of pipeline (refer
to Table 2-6 for the location and extent of these
improvements by grazing allotment).

000042

and

construction

measures to reduce water degradation
of the Green River.
Coordinate closely with the USF&WS,
Bureau of Reclamation, and the U.S.
Geological Survey to mon~or boron
and selenium levels at problem areas
on BlM-administered lands.

Relocate existing roads out of riparian
areas where feasible or necessary to
restore watershed and riparian stabil~y.
Maintain the natural configuration of all
streams.

Provide protection of water rights and
water power withdrawals to meet water
qual~ standards.

SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT

SW05 The State of Utah's Non-Point Source
Management Plan will be used as a standard to
reduce potential non-point source of pollution
impacts. Coordinate with Utah's Division of
Water Qual~ as needed.

Ensure the physical presence and legal
availability of water on public lands, ensure that
those waters meet or exceed established
federal and state water quality standards for
specific uses, and mitigate activities to prevent
water quality and watershed degradation; and
identify necessary improvements and to
develop a program reducing salinity and water
pollution in watem obligated to Mexico.

Develop and present workshops to the
c~izens of Utah, including school
children , livestock interest. and
conservation groups. The intent of the
workshops will be to educate the public
and to gain their support for BLM
riparian management efforts.

Implement the fallowing seven-step strategy
using an interdisciplinary team:
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Complete projects such as fences,
water developments, tree planting, and
hab~t Improvement structures to
create, improve and/or maintain
riparian-wetland COnditions. Maintain
projects to continue their beneficial
use.

Objective

Collect, compile, and evaluate baseline
riparian information to determine
current status, potential, and cond~ion .

~

of these areas, major water developments could
be permitted n the project is consistent with
AGEC or other land management prescriptions.

Acquire and expand riparian-wetland
areas through exchange, donation, or
purchase as opportun~ies arise.

Decisions

Develop and/or revise activity plans
that involve riparian-wetland areas,
prescribing actions to meet
management objectives stated in this
RMP.
The goal is to Implement
management , protection , and
restoration efforts to achieve 75% or

Close to livestock grazing those riparian areas
that do not satisfactorily respond to improved
grazing management.

Avoid or m~igate the impact of surfacedisturbing activ~ies on riparian-wetland
areas.
Riparian hab~t will be
protected by lim~ing surface-<listurbing
activ~ies to established right-of-way
corridors and crossings and by
restricting grazing. Where grazing is
allowed on riparian areas, the objective
is to maintain an average minimum
herbage stubble height of 3 inches after
livestock grazing, to provide sufficient
herbaceous biomass to meet
requirements of plant, vigor ,
maintenance, bank protection, and
sediment entrapment. Cottonwood and
willow growth along major riparian
areas and other water sources is
targeted for restoration and
reestablishment.

aRE15 Develop recreation management plans for the
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex, Browns
Park AGEC Complex, Pariette Wetlands, lower
Green River and Nine Mile canyon ACECs.

:--

RI03

Mon~or riparian-wetiiand areas to
determine n management actions are
meeting specnic objectives for such
areas.

aRE14 Revise existing SMRA recreation management
plans as necessary.

RI01
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more of the riparian ecosystems In a
late sera! or potential natural stage by
the year 2007.

SW06 The following m~igation measures will be
incorporated into projects or actions as needed:

Upgrade maintenance of existing BlM
roads, close and rehabil~te roads no

longer necessary. maintain or Increase

Decisions

vegetation cover or construction of
erosion control structures where
possible to reduce cr~ical erosion

SW01 Allow new surface-<listurbing activijies on crijical
soils on about 75,000 acres within level 3 lands
only n watershed values are maintained.

cond~ions.

SW02 level 3 and 4 lands are available for major
.,,,:,~W development rights-of-way, or other
~ization , with special restrictions. Outside

~

Construct new roads to standards that
will maintain or improve watershed
cond~ions .

t> 0
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Revegetate borrow areas and reservoir
dikes.
Follow BlM earthwork guidelines and
specifications for the construction of
retention dams and reservoirs.

_.2

Restore the developed seep or spring
site to its original conformation.
Seeding of adapted species will be
used for reseeding .
Allow some waler 10 be lell al Ihe
original water source for wildlife
purposes.

Lands ldenlWled as having waler power vah,o.
wBI be protected by a waler power wllhdr?wal.
Lands already wnhdrawn lhal lack waler power
values, or are Inconsistent with the objectives of
Ihls RMP, wUl be reviewed and recommended
for lermlnation.

VE04

VEOS

Prepare actlvny plans for areas Idenlified as
having moderate to critical erosion conditions
or other prob'ems and where more attention is
needed lhan Is provided Ihrough olher program
activity plans. Revise as necessary existing
watershed plans for Parlene Wetlands, Red
Creek Walershed and Ihe Castle Peak Salinity
Reduction Project.

VE08

VEGETATION RESOURCES

Conslrucl needed fencing 10 ·.slricl
livestock and wildlife from the spring
source or water collection and storage
areas in conformance with Bureau
fencing specWlcations.

Objective
Ensure that management of native, naturalized,
and exotic plant species enhances, restores,
and does not reduce the biological and
genetic diversity of natural ecosystems; to
maintain and/or enhance soils and watershed
conditions and forage production (by
allotment); achieve 8 desired ecological stage
or desired plant community structure; control
noxIous weed or insect infestations; and
protect special status plant species habitats
with the goal of delisting those listed species
and preventing the need to list category and/or
sensitive plant species.

Design and paint water troughs,
guzzlers and above-ground lanks and
facllnies 10 blend with Ihe nalural
environment. Anchor water tanks wit h
wooden posts.

Support Needs
sSW07 Complel. and mainlaln Ihe existing waler
inventory database, giving priority to water
sources associated with riparian areas.
sSW08 Quantify inslream Hows over a IS-year period in
the following priority: Pariette Wash, tributaries
of Ihe upper Green River, and Argyle-Nine Mile
drainage.

_It

VEO'

VE02

VE03

DMRA will invenlory all waler power and
reservoir resource values on public lands.

£t>OOUO

VE08

VE09

Maintain existing livestock preference of 50,299
AUMs and provide a maximum of 40,000 AUMs
for wildlWe forage as long as mon~oring does
not Indicate a deterioration of resource
cond~lons and other resource objectives
continue to be met. Increase in wildlWe AUMs
will be realized through rangeland
improvements and land acquis~ions.

VEl0

Do not allow surface-dlsturblng activities on
48,000 acres of special status plant habital A
sile-specmc analysis will be completed to
determine W site characterisIIcs exclude
potential habitat from a proposed surfacedisturbing activny.

VEll

The following mitigating measures and standard
operating procedures will be Incorporated into
rangeland impreNement projects, as applicable.

Manipulate abouI22,950 acres of pinyon-juniper
woodlands and sagebrush communnles 10
increase forage productlon and Improve wlldlWe
habitat and watershed (specWic proposed
vegetation treatments by grazing allotment are
outlined in Table 2-6).

Prescribed Bums:

- The pattern of vegetation modWicatlon will be
an irregular or mottled design to maintain
aesthetics and provide habitat dlversny.
- Soil moisture conditions and the season of
the bum will be selected to benef~ the survival
of desired species.

Provide add~ional AUMs (over preference) to
livestock on a temporary, nonrenewable basis
until identWied for crucial wildlWe needs.
Add~ional AUMs outside crucial wildlWe areas
may be assigned to livestock.

Fire lines and breaks will be bu i~ in
conformance with the district fire plan, as
amended or revised. Following treatment, lire
lines will be rehabilitated, berms smoothed,
disturbed areas reseeded, etc., as necessary to
conform to the or;ginal conformation of the sne.

If mon~oring indicates that forage assignments
cannot be met and all fMIlagement options are
exhausted, reductions will be made using the
following erneria:
livestock temporary, nonrenewable
above preference will be reduced first.
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Allow mechanical, fire, biological, or chemical
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the resource area with restrictions to
prolect desired ground cover and waler qualily.

Manage the vegetation to anain the ecological
slage Ihal would benefit wildlife in cruc ial
habitat and manage vegetation in remaining
areas which results in high vegetation species
diversny. The goal for Ihe resource area is:
60% In a lale seral or climax slage; 35% in a
mid-seral slage; and 5% in an early seral slage.
Managemenl practices will be implemented in
Ihe following priorny order: rangeland
Irealmenls and/or grazing prescriptions and
livestock reductions. Livestock reductions will
be made by grazing allolment, Wneeded, to

Temporary adjustments in use due to effects of
drought will be made to livestock and/or wildiWe

as shown Meded by monitoring.

- Burning will be conducted in such a manner
as to allow convection to vent smoke and
provide the most complete combustion of
material, thus restricting air pollution.

AUMs

DeciSions

sSW09 DMRA will continue to file for water rights for
recreation use, riparian habitat, watershed
protection, wildlife, livestock, and other uses.
Water right acquisition will be made from willing
sellers and In accordance with current Utah
Slale laws.
sSW 'O Continue 10 monnor waler qualily from specmc
activities. Areas receiving priority for monitoring
include riparian areas, recreation sources, and
critical watersheds. Produced water from oil
and gas wells will continue 10 be disposed of by
authorized melhods which could Include
injection, removal 10 "on-federal disposal pits,
or on·lease disposal pits.

VE07

Vegetation treatments may include mechanical
treatments (chaining), chemical trealment
(herbicide appllcatJons), blologlcal treatments
(grazing), prescribed fire, reseeding, and
construction of control structures.

On wildlWe crucial habitat, livestock preference
will be reduced ~ there is a conflict between use
by livestock and wildlWe, and WwildlWe numbers
are within the herd unn or population objective
levels. If there is no conflict and the reduction
is necessary because of overuse by either
livestock or wildlWe, thaI animal's numbers will
be reduced.
On non-crucial wildlWe habita~ livestock
preterence and wildlWe numbers will be reduced
equally. The first year, preference reductions
will be made by historic planning unn. (Browns
Park, Diamond Mountain, Ashley-Twelve Mile,
and Duchesne) with an in~ial '0% adjustment.
Five-year agreements will be developed and
signed at the same lime outlining the process
for phased reductions to the desired level.

- The need for buffer zones to protect cr~ical
wildlWe habitat will be coordin;"ed with UDWR.
- Take care 10 locate and protect all Iega/
markers incloding cadastral, property, and claim
markers.
- In order to protect known cultural values and
threalened, endangered, and sens~ive plant and
animal species, a clearance will be required
prior to burning.
Protection of the watershed will be
considered 10 reduce any short-term loss of
soil. Gully plugging, reseeding, and other
watershed preserving practices will be applied
when warranted.
- Grazing permittees may have to defer grazing
in some rangelands for period of up to three

000044
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years. Temporaly fencing will be used to
protect certain sRes.
- If funding and condRions warrant, bumed
are-as will be seeded with a variety of plant
species providing forage and watershed
benefRs. Site-adapted native plant species are
encouraged for Inclusion in the reseed mixture.

- Seed treated areas wRh a variety of plant
species adapted to the specffic sRe. The
mixture will be a variety of browse, forbs, and
grass species that are desirable for both
livestock, wildlHe, and watershed. The use of
s~e-adapted native plant species Is encouraged.

Chemical Treatments
- Proposed projects will conform to state and
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
pollution standards. Application of chemicals
will conform to EPA regulations and BlM
requirements.
- Design patterns of the 'Jegetation modffication
to blend into the landscape to maintain the
natural appearance of the area

VE12

~

; VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
<:>

a:

For other types of activRIes, such as
recreation events, trash will be
collected and contained during the
operation. All garbage, trash, flagging,
lath, etc., will be removed from the area
and hauled to an authorized dump s~.

Objective
Manage public lands to protect scenic values,
to design aI/ visual intlUSions so that the VRM
classification remains unchanged, and to
improve the visual quality of the landscape.

WOODLANDS MANAGEMENT

- Do not treat when sagebrush canopy densRy
is less than 20 percent. A minimum of 20
percent sagebrush should remain after
treatment.

- l ~ave chemically treated vegetation in place.
wRh the exception of woodland products, which
may be harvested.

- Maintain living strips of sagebrush in irregular
patterns along 300-foot strips on each side of
streams.

Season of treatment and soil moisture
condRions will be selected to give the best kill
to target species and preserve desired species.

- Apply herbicides wRh helicopters or ground
equipment wRh the following considerations:
treated areas should not be wider than 100 feet
and untreated areas should be at least 200 feet
wide.

- C.ooperate wRh the grazing permittees to
protect treated areas from grazing following
treatment. Deferments in grazing will generally
be one to three growing seasons. Where
grazing systems wRh rest periods in the grazing
cycle are being followed, treatments and
deferment of use, to the extent practical, will be
worked in wRh the normal rest periods in the
grazing cycle.

- Do not exceed 90 percent sagebrush kills on
treated areas.
- UDWR will be notmed of each specijic
proposal to control vegetation a mir.lmum of 2
years in advance of treatment.

Support Needs
sVE13 Develop and Implement hab~t management

- Do not chain wRhin 20C feet of well-traveied
roads.

2-40

plans for special status plant species lacking
activRy plans. When revising or developing
resource activRy plans, specijic objectives and
actions stated in USF&WS approved recovery
plans will be incorporated, ff available. PriorRy
for development of hab~t management plans
will be: Federally listed species (endangered,

000046

Objective

VR01

Maintain the natural/primRive qualRies of the
VRM Class II areas (refer to Map 2-4). Allow
only sholt-term or mRigable visual intrusions on
VRM Class II lands and wRhin line-of-slght or
1/2 mile (whichever is less) of the upper and
lower Green River.

VR02

The following mRigating measures will be
inoorporated into proposed projects and/or
activRies, as applicable:

The following guidelines will be lnoorporated
into sagebrush vegetation treatments involving
sage grouse hab~t:

- Do not treat sagebrush wRhln 2 miles of leks

- Complete joint agreements wRh UDWR on
the need and proper dimensions of buffer zones
to protect wildlije habRat.

Design the vegetation modffication to blend
into the landscape te, maintain the natural
appearance of the area. Irregular patterns will
be ImplementP.d to increase the edIge effect for
wildlffe and aesthetics.

Construction areas and access roads
will be kept litter-free. The operator
must provide a lr-'Sh cage.

then threatened), category 1, category 2,
sensRive species.

Decisions
- Treated areas will not be grazed by livestock
until vegetation becomes well established. In
most cases, two consecutive growing seasons
of rest will be required.

- In order to control drift, chemical sprays will
be applied only when winds are less than 5
miles per hour.

Chainings

Chapter 2 - Areawide DeciSions

The need for, and proper dimensions 01
buffer zones will be Jointly agreed to by DMRA
and UDWR prior to on-the-ground development
of projects. Buffer zones will be provided,
where necessary, to prevent disturbance to
riparian ecosystems.
-

Manage woodlands under the principles of
multiple use and sustained yield without
permanent Impairment of the productivity of the
land and the quality of the environment; aI/ow
use of woodland and certaIn vegetation
products In areas specified for this use; and
manage woodland products in other areas to
meet RMP goals.

Decisions

Existing roads or trails may be
improved (bladed) ff impassable by
vehicles or equipment. No widening or
realignment will be allowed outside the'
existing right-of-way wRhout prior
approval. Existing roads or trails may
have to be reclaimed or brought back
to their original condRion. New roads
or trails associated wRh private
proposals or applications may be
constructed only when vehicle and
equipment passage is otherwise
impossible. Such new trails will be
temporary in nature and, to a
reasonable extent, will following
existing contours or will take a zig-zag
path; no straight line-of-slght bulldozing
will be allowed.
Upon project completion, the area and
access routes not needed for BlM or
BlM-authorized purposes will be
reclaimed to as near the original
condRion as possible.

WD01 Woodland treatments and harvests will continue
to be designed in a mosaic pattern, leaving
inclusions of live and dead trees wRhin treated
or harvested areas. Irregular boundaries of
treatment and harvest areas will be required to
reduce the detrimental impacts to the scenic
values.
WD02 In periods of low vegetative or seed production,
the resource area will be closed to the
collection of seeds, pinenuts, ornamental trees,
shrubs, and non barrel cacti.

WD03 Collection of barrel cacti species will not be
permitted.
WD04 About 172,800 acres of productive woodlands
in level 3 and 4 lands are open to pinyonjuniper harvest wRh restrictions, not to exceed
sustained yield on productive woodland areas.
This equates to an allowable cut of 3,700 cords
per year. level 2 lands are closed to pinyonjuniper (both green and dead/down) harvest.

All disturbed areas will be recontoured
to blend as near as possible wRh the
natural topography. All unnecessary
berms will be removed an all cuts
(including roads) filled .
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WD05 On a case-by-case basis to meet other resource
management goals, on 85,900 acres of level 3
and 4 lands, seil ponderosa pine, cottonwood,
other large conffer, and aspen firewood.
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Chapter 2 - Areawide Decisions
WD06 Based on public demand, 621 ,900 acres within
level 3 and 4 lands are open for the
harvest/collection of common native seed,
Christmas trees, juniper fence posts, and
pinyon pinenuts, live trees, and non-barrel cacti.

In order to incorporate the concems
and issues of affected parties, early
consultation and coordination will be
completed prior to initiation of any
woodlands project.
Identified
reasonable mitigation measures
gleaned from this consultation will be
incorporated Into the project.

WD07 Precaution will be taken at all times to prevent
wHdfire.
During fire closure periods,
woodcutters using a chain saw will carry
shovels and attempt to prevent or control any
fire that may result from their cutting operations.
Public land users will be held responsible for
suppression costs for any fire on public lands
caused through negligence. No buming of
debris will be allowed without specific
authorization from 8lM.

Areas determined to need reseeding
will be treated with a variety of plant
species adapted to the specific site.
The mixture will be a variety of browse,
forbs, and grass species that are
desirable for wildlife habitat, livestock,
and watershed management, while
maintaining vegetation
species
The use of site-adapted
diversity.
native plant species is encouraged.

WD08 The following mitigation measures will be
incorporated into firewood harvesting operation,
as applicable:

Approximately 75°A, of slash piles will
be bumed. Unbumed slash will be
scattered on slopes greater than 30%
and in drainage bottoms,

Cutting and harvesting areas will be
closed when weather conditions would
result in excessive erosion, soil
compaction, and rutting of roads.

Do not allow harvesting within 100 feet
of well-traveled roads.

Support Needs
None identified,

Stump height will not exceed"1~ 'Inches.

000049
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Chapter 3 . ACEC M/I/1tIgement Prescrlplions
Manege the site for public educatlon
and enjoyment by developing
education and interpretive programs.
and keeping the site open for public
vtewfng during normal visitor use
periods.

Maintain or Improve the quality of mule
d_ summer and winter ranges In the
area..
Maintain or improve the quality of elk
range to prOvide sufficient hab~t to
winter an average 550 elk In the area.

Use the site as a base station for BLM
administration of the property and
adjacent lands within the Browns Park
area.
BP03

The areawide decisions presented in Chapter 2 are
refined or clarijied as they apply specijically to each
special emphasis area. As situations change or new
data becomes available. ~ may be necessary to consu~
Chapter 2 for decisions providing additional guidance.
standard operating procedures. and/or mitigating
measures. Forexample. standard operating procedures
and m~igating measures for various resource programs
are provided in Chapter 2.

BROWNS PARK ACEC COMPLEX

BP05

BP06

Refer to Map 3-1

Management Prescriptions

Fire.

Cultural and Paleontology.

BP07

Allocate cu~ural s~es . including ethnographic
properties. into 3 classifications: (1) information
potential. (2) public values. and (3)

conservation.
BP02

Green River floodplain.
deveioped recreation s~es
(3""')

Provide adequate
management of the

Allow unrestricted dally and seasonal
movements of big game on public
lands.

Establish and develop Interpretive trails and/or
facilities In the Jarvie area and at the old Rock
Saloon and UttJe Hole. Develop a self·gulded
tour of Important historic structures and

Cooperating closely with UDWR.
establish peregrine falcon In the Green
River Corridor.
Cooperating closely with UDWR.
reestablish wild turkey Into the area.

Allow casual use Invertebrate and flora fossil
collection. using hand tools only In designated
areas.
Based on site-specific analysis.
collection of vertebrate fossils by scientific
Institutions could be considered.

Improve or maintain sage grouse
strutting. nesting. and brood rearing
habitat throughout the area.

Paleontological clearances will be required on
a case-by-case basis.

Maintain a diversity of habitats to
ensure maximum species diversity.
Maintain about 70 acres of cottonwood
bottoms as crucial bald eagle winter
habitat.

Pinyon·Juniper woodlands will be allowed to
burn under prescribed cond~ions in level 2 and
3 areas to enhance or expand big game hab~t.
Wildfires w~hin the sagebrush and riparian
zones would be fully suppressed.

Stabilize and improve riparian
vegetation to provide increased wildlife
habitat diversity, stabilize streambanks,
and reduce sedimentation into the
Green River.

Fish and Wildlife.

Continue to manage. interpret. stabilize. and
protect the historic properties at the John Jarvie
Historic District. The management decisions
outlined in the 1989 Jarvie Historic Site
Management Plan are:
Maintain the integrity of the National
Historic District through reconstruction.
stabilization . and restoration of
important cultural features and the
elimination or separation of other
features that are not culturally
signijicant.

Management Levels

Consult w~h the Ute Tribe for protection of
areas and Items of traditional IWeways and
religious significance.

locations in the complex.

Total Federal Acreage · 55.700 acres

Objective

Levell -

BP04

Remaining resources (45"')

Level 3 -

BP01

Protect and enhance crucial deer winter range .
outstanding scenic. cultural. riparian. fisheries.
and special status species resource values.
while enhancing recreation opportunities and
maintaining compatible uses. Incorporate the
Green River Scenic Corridor AGEG. the Grouse
Ga1¥'n scenic area. and the existing Diamond
Breaks and Cold Mountain WSAs in this
management complex.

Crucial deer winter hab~t.
raptor s~es. prim~ive/natural
areas. cu~ral s~ eligible for
or listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
riparian. and sage grouse
hab~t. occupied and potential
bighorn sheep hab~t (52%)

Level 2 -

This chapter outlines all major management
prescriptions for the areas of cr~ical environmental
concern (ACECs) deSignated in this RMP. The
decisions presented in this chapter will form the
foundation for subsequent development of coordinated
resource management plans or revisions of existing
activity plans.

Maintain or Improve the qual~y of
antelope range to prOVide sufficient
habitat to support an average of 800
anlmals during the winter In the area.

protection

BP08

Continue to implement and revise as necessary
the existing Habitat Management Plan for
Browns Park. Decisions applicable to the
ACEC are:
Reestablish blghom sheep In Browns
Park. Provide forage and cover to
annually support an average population
of about 300 animals on public lands In
the HMP area. This herd size Is
considered optimal by UDWR for the
Green River Corridor in the HMP area.

and

s~e.

BP09

Do not allow activities resulting in adverse
Impacts to Wintering deer from December 1
through April 30 on crucial deer winter range.

BP10

Do not allow any surface-dlsturbing activities
(does not apply to boating) during the period
March 1 through May 25 (the waterfowl's active
nesting period) In level 1 lands excepl at
eXisting developed recreation sites (e.g., Jarvie
Historic S"e. Bridge Hollow. and Indian
Crossing campgrounds).

BP11

Do not allow new surface-dlslurbing activilies
within one mile of active bighorn sheep winter
and rutting areas (3.900 acres) between

3·2
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Chapter 3 - ACEC Management Prescriptions
September I-May 15, and identified active
lambing areas between Apr. 15-June 30
(currendy eoo acres). This res'r1ction does not
apply to maintenance and operation 01 existing
facllnles.
BP12

BP13

Do not allow surface.<Jlsturbing activnles wnhln
1,000 feet of sage grouse strutting grounds year
'round that cannot be mnigated or would not
enhance sage grouse habnat. OHV use Is
limned to designated roads and trails.

BP20

BP15

BP21

Do not allow surface.<Jlsturblng activnles wnhln
sage grouse nesting areas (2-mile radius of
sage grouse leks whhln the sagebrush
vegetation type) from March l-June 30 (OHV
use Is IImhed to designated roads and trails
during this period). Does not apply n sage

BP22

Construct bald eagle perch snes wnhln level 1
areas, as necessary. while maintaining the
scenic Integrhy of the riverway.

Allow rangeland Improvements and grazing
prescriptions which maintain or Improve the
wildlife, scenic, and recreation values present.

BP23

No domestic sheep grazing Is allowed within
the complex.

Provide haMat and allow for reintroduction of

BP24

Improve or mai ntain habitat in bighorn sheep
reintroduction areas.
Actions may Include

vegetation treatments. road closures. additional
water sources, etc.
BP25

Permanent human occupation or dwellings will
not be allowed on public lands wnhin bighorn
If activnles do affect such
sheep habnat.
habnats, mnlgatlon will be required to provide
Improvements to compensate for habitat loss.

BP26

Lands and Realty_
BP18

BP19

Establish a right-of-way exclusion area wnhln
level 1 lands and avoidance areas whhln level 2
lands of the complex. Make level 3 lands
available to support permitted activnles wnh
special restrictions designed to maintain the
wiJdlffe, solis, and scenic val ues.

BP27

Priorhy will be given for the resolution of the
existing airport trespasses at Willow Creek and
Taylor Flat.

About 3,340 acres wnhin the complex are
available for leasing of minerals as Category t ;
25,065 acres are Category 2; and 27,290 acres
are Category 3.
About 3,340 acres wtthln the complex are open
to geophysical actlvnles, 25,065 acres are
restricted, and 27,290 acres are open with no
significant surlace disturbance.
About 2,755 acres wnhin the complex are open
to mineral material disposal as Category 1:
20,310 acres are Category 2; and 30,960 acres
are Category 4. level 1 lands are closed to
minerai material disposal.
Until a protective whhdrawal Is In place in force,
any mining actlvhy other than casual use will
require a mining plan of operations. Operations
will be restricted by s!lpulations designed to
protect lhe natural values of the area within the
operating parameters of the 1872 General
Mining Law, as amended, and FlPMA, as
amended. For the level 1 areas, the preceding

BP34

obtained.

Recreatlon_
BP28

BP29

level 3 lands are open to OHV use wnh
seasonal restrictions designed to protect wildlife
habnat and watershed values; level 1 and 2 and
critical soils within level 3 lands are open to
OHV use on designated roads and trails. Semlprimitive non motorized areas within level 2 are
closed to OHV use. These designations are
expressed graphically In Map Packet #6. Such
restrictions do not apply to permitted BlM
activhles or authorized administrative uses.
Develop recreation facilnles at Cottonwood
Grove. Expand recreation facilities at Bridge
Hollow and Indian Crossing.
Maintain
recreation facilities at Pugmire Pocket, Red
Creek, Jackson Creek, and Swallow Canyon at
the present size (all within level 1). Devel op
interpretive facilnies at Taylor Flat. Do not place
any permanent recreation facil ities on bighorn
sheep habitat in Sears Canyon and Beaver
Creek.

BP30

Allow development of limited recreation facilities
needed to protect human health and safety,
along the Green River.

BP31

Recreation sites are closed to grazing and
surface-disturbing activities not related to
recreation development. OHV use Is limited to
deSignated roads and trails.

Mlnerals_

oner, and upland game birds.

BP17

level 2 lands are open to grazing under
Improved grazing strategies to maintain or
enhance the wildlffe, riparian, and vegetative
values. Occasional livestock grazing may be
allowed whhln the upper Green River Corridor
for the purpose of noxious weed control and/or
crucial deer winter habitat maintenance, only jf
such use Is controlled, of shon.<Juration, and
does not detract from the recreation and / or
riparian values along the river.

mnigated through other management actions.
This restriction does not apply to maintenance
and operation of existing facilnies.

Colorado cutthroat trout. bighorn sheep, river

BP16

Is applied untM a protective whhdrawal Is

Uvestock_

grouse are not present or Impacts could be

BP14

Recommend protective whhdrawals that
preclude entry under the t 872 General Mining
Law, as amended, the agricultural entry laws or
other !>rotecttve measures on the Green Awer
Scenl~ Corridor, and the developed and
potential recreation areas within levelland 2
areas of the complex.

BP32

BP33

Maintain the character and values of Identified
seml-primhlve nonmotorlzed areas within the
complex by closing the areas to OHV use and
motorized surface.<Jlsturblng actlvnles.

Riparian.
BP35

Outside the Green River Scenic Corridor, allow
new surlace.<Jlsturblng actlvnles and grazing
wnhin the 330' riparian buffer only if specifically
designed to enhance or maintain riparian
objectives. Wnhln the corridor, occasional
livestock grazing may be allowed for the
purposes 01 weed control and/or crucial deer
winter habnat maintenance providing such
grazing Is controlled, of short-duration, and
does not detract from the riparian values of the
river corridor.

BP36

Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet the requirement of plant vigor
maintenance. bank protection, and sediment
entrapment.

BP37

Allow new surface~lsturblng activities within
330' of riparian zones only when it can be
shown there are no practical alternatives, that
long-term Impacts are fully mitigated, or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

Soli and Water_

Develop about 40 miles of hiking and / or
horseback trails along the Green River, Beaver
and Willow Creeks. and other areas with
conditions to protect the riparian values. In
Sears Canyon, develop a nonmotorized trail.

Continue the current Special Recreation
Management Area status alor'g the Green River
Scenic Corridor at its present 17,OOO-acre size.
Revise as necessary the existing management
plan to implement recommendations made by
the 1991 "Study on the Recreation Use Capacny
of the Green River Corridor Below Flaming
Gorge Dam" by Pratt, et al.

BP38

Allow new surface-disturbing activities on critical
soils within level 3 areas of the complex only if
watershed values are maintained.

BP39

level 3 areas are available for major (larger
than 1 acre-foot capacity) water developments
with speclal restrictions designed to maintain
the visual qualities of the ACEC. Major water
developments could be permitted outside of
these areas providing the project is consistent
with the area's prescriptions.

BP40

Areas of critical soils and " oodplains are closed
during periods of saturated soils (usually spring
runoff and fall rains) to OHV use and surfacedisturbing activitie~ .

Cooperate with other land managing agencies
in the development of a new river corridor
management plan.

3·5
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Special Emphasis Areas.
BP41

Continue to recommend the Green River
between little Hole and the Colorado state line
for designation as a scenic river.

BP42

The following specific management
prescriptions are used to protect the river
corridor recommended for :leslgnatlon as a wild
and scenic river:

sagebrush vegetation treatments Involving sage
grouse habitat within the complex.
BP47

Visual.

Free-flowing values. - To the eX!ent BLM is
authorized by law to restrict such uses, the freeflowing characteristics of the river will not be
modified by stream impoundments, diversions,
and rip-rapping.

BP48

River values. - Outstandingly remarkable values
of the identified river segment or area must be
protected (subject to valid existing rights) and
enhanced to the extent practicable.

Continue to manage the Diamond Breaks WSA
and the West Cold Springs WSA under the
Interim Management Policy until formal
designation has been made by Congress.
Should either one or both not be designated as
wilderness, manage them as a semi-primitive
non motorized area.

BP45

BP46

BP49

Level 3 areas are open to sale and/or harvest
of pinyon-juniper for firewood. Levelland 2
areas are closed.

BP50

Level 3 areas are open for the harvest or
collection of common native seed, Christmas
trees, juniper fence posts, pinyon pine nuts, live
trees, and nonbarrel cactus. Levelland 2
areas are closed.

BP51

Woodland treatments and harvests will continue
to be designed in a mosaic pattern, leaving
inclusions of live and dead trees within treated
or harvested areas. Irregular boundaries of
treatment and harvest areas will be required to
reduce the detrimental impacts to the scenic
values.

Support Needs.

Vegetation.
BP44

Maintain the natural or primitive qualities of the
YRM Class II areas_ Allow only short-term or
mitigible visual intrusions on YRM Class II lands
(within level 3) and level 1 areas of the
complex.

Woodlands.

Classification impacts. - Management and
development of the identified river and its
corridor cannot be modified, subject to valid
existing rights, to the degree that its eligibility or
classification would be affected (i.e., its
classification cannot be changed from wild to
scenic, or scenic to recreational, or must not be
changed from suitable to unsuitable).
BP43

Manipulate 4,500 acres of pinyon-juniper
woodlands within levels 2 and 3 areas to
Increase wildlife forage production and improve
wildlife habitat. Do not allow for the use of
chaining as a vegetation treatment method in
primitive/natural areas.

sBP52 Develop a coordinated activity plan for the
complex.

Allow mechanical, fire, biological, or chemical
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the complex with restrictions to protect
visual, wildlife habitat, and watershed resources.

sBP53 Continue to implement the needed actions as
outlined in tile 1989 Jarvie Historic Site
Management Plan.

Manage the vegetation in the complex to attain
the ecological stage that would most benefit
wildlife, while maintaining watershed and
recreational values.

sBP54 Develop an activity plan for the federally -listed
plant species Spiranthes diluvialis. Should the
USF&WS develop a recovery plan prior to the
activity plan, carry out the objective of that plan
and incorporate the objectives into the
subsequent activity plan.

Do not allow the removal of sagebrush in level
2 areas, unless fully mitigated. The guidelines
provided in Chapter 2 will be incorporated Into
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LCOS

LEARS CANYON ACEC

QbJective
Retain the are;is present natural Douglas firmountain browse and pinyon-jun iper
communities as a comparison or control area
and 10 provlde/sel aside an area In a late to
climax ecological stage for research and/or
educaUonal purposes within this vegetation
community twa·

Management Levels
level 1 -

Llvestock_
LC08

Do not allow livestock grazing within the AGEC.
Occasional one-day livestock trailing could be
autl10rized through the area, to afford proper
livestock distribution elsewhere on the involved
grazing allotment

LC07

Develop range improvements to prevent
livestock from moving or drifting onto the
AGEe.

Aelict vegetation (100%)

Total Federal Acreage - 1,400 acres

Minerals,

Aefer to Map 3-2

LC08
LC09

All 1,400 acres are open to geophysical
activtties with no sign~icant disturbance.

LC10

All 1,400 acres are category 4 (closed) for
mineral material disposal.

LCll

Until a protective withdrawal is in Place and in
force, any mining activtty other than casual use
will require a mining plan of operations.
Operations would be restricted by stipulations
designed to protect the vegetation communtty
in the area within the operating parameters of
the 1872 General Mining Law and FlPMA, as
amended or revised.

Cultural,
Consu~ with the ~e Tribe for protection of
areas and ttems of tradtticnal I~eways ' and
religious sign~icance.

Fire,
LC02

Browns Park ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP
100 Fl . Contour Section Lines
Road.
ACEC Bounds

LC03

BlM. Vernal District Office
Diamond ~ountain Resource Area
Fall. 1994

000056

Do not allow activtties that would

resu~

in
adverse impacts to wintering deer from
December 1 through April 30 on crucial deer
winter range.

Lands and Realty,
LC04

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Maintain the natural role of fire within the relict
vegetation communtty. Large scale f ~es will not
be allowed to kill more than 50% of the pinyonjuniper communtty or more than 40% of the
Douglas fir-mountain browse over the I~e of this
plan. Outside of the AGEe, allow fire to bum
under prescribed condttions to support stated
resource val~ of a vigorous, healthy,
vegetation comrnuntty. Support critical soil
management goals ana crttical wildl~e haMat
management goals.

Fish and Wildlife.

Scale 1: 150000

All 1,400 acres are category 3 (NSO) leasable

minerals.

Management Prescriptions

LCOl

Aecommend protective withdrawals that
preclude entry under the 1872 General Mining
Law, and the agrlcu~ral entry laws, as
amended pr revised .

Recreation _
LC12

The area is closed to OHV use due to the clear
dominance of the primttive/natural qualtties of
the area. This does not apply to permitted BlM
activities or autl10rized administrative uses.

LC13

Should riparian values exist within the AGEC,
allow new surlace-disturblng activtties within
330' of riparian zones only when tt can be
shown there is no practical a~emative, that
Iong-tarm Impacts are fully m~igated , or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

Establish a r'ght-<lf-way exclusion area covering
the entire ACEe.

8i;OOt)fl
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Riparian.
LC14

LC1S

plant communnles and watershed val ues. Do
not allow mechanical control In the ACEC.

Should riparian values exist wnhln the ACEC,
allow new surface-<llsturblng activnles wnhln
330' of riparian zones only when h r.an be
shown there Is no practical altemative, that
long·term Impacts are fully mnlgated, or that the
construction Is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

LC19

Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet requirement of plant vfgor maintenance,

bank protection. and sediment entrapment.

In the event revegetation following a major
surface disturbance, such as wildfire, Is deemed
necessary to protect watershed and visual
resource values. only she·adapted native
species are used. On small surface-<listurbed
areas Qess than live acres) within the plnyonJuniper communhy, where other resource values
would not be adversely affected, consider
allOWing natural revegetation to accomplish the
vegetation community's natural recovery.

Lears Canyon ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP
L1S~

50 Fl . Contour
Section Lines
Roods
ACEC Bounds
Scale 1 : 35000

Visual.
5011 and Water.
LC20
LC1S

Allow new surface-<llsturblng activmes on critical
soils within level 3 areas of the ACEC ff
watershed values are mai"tained.

Vegetation.
LC17

LC1S

Woodlands.
LC2l

Retain the vegetative composnlons In their
present late to climax ecological stages.
Allow biological or chemical control of noxious
weeds and Insect infestations wnhln the ACEC,
wnh restrictions to protect the existing desired

Allow only short-term or mitigable visual
Intrusions on VRM Class II lands.

BLM . Vernal District Office
Diamond Mountain
tall, 1994

The ACEC is closed to the sale and /or
harvesting of woodland products.

Support Needs
ol.C22

Develop an activhy plan for the ACEC.

3-9
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LOWER GREEN RIVER ACEC
Objective
Enhance and protect the delicate riparian
community adjacent to the Green River for
special status fish, bird, and plant species
while maintaining the wild and scenic river
qualities of this river segment.

Cultural sttes eligible for or
listed on NRHP, primitive/

natural arefi$, special status
species habitats , and
Desolation Canyon NHL (30%)
Level 3 -

LGR05 Paleontological clearances are required on a
case-by-case basis.

Riparian habnat, raptor habnat,
crttical watershed, sensttive
plant species habnats, potential
recreation areas, crttical soils,
potential bighorn sheep
habitat, crucial antelope
habitat, and significant cultural
and paleontological areas
(70%)

Management Prescriptions
Cultural and Paleontology.

LGR02 Allocate cu~ural sttes including ethnographic
properties into three classffications: (1)
information potential. (2) public values, and (3)

conservation.
LGR03 Consu~ wnh the Ute Tribe for protection of
areas and ttems of tradttional lifeways and
religious signfficance.
LGR04 Allow casual use invertebrate and flora fossil
collection, using hand tools, in deSignated areas

LGR22 All 7,900 acres are Category 4 (closed) for
minerai material dlsposaf.

Lands and Realty.

Recreation.

LGROB Continue to implement and revise as necessary,
the existing Myton Habnat Management Plan as
tt applies to the ACEC. These decisions are:

LGR15 Establish a right-aI-way avoidance area wtthln
level 2 lands. Make level 3 lands available for
supporting permitted activttles wtth special
restrictions designed to protect the Identffied

LGR24 Level 3 lands, excluding the critical soils, are

Protect and enhance 22 miles of
riparian habnat along the Green River
to ensure stabilization of the peregrine
falcon's avian prey base, and improve
habitat condttions.

area on level 2 lands, where an existing pipeline
crosses the river, if visual intrusions are fully

Protect bald eagle wintar habnat along

LGR01 The 1979 "Desolation and Gray Canyons of the

Green River Management Plan~ contains
management actions to protect NHL wnhin
DMRA. The management decisions outlined in
that plan are continued in the RMP.

alternative gra2lng systems, etc.

LGR13 Improve or maintain habnat In bighorn sheep
reintroduction areas.
Action may Include
vegetation treatment, road closures, addttlonal
water sources, etc.

Fish and Wildlife_

LGR07 Allow fires to bum under prescribed conditions
only to enhance the stated values of the ACEC.

LGR09 No construction or surface-disturblng activtties
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round wnhin 1/2 mile of known golden eagle or
ferruginous hawk nests which would adversely
affect current use, or limtt or preclude potential
future use of t~e nest, or unless a permtt to take
is obtained from the USF&WS.

Refer to Map 3-3

LGR21 All 7,900 acres are open to geophysical
actlvttles wtth no significant surface disturbance.

LGR14 Permanent human occupation or dwellings will
not be allowed on public lands wtthln bighorn
sheep habttat. If activtties do affect such
habitats, mttlgation will be required to provide
Improvements to compensate for habttat loss.

22 miles of the Green River.

Total Federal Acreage - 7,900 acres

sheep habnat, by using negotiation of changes
in class of livestock (from sheep to cattle),

LGR23 UntQ protective wtthdrawal Is In place, any
mining activity other than casual use would
require a mining pian 01 operations. Operations
would be restrlcted by stipulations designed to
protect the rlparlan and special status speCies
In the area, wtthln the operating parameters of
the 1872 General Mining Law and FLPMA, as
amended or revised.

LGR06 Classffy paleontological resources on public
lands as shown in Table 2-4.

Fire,

Management Levels
Level 2 -

Chapter 3 - ACEC Management Prescriptions

only. Based on stte-specijic analysis, collection
of vertebrate fossils by scientffic institutions
could be considered.

LGR10 No construction or surface-disturbing activtties
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round wnhin 1/2 mile of known bald eagle
nests or 1 mile of known peregrine falcon nests.
These restrictions will not apply to maintenance
and operation of existing facilities. They do not
apply ij impacts could be mttigated through
other management actions.
Stte-specijjc
analysis is completed to determine ij terrain
features adequately protect the nest stte from
the proposed surface-disturbing activtty.
LGR11 Provide habnat and allow for the reintroduction
of bighorn sheep and upland game birds.

open to OHV use with seasonal restrictions
designed to protect the stated resource values.

Level 1 and 2 areas, excluding the primttlve/

resource values.
If necessary. encourage
rights-aI-way placement In the Four Mile Bottom

naturaJ areas. and the critical
and trails.

administrative uses.

LGR16 Recommend protective wtthdrawals that
preclude entry under the 1872 General Mining
Law and the agricultural entry laws, as

LGR25 Maintain the Sand Wash recreation facility at its
present size. Allow development of limited
facilities, needed to protect health and human
safety. at potential recreation sites within the

amended or revised. or other protective
measures for the lower Green River.

AGEC.
LGR17 Acquire fee title or interest in lands (e.g" water
rights) wtthin the ACEG as they become
available.

LGR26 The recreation facility is closed to grazing and
surface~isturbing activities not directly related
to recreation development. OHV use will be

Livestock.

lim~ed

LGR18 Level 3 lands are open to livestock grazing.
level 2 lands are open to prescribed grazing
designed to maintain or enhance the stated

resource values. No grazing Is allowed In the
Sand Wash Recreation Stte.

to designated roads and trails yearlo ng.

Riparian.
LGR27 Riparian habitat In early and mid ecological
stages would be Improved by establishing
grazing system s and constructing rangeland
improvements designed to enhance riparian
values.

LGR19 Allow rangeland Improvements and grazing
2rescriptlons to maintain or Improve the values

present in the AGEC.

Minerals.

LGR28 Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet requirements of plant vigor maintenance.
bank protection, and sediment entrapment.

LGR20 All 7,900 acres are Category 3 (NSO) for

LGR29 Riparian habttat In early and mid ecological

leasable minerals

3-12
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within level

The primitive/natural areas within

level 2 are closed to OHV use. This does nol
apply to permitted BLM activities or aUlhorized

mitigated.

LGR12 Take opportuntties to eliminate domestic sheep
grazing wnhin 10 miles of Identffled bighorn
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3, are open to OHV use on designated roads

stages would be improved by establishing
grazing systems and constructing rangeland
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Chapter 3 - ACEC Management Prescriptions
Improvements designed to enhance riparian
values.

LGR36 The following specific management
prescriptions are used to protect the river
corridor:

LGR30 Provide sufficient herbaceous torage biomass to
meet requirements of plant vigor maintenance,
bank protection, and sediment entrapment.

Free-flowing valyes. - To the extent BLM is
authorized by law to restrict such uses, the freeflowing characteristics of the river will not be
modlfled by stream Impoundments, diversions
and rip-rapping.

LGR31 Allow new surface-<llsturblng ac1IvUles wUhln
330' of riparian zones only when h can be
shown there are no practical alternatives, that
long-term Impacts are fully mUigated, or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

River values. - Outstandingly remarkable values
of the identified river segment or area must be
protected (subject to valid existing rights) and
enhanced to the extent practicable.

Soils and Water,
ClassHlcatian Impacts. - Management and
development of the identified river and its
corridor cannot be modHied, subject to valid
existing rights, to the degree that its eligibility or
ctassnicatlan would be affected (i.e.. its
classification cannot be changed from wild to
scenic, or scenic to recreational, or changed
from suUable to unsuitable) _

LGR32 Allow new surface.<fisturblng activities on critical
soils wUhln level 3 areas of the ACEC only H
watershed values are maintained.
LGR33 Areas of crUical soils and floodplains are closed
to OHV use and surface.<fisturblng actlvUies
during periods of saturated soil (usually spring
runoff and fall rains) .

Support Needs
"'-GRO> Continue to Implement the needed actions as

outlined In the 1979 Desolation and Gray
Canyons on the Green River Management Plan
until replaced whh the coordinzted ac11v1ty plan.
oLGR. . Develop a coordinated actlvhy plan for the area_
oLGR.. Implement the approved

Sclerocactus glaucus

recovery plan as developed by USF&WS, where
necessary.

LGR37 Allow mechanical, fire, biological or chemical
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the ACEC with restrictions designed to
protect ground cover, special status plant
species, water qualhy and the scenic values of
the ACEC.

Special Emphasis Areas.

In support of this decision, afford adequate
protection, subject to valid existing rights, to
those identHied outstandingly remarkable value.
which determined the suhabillty classHlcatlon.
Until the suhabillty determination Is superseded,
management activities and authorized uses will
not be allowed to adversely affect either
suhabillty or the tentative classHlcatian.

LGR41 The area will be closed to the sale and/or
harvest of woodland products.

Vegetation,

LGR34 Level 3 would be available for major Oarger
than 1 acre-foot capacity) water developments
with special restrictions designed to maintain
the visual qual hies of the ACEC. Outside of
these areas, major water developments could
be permitted Hthe project is consistent with the
area prescriptions.

LGR35 Recommend the lower Green River segment for
suUabilhy as a scenic river under the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act. Any decision to recommend
designation will be delayed and made
concurrently with a decision to recommend, or
not recommend . designation on the adjoining
Desolation Canyon segment in the Price River
Resource Area of the Moab District.

Woodlands

LGR38 Manage the vegetation to attain the ecological
stage that would most benefit special statu s
species habitats, riparian, watershed and visual
resource values. Manage vegetation in the
remaining portion of the area in a way which
would result In the highest vegetation species
diversity to maintain or enhance the remaining
resource values.

LGR39 Do not allow surlace-disturbing activities on
special status plant species habitat with the
ACEC.
A she-specHic analysis will be
completed to determine If site characteristics
exclude potential habitat from a proposed
surface.<flsturbing activhy_

Visual.
LGR40 Maintain the primnlve/ natural qualities of the
lower Green River viewshed and other VRM
aass II lands wUhin the area by allowing only
short-term or mhiglble visual Intrusions.
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Lower Green River ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP
100 Ft. Contour Section Lines
Roods
ACEC Bounds

r.o,s.

NINE MILE CANYON ACEC

Fire.

Objective

NM04 Allow fires to bum under prescribed condttions
only to enhance the stated resource values.

Protect and enhance the culrural and special
status plant specIes values of the canyon while
enhancIng its scenic, recreation, and wildlife
resource values.

Fish and WlldlHe.
~t for and allow for reintroduction
of Colorado cutthroat trout, 100-200 head of
bighorn sheep, 100 head of moose, and upland
game birds.

NMOS Provide

Management Levels

Scole 1: 150000
BlM, Vernol District Office

level 2 -

Cu~ural s~es

level 3-

Riparian. rapier habitat, special
status plant species hab~ts,
visual resources, highly
erodible soils, crucial big game
winter habitat, potential
bighorn sheep hab~t. and
highly sens~ive cu~ral areas

Diamond Mountain Resource Area
Foil, 1994

eligible tor or
listed on NRHP, scenic and
recreational values of Nine Mile
and Argyle Creeks. federally'
listed plant species hab~t,
and prlmttive/natural areas
(20%)

(80%)

Total Federal Acreage - 50,600 acres
Refer to Map 3-4

Management Prescriptions

Cultural.
NM01 Allocate cu~ural sttes. including ethnographic
properties into three ciassiiications: (1)
Information potential. (2) public values. and (3)
conservation .

NM02 Develop approximately five miles of recreation
and interpretive trails and/or facilttles at
selected cu~ural sttes. Develop a faciltty in Nine
Mile Canyon to interpret and manage use of the

NM06 Colorado cutthroat trout hab~t management
will follow the general guidance present in
BlM's Special Status Fishes Habitat
Management Plan and UDWR's Native Cutthroat
Trout Management Plan, presently being
developed. In addttion, hab~t maintenance
objectives on currently satisfactory streams will
include monttoring of vegetation wtth low level
infra·red photography, continued macroinvertebrate sampling, and water qualtty
analysis to acquire addttional water rights to
supply a more consistent summer water flow,
decreased livestock grazing pressure to
improve early and mid-seral riparian zones. and
the planting of addttional shrubs and trees.
Hab~t expansion objectives will involve the
isolation of streams wtth fish barriers to prevent
hybridization and contamination wtth nonnative
fish followed by the hab~t Improvement
previously mentioned.
NM07 Take opportunities to eliminate domestic sheep
grazing wtthin 10 miles of ident~ied bighorn
sheep habitat by using negotiation of changes
in class of livestock (from sheep to cattle).
a~emative grazing systems. etc.
NMOS Improve or maintain hab~t in bighorn sheep
reintroduction areas. Actions may include
vegetation treatment, road closures, addttional
water sources, etc.

NMOS Permanent human occupation or dwellings will
not be allowed on public lands wtthin bighorn
sheep hab~t. If activttles do affect such
hab~ts, mttlgation will be required to provide
improvements to compensate for hab~t loss.

area.
NM03 Consu~ wtth the ~e Tribe for protection of
areas and ttems of traditional I~eways and
religious sign~icance.

COPY AVAILABLE
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NM10 Do not allow activttles that would resu~ in
adverse impacts to deer and elk from
December 1 through April 30 on crucial deer
and elk winter range.
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Lands and Realty.

NM21 Until a protective withdrawal is In place and In
force, any mining activity other than casual use
will require a mining plan of operations.
Operations are restricted by stipulations
designed to protect the natural and prim~ive
values of the area within the operating
parameters of the 1872 General Mining Law, as
amended or revised, and FLPMA.

NMll Acquire needed legal motorized vehicular
access to Argyle Ridge, Nine Mile Canyon-east
end, a;1d Jensen Canyon. Acquire needed
nonmotorized access to Nine Mile Canyon and
L~ Sulfur Canyon.
NM12 Establish a right-of-way avoidance area within
level 2 lands. Make level 3 lands available to
support permitted activ~ies with special
restrictions designed to protect the stated

Recreation.
NM22 Level 3 lands, except critical soils, are open to
OHV use with seasonal restrictions designed for
watershed, soils, and vegetation resource
protection. Level 2 (except the prim~ive/natural
areas) and the cr~ical soils within level 3 are
open to OHV use on designate(! roads and
trails. The prim~ive/natural areas, within level 2,
are closed to OHV use. This does not apply to
permitted BLM activ~ies or authorized
administrative uses.

resource values.
NM13 Recommend protective withdrawals that
preclude entry under the 1872 General Mining
Law, as amended or revised, and the
agricu~ural entry laws, or other protective
measures on level 2 lands.
NM14 Acquire fee !nIe or interest in lands (e.g .. water
rights) within the area as opportun~ies become
available.

NM23 Developed recreation s~es will be closed to
gr-dZing and surface-dlsturbing activ~ies not
related to recreational development.

Livestock.

NM24 Allow development of Iim~ed facil~ ies. needed
to protect health and human safety. at potential
recreation s~es within the AGEG.

NM15 Level 3 lands are open to livestock grazing.
Level 2 lands are open to grazing strategies to
enhance or maintain the level 2 values identffied
above.

NM25 Maintain the character and values of the
identffied prim~ive/natural areas by closing the
area (0 OHV use and motorized surface·
disturbing activ~ies .

NM16 No grazing is allowed on cu~ural s~es eligible
for or listed on NRHP.
NM17 Allow rangeland improvements and grazing
prescriptions to maintain or improve the stated

NM26 Develop hiking and/or horseback trails along
Nine Mile Cree~ .

values within the area

Minerals.

NM27 Establish a Special Recreation Management
Area to cover the Nine Mile Canyon area.

NM18 About 20.720 acres with in the ACEG are
category 1 for leasable minerals: 21 .730 acres
are category 2: and 8.350 acres are Category

Riparian.
NM26 Improve riparian hab~t in early and mid
ecological stages by establishing grazing
systems and constructing rangeland
improvements designed to enhance the riparian
values.

3.
NM19 About 20.720 acres within the AGEG are open
to geophysical activ~ies : 21.730 acres are
restricted : and 8.350 acres are open with no
signfficant surface disturbance.
NM20 About 20.720 acres within the AGEG are
category 1 for mineral material disposals:
21,730 acres are Category 2: and 8,350 acres
are Category 3.

shown there are no practical a~ematives, that
long-term Impacts are fully mitigated, or that the
construction Is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

Soli and Water_
NM31

Allow new surface-disturbing activ~ies on cr~ical
solis within level 3 areas of the AGEG only ff
watershed values are maintained.

NM32 Areas of cr~ical soils and flocidplains are closed
to OHV use and surface-disturblng activ~ies
during periods of saturated soil (usually spring
nunoff and fall rains).

NM33 Level 3 are available for major (larger than 1
acre-foot capacity) water developments with
special restrictions designed to maintain the
visual qualities of the AGEG. Outside of these
areas, major water developments could be
permitted ff the project is consistent with the
area's prescriptions.

Vegetation
NM34 Allow mechanical, fire, biological, or chemical
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the AGEG with restrictions to minimize
adverse impacts to cunura: s~es , special status
plant species hab~t. scenic. and watershed
values.

Visual.
NM38 Maintain the natural and prim~ive qual~ies of
identffied segments along Argyle and Nine Mine
Greeks and VRM Glass II areas. Allow only
short-term or m~igible visual intrusions on VRM
Glass II lands of the AGEG.

Woodlands.
NM39 Level 3 lands are ~n to the sale and/or
harvest of wocidland products with restrictions
designed to protect the stated resource values.
Level 2 lands are closed.
NM40 On a case-by-case basis to meet other resource
management goals, allow for the sale of
ponderosa pine and other large conffer and
aspen on level 3 lands. Level 2 lands are
closed.
NM41 Wocidland treatments and harvests will continue
to be designed in a mosaic pattern. leaving
inclusions of live and dead trees within treated
or harvested areas. Irregular boundaries of
treatment and harvest areas will be required to
reduce the detrimental impacts to the scenic
values.

Support Needs
sNM42 Develop and implement a coordinated activity
plan for the AGEG.

NM35 Manage the vegetation to attain the ecological
stage that would most benem the special status
plant species hab~ts . prim~ive/natural .

riparian. and scenic resource values.

NM36 Manipulate

400 acres of pinyon-juniper
wocidlands to increase forage production and
Improve wildlffe hab~t.

NM37 Do not allow surface-disturbing activ~ies on
special status plant species hab~t within the
AGEG.
A s~e-specffic analysis wili be
completed to determine ff s~e characteristics
exclude potential hab~t from a proposed
surface-disturblng activ~y.

sNM43 Implement where necessary the Sc/erocacrus
glaucus recovery plan as developed by the
USF&WS (1990).
sNM44 Develop and implement activity plans lor special
status plant species hab~ts found within the
AGEG. Shouid the USF&WS develop recovery
plans for these species. implement those
decisions where necessary.

NM29 Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet requirements of plant vigor maintenance,
bank protection. and sediment entrapment.
NM30 Allow new surface-disturbing activ~ies within
330' of riparian zones. only when ~ can be
3-18
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PARlETTE WETLANDS ACEC

PW04 Classify paleontOlogical resources on public
1ands as shown in Table 2-4.

Objective

Fire.

Enhance and protect the weUands community
and associated habitat adjacent to Pariette and
Castle Peak Washes , ensuring continued
waterfowl production and no long-term
deterioration of the water quality in Pariette
Wash; reduce sedimentation to the Green River
by stabilizing streambanks and water channels.
while meeting the management objectives of
the final recovery plans for the special status
species associated with the area.

Nine Mile Canyon ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP

Managem ,nt Levels

200 Ft . Contour - - Section Lines
Roads
AC EC Bounds

level 2 -

Riparian and special status
species habitats, cu~ural s~es
eligible for or listed on the
Nallonal Register of Historic
Piaces (90%)

level 3 -

Raplor, crucial antelope, and
potential black-footed ferrel
habitats. cr~ical watershed,
high salt-containing soils.
potential recreation sttes. highsensitivity archeological and
paleontological areas (10%)

Scale 1:275000

PW05 Allow fifes to bum under prescribed condttions
only to enhance the stated resource values.

Fish and Wildlife.
PW06 Do not allow activtties that would resu~ in
adverse impacts to nesting waterfowl during the
period March 1 though May 25.

PW07 Do not allow surface-disturbing activtties within
1/8 mile of active goose nest sttes year ·round.
PWOB Continue to implement and revise as necessary
the existing Habitat Management Plan for Myton
Bench as tt applies to the ACEC. These
decisionS are:
Improve and expand habitat for all
dependent wildlne species by
providing standing water in necessary
or needed locations.

water

BlM , Vernal District Office
Diamond Mountain Resource Area

Fall, 1994

Provide free seasonal movement of big
game animal by modifying existing
fences at identified locations.
Revise the Wetlands
Allotment
Management Plan to allow for an
average residual cover height of 9.5
inches in Pasture 3. while maintaining
appropriate livestock use.

Total Federal Acreage - 11 .600 acres
Refer to Map 3-5

Management Prescriptions

Provide wetland habitat capable of
producing 10.000 ducks and 100
Canada geese annUally.

Cultural and Paleontology.
PWOl Consu~ with the Ue Tribe for the protection of
areas and ttems of tradttional Ineways and
religious signifICanCe.
LI11.
"II ..

Provide and maintain habitat capable of
producing a three-fold increase in
pheasant and mourning dove
populations and also capable of
supporting viable populations of
chuk= and valley quail.

PW02 Allow casual use invertebrate and flora fossil
collection. using hand tools. in designaled areas
only. Based on stte-specnic analysis. collection
of vertebrate fossils by scientific institutionS
could be considered.

Protect and enhance 6 miles of riparian
habitat in Parlette Draw to ensure
stabilization of the peregrine falcon's
avian prey base. and improve habitat

PW03 Paleontological clearances are required on a
case-by~ basis.

condttions.
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Provide suitable nesting and feeding
habitat for migrating greater sandhill
cranes and whooping cranes.

PW09 No construction or surfare-<listurbing actN~ies
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round w~in 1/2 mile of known golden eagle or
femuginous hawk nests which would adversely
affect current use or lim~ or preclude potential
future use of the nest, or unless a perm~ to take
is obtained from the USF&WS.
PW10 No constructlon or surfare-<listurbing activ~ies
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round w~in 1/2 mile of known bald eagle
nests or 1 mile of known peregrine falcon nests.
These restrictions do not apply to maintenance
and operation of existing facilities. They do not
apply ~ impacts could be m~ated through
S~e-spec~ic
other management actions.
analysis will be completed to determine ~ terrain
features adequately protect the nest s~e from
the proposed surfare-<listurbing activ~.
PWll Maintain that portion of the potential blackfooted ferret habitat w~in the AGEG by
avoiding any activ~ies that would render the
habitat unsuitable for possible future
reintroductions (refer to Chapter 2). Complete
a new study to determine ~ suitability for
reintroduction. Should the Eight Mile Flat area
(including that portion ex1ending into this
AGEC) be selected. the pre-release guidelines
would be continued. Should the Eight Mile Flat
area not be selected. the protective pre-release
actions would be withdrawn. Following actual
reintroduction. the site wi'! be managed in
accordance w~ the s ~e-spec~ic plan
developed for the reintroduction.
PW12 Authorize no action in suitable habitat for
threatened and endangered species ~ ~ would
jeopardize the continued existence of the
species or resu~ in severe mod~ication of the
habitat However. ~ may be possible to perm~
activ~ies ~ a s~e-speciflC inventory shows that
suitable habitat for threatened and endangered
species would not be adversely affected.
Where mon~oring finds threats to species status
animal species populations. take action to
protect the species and ~ habitat. If any
federally-listed or candidate species are delisted
or removed from special status. remove any
restrictions pertinent to the species.

stated resource values. level 2 lands could be
available for sUCh projects ff ~ Is consistent with
these prescriptions.

Lands and Realty.

Recreation.

PW13 Establish a right-of-way avoidance area within
level 2 lands. Make level 3 lands available for
placement of rights-of-way w~ special
restrictions designed to protect the stated
resource values In the AGEC.

PW23 lands are open to OHV use on designated
roads and trails. This restriction does not apply
to permitted BlM activ~ies or authorized
administrative uses.

Vegetation.

PW24 Allow development of lim~ed facil~les needed to
protect hea~ and human safety w~in the
AGEC. Develop interpretive facilities and trails
at the ACEC.

PW33 Allow mechanical, fire, biological, or Chemical
control of noxioUS weeds and Insect infestations
w~in the AGEC with restrictions designed to
protect the special status plant species and
riparian habitats, desired ground cover, and
waler qual~.

PW14 Acquire fee title or interest in lands (e.g., water
rights) within level 2 lands as opportun~ies

arise.
PW15 No new access roads will be constructed w~in
600 feet of goose nesting habitat.

PW25 DeveloplBd recreation s~es w~in the AGEG wil!

Livestock.
PW16 level 3 lands are open to grazing, level 2 lands
are open to prescribed grazing, designed to
maintain and/or enhance the wetland,
watershed, and special status species habitats.
PW17 Allow rangeland improvements and grazing
prescriptions to maintain or improve the values
present on level 2 and 3 lands.

Minerals.
PW18 About 20 acres w~in the ACEC are Category
1 for leasable minerals; 7,880 acres are
Category 2; and 3,700 acres are Category 3.
PW19 A s~e-speciflC analysis of the Pariette STSA will
be conducted to determine wihether a portion of
the tar sands depos~ can be made available,
without adversely affecting special status plant
species.
PW20 About 20 acres within the AGEC are open to
geophysical activ~ies ; 7.880 acres are
restricted ; and 3.700 acres are open w~ no
signfficant surface disturbance.
PW21 About 7,880 acres will be Category 2 for mineral
material disposal.
PW22 Any mineral activ~ other than casual use will
require a mining plan of operations. Operations
are restricted by stipulations designed to
protect the identifiBd resource values.

PW34 Manage the vegetation to attain the ecological
stage that would most benef~ riparian and
watershed values, and manage vegetation in the
remaining areas in a way which resu~ in the
highest vegetation species divers~ to meet the
special status plant species, wildl~e, and
recreation values.

be closed to grazing and surface-disturbing
activ~ies not directly related to recreation
development. OHV use would be lim~ed to
designated roads and trails.

Riparian.
PW26 Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet requirements of plant vigor maintenarlCe.
bank protection and sediment entrapment.

PW35 Do not allow surfare-<listurbing activities on
special status plant species habitat within the
AGEC.
A s~e-speciflC analysis will be
completed to delermine
s~e characteristics
exclude potential habitat from a proposed
surfare-<listurbing activ~.

a

PW27 Allow new surface-disturbing activ~ies w~in
330' of riparian zones only when ~ can be
shown there are no practical ~ernatives , that
long-term impacts are fully m~igated , or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian

Woodlands.

areas.
PW36 On a case-by-case and to meet other resource
management goals, any cottonwood trees

PW28 Improve riparian habitat In early and mid
ecological stages by establishing grazing
systems and implementing rangeland
improvements designed to enhance the riparian
values of the AGEC.

w~in level 3 lands could be harvested or sold.

level 3 lands are open for the halVest and/or
collection of common native seed, excluding
barrel cactus species.
PW37 Collection of barrel cacti species will not be
permitted.

PW29 Close to livestock grazing those riparian areas
that do not satisfactorily respond to improved
grazing management.

Support Needs
Soil and Water.
SPW36 Develop and implement a coordinated
PW30 Allow new surface-disturbing activ~ies on cr~ical

activ~

plan for the ACEC.

soilS w~in the level 3 lands ~ watershed values
can be maintained.

SPW38 Implement wihere necessary the Sclerocactus

glaucus recovery plan as developlBd by the
PW31

Areas of cr~ical soils and floodplains are closed
to OHV use and surface-disturbing activ~ies
during periods of saturated soil (usually spring
runoff and fall rains) .

USF&WS (1990).

PW32 level 3 lands are available for major (larger
than 1 acre foot capac~) water developments

sPW40 Continue to mon~or water qual~ from spec~ic
activities affecting the AGEC. Areas receiving
prior~ include riparian areas and ~
watersheds.

w~ special restrictions designed to protect the
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through April 30 on crucial deer and elk winter
range.

RED CREEK WATERSHED ACEC
Objective

RCOS

RC06

No construction or surface-dlsturbing activ~ies
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round w~ln 1/2 mile of known golden eagle or
ferruginous hawk nests which would adversely
affect current use, or lim~ or preclude potential
future use of the nest, or unless a perm~ to take
is obtained from the USF&WS.

RC07

No construction or surface-dlsturbing activ~ies
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round w~in 1/2 mile of known bald eagle
nests or 1 mile of known peregrine falcon nests.
These restrictions so not apply to maintenance
and operation of existing facil~ies . They do not
apply ff Impacts could be m~igated through
S~e-specffic
other management actions.
analyses are comploted to determine ff terrain
features adequately protect the nest s~e from
the proposed surface-dlsturbing activ~.

RCoa

Provide habitat and allow for the reintroduction
of upland game birds.

values.

Management Levels
Sage grouse strutting grounds.
cuttural s~es eligible or listed
on the NRHP (2%)

Pariette ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP

Level 3 -

Highly erodible and sattconlainlng soils. riparian ,
crucial big game habitat. sage
grouse nesting areas, potential
bighorn sheep habitat. raptor
nesting s~es (93%)

Level 4 -

Remaining resources (5%)

Total Federal Acreage - 24.600 acres
Refer to Map 3-6

100 Fl . Contour Section LInes
Roads
ACEC Bounds

Cultural.

Scale 1: 150000

RCOI

Management

BLM . Vernal District Offlc.
Diamond Mountain Resource Area

RC02

Fali. 1994

Lands and Realty.

JSCriptions

Allocate cuttural s~es including ethnognphic
properties into one of three management
categories using the cr~eria established in Table
: 2.
Consutt w~ the Ltte Tribe for the protection of
areas and ~e ms of trad~ional Iffeways and
religious signfficance.

RC09

Establish a right-of-way avoidance area in level
2 lands. Make level 3 lands available to support
permitted activ~les with special restrictions to
protect the identffied resource values.

RCID

Acquire fee t~le or interest in lands (e.g., water
rights. scenic easements) w~ a prior~ placed
on lands w~ln levels 2 and 3.

Livestock.

Fire,
RC03

w~in

1,000' of sage grouse strutting grounds year
'round. which cannot be mitigated or would not
enhance sage grouse habitat OHV use is
lim~ed to designated roads and trails.

Manage the watershed to continue the
reduction of sedimentation Into Red Creek (and
the downstream Green River) by stabilizing
channels and streambankS and by maintaining
or increasing vegetation cover throughout the
watershed. and to enhance wildlife habitat

Level 2 -

Do not allow surface-dlsturblng activities

RCll

Level 3 lands are open to grazing. Level 2
lands are open to prescribed grazing desigr.ed
to maintain or enhance the watershed and
wildlffe habitat values. No grazing is allowed on
cuttural s~es eligible for, or listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.

RC12

Allow rangeland Improvements and grazing
prescription to lTl?intaln or improve the va!ues
identified ~in t:le ACEe.

Allow fires to bum under prescribed cond~ions
only to enhance the stated resource values.

Fish and Wildlife.
RC04

Do not allow activ~ies that will resutt in adverse
impacts to deer and elk from December 1
3-24
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MlneraJs.

RC31

Soli and Water.

RC13

About 530 acres within the AGEC are category
1 for leasable minerals; 21 .530 acres are
category 2; and 2.540 acres are Category 3.

RC22

Allow new surface-disturbing activrties on critical
soils within level 3 lands n watershed values are
maintained.

RC14

About 530 acres are open to geophysical
activrties; 21 .530 acres are restricted ; and 2.540
acres are open with no significant surface
disturbance.

RC23

Areas of crrtical soils and floodplains are closed
to OHV use and surface-disturblng activrtles
during periods of saturated soli (usually spring
runoff and fall rains).

RC15

About 530 acres are category 1 for mineral
material disposal; 21.530 acres are category 2;
and 2.540 acres are category 4.

RC24

RC16

Any mineral activrty other than casual use will
require a mining plan of operations. Operations
are restricted by stipulations designed to
protect the Identnied resource values.

Level 3 lands are available for major (larger
than 1 acre-foot capacrty) water developments
with special restrictions. Outside of these
areas. major water developments could be
permitted n the project Is consistent with these
management prescriptions.

Level 3 lands. excluding crrtical soils. are open
to OHV use with seasonal restrictions for
watershed and wildlne protection; level 2 lands
and crrtical soils in level 3 are open to OHV use
on deSignated roads and trails.

RC18

Develop interpretive srtes and/or facilrties in the
Clay Basin Gas Field.

RC25

Allow mechanical. fire. biological. or chemical
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the AGEC with restrictions designed to
protect the vegetation ground cover. watershed
conditions. and water qualrty values.

RC26

Manage the vegetation to attain the ecological
stage that would most benefrt wildl~e in crucial
habrtat. and manage vegetation in the remaining
areas in a way which resuns in the highest
vegetation species diversrty for the maintenance
and enhancement of watershed values.

Riparian.
RC19

Provide sufficient herbacecus forage biomass to
meet requirements of plant vigor maintenance.
bank protection. and sediment entrapment.

RC27

Manipulate 500 acres of pinyon-juniper
woodlands to increase forage production and
improve wiidme habitat.

RC20

Allow new surface-disturbing activrties within
330' of riparian zones only when rt can be
shown there are no practical artematives. that
long-term impacts are fully mitigated. or that the

RC28

Do not allow surface-dlsturbing activrties on
special status plant species habrtat within the
AGEC.
A srte-specnic analysis will be
completed to determine n srte characteristics
exclude potential habrtat from a proposed
surface-dlsturbing activrty.

RC29

The guidelines provided in Chapter 2 will be
incorporated
into
sagebrush vegetation
treatments involving sage grouse habrtat within
the ACEC.

construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area.
RC21

Improve riparian habitat in early and mid
ecological stages by establishing grazing
system s and implementing rangeland
improvements designed to enhance the riparian
v,': ,es of the ACEC.

Support Needs
sRC32 Deve!op a coordinated resource activrty plan for
the ACEC providing specnic management
prescriptions for those resource values within
the ACEC. This plan will replace the eXisting
Red Creek Watershed Activrty Plan.

values.

Vegetation.

Recreation.
RC17

Woodland treatments and harvests will continue
to be designed in a mosaic pattem. leaving
Inclusions of live and dead trees within treated
or harvested areas. Irregular boundaries of
treatment and harvest areas will be required to
reduce the detrimental Impacts to the scenic

Woodlands.
RC30 Level 3 lands are open to the sale and/or
harvest of woodland products. Level 2 lands
are closed.
3-26
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only. Based on s~ ... speclflc analysis, collection
of vertebrate fossils by sclentKlc Institutions
could be considered.

RED MOUNTAIN DRY FORK ACEC
COMPLEX
Objective

......

Protect cultural sites eligible for listing on /he
National Register of Historic Places; prOlect
s/gni/icant paleontological siles; proteet relict
vegetation communities; enhance supporting
resource values 0/ wildlife habitat, municIpal
watersheds, riparian, and scenic values, while
allowing compatible uses.

....L

RD04

Classify paleontological resources on public
lands as shown In Table 24.

RDOS

Paleontological clearances are required on a
case-by-case basis.

Fire.
RD06

Management Levels
Levell·

Relict vegetation communities

on Red Mountain and In Castle
Cove (19%)

\

'\

~I \
Utah

Level 2 •

Level 3 •

Red Creek ACEC

Diamond Mountain RMP

Developed recreation s~es and
the Red Mountain Potential
Recreation Area and cultural
snes eligible for or listed on the
NRHP (2%)

Fish and Wildlife.
RD07

Riparian habnat. high sensnivny
cultural and paleontological
areas. municipal watersheds.
cr~lcal salls. crucial deer and
elk winter habnats. potential
bighorn sheep hab~at. raptor
habitats. and potential
recreation sites (79%)
ADOS

current use, or limit or preclude potential future
use of the nest, or unless a permit to take Is

Management Prescriptions

obtained from the USF&WS.

Cultural and Paleontology.
RD09

BlM, Vernal District Office
Diamond Mountain Resource Area
Fall, 1994

RD01

Allocate cultural snes Including ethnographic
properties Into one of three management
categories using the criteria established in Table

2·2.
RD02

These restrictions do not apply to maintenance

BEST COpy AVAILABLE

000076

Allow casual use Invertebrate and flora fossil
collection. using hand tools. In designated areas

c:: \Ot'~1

No construction or surface-disturbing activities
(does not apply to casual use) are allowed year
'round within 1/ 2 mile of known bald eagle
nests or 1 mile of known peregrine falcon nesls.
and operation of existing facilities. They do not
apply K Impacts could be mitigated through
other management actions.
Site-specific
analyses are completed to determine if terrain
features adequately protect the nest site from
the proposed surface-disturbing activity.

Consult with the Ute Tribe for the protection of
areas and items of traditional lifeways and
religious significance.

RD03

No construction of surface-disturbing activities

(does not apply to casual use) is allowed year
'round within 1/ 2 mile of golden eagle or
ferruginous hawk nest sites active within the
past 2 years which would adversely affect

Refer to Map 3·7

Scale 1: 125000

Do not allow activities that will result in adverse
impacts to deer and elk from December 1
through April 30 on crucial deer and elk winter
range.
OHV use on 3.800 acres of crucial deer and elk
winter range In the Taytor Mountain·Spring
Creek area Is closed from December 1 through
March 31 .

Total Federal Acreage· 25.800 acres

100 n. Contour
Section Lines
Roods
ACEC Bounds

Maintain the natural role of fire wnhin the relict
vegetation areas; however. large·scale fires will
not be allowed to kill more than 3% of the
ponderosa pine on Red Mountain, or 50% of
the sagebrush.mountaln browse type in Castle
Cove relict vegetation areas over the IKe of the
RMP. Outside of the relict vegetation areas.
allow fires to burn under prescribed conditions
only to enhance the stated resource values.

r,
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RD10

Provide habitat and allow for the reintroduction
of 100-200 head of bighorn sheep and upland
gamo birds.

RD20

ROll

Permanent human occupallon or dwellings will
not be allowed on public lands whhln bighorn
sheep habitat. If activhles do affect such
haMats, rnhlgatlon will be required to provide
Improvements to compensate for habitat loss.

Minerals.

RD12

Improve or maintain habhat In bighorn sheep
reintroduction areas.

vegetation trealme,nls, road closures, additional
water sources, etc,
RD13

RD2l

About 20,900 acres are Category 2 for leasable
minerals; 4,900 acres are Category 3.

RD22

Phosphate explorallon and development will not
be allowed between the Ashley Creek Gorge
and Dry Fork Creek area of the ACEC.

Actions may Include

RD23

Take opportunities to eliminate domestic sheep
grazing within 10 miles of Identified bighorn
sheep habitat w"hin the ACEC by using
negotiation of changes in class of livestock
(from sheep to cattle), alternative grazing

systems. etc.

RD24

Lands and Realty.
R0 14

Acquire public nonmotorized access across
established roads and trails to enhance

RD15

RD26

Until a protective withdrawal is in place and in
force, any mining activity other than casual use
will require a mining plan of operations.
Operations are restricted by stipulations
designed to protect the natural values of the
area within the operating parameters of the
t872 General Mining Law, as amended or
revised, and FLPMA. For the level 1 areas, the
preceding would be applied until a protective
withdrawal Is obtained.

Establish a right·of-way exclusion area in level
lands. Allow for the placement of permitted
land uses with restrictions designed to maintain
or enhance the resource values in level 3 lands.

RD17

Recommend protective withdrawals to preclude
entry under the General Mining Law of t 872, as
amended or revised, and the agricultural entry
laws or other protective measures on level 1
and 2 lands and the potential recreation siles.
Acquire fee tille or interest In lands (e.g., water
rights, scenic easements) within the area as
opportunities become available.

RD27

Level 3 lands are open to livestock grazing.
Level 2 lands are open to prescribed grazing
with conditions designed to maintain or
enhance the area's k1entified resource values.

Level 3 lands, except critical soils are open to
OHV use with seasonal restrictions; levelland
2 lands and critical soils within level 3 are open
to OHV use on designated roads and trails.
Maintain the existing trail on Red Mountain. If,
however, OHV use occurs off trail after a
reasonable program of signing and public
education, close the trail.

Oose the trail to Moonshine Arch to OHV use.
RD19

RD28

Develop recreation facllilles on Red Mountain
outside the relict vegetallon area. Expand
recreat ion facil"les at Dry Fork Canyon.

RD29

Developed recreallon siles are closed to
grazing and surface-dlsturblng activities not
related to recreation development. The Red
Mountain potential recreation area is closed to
surface-disturbing activities no related to
recreation development. OHV use is limited to
designated roads and trails within these areas.

RD30

Develop an Interpretive trail and / or facll illes
along Brush Creek.

RD3l

Develop about 6 miles of nonmotorlzed trails
along Dry Fork, Ashley Creek, and Red
Mountain. Establish about 12 miles of mountain
bicycle trails using existing rural roads and
trails.

RD32

RD33

No grazing Is allowed In developed recreation
siles or In the relict vegetallon communnles.

soU (usually spring runoff and fall rains) . Close
Moonshine Arch Trail to OHV use.
RD37

Provide sufficient herbaceous forage biomass to
meet the requirement s of plant vigor
maintenance, bank protection, and sediment
entrapment.

RD38

Allow mechanical, fire, biological, or chemicat
control of noxious weeds and insect infestations
within the area. except for the relict vegetation
areas, with restrictions designed to protect the
watershed and water quality values and other
resource values of the ACEC. Within the relict
vegetation communities, allow only biological
control of noxious weeds and insect
Infestations.

R039

Out side of the relict vegetation communities,
manage the vegetation to attain the ecological
stage which results in the highest vegetation
species diversity for wildlife and scenic values.
Within the relict vegetation communities. allow
the areas to maintain their late to climax
ecological stages.

R040

Manipulate t ,000 acres of pinyon·juniper
woodlands to increase forage production and
improve wildlife haMal.

Visual.
R041

R034

Allow new surface-disturbing activities within
330' of riparian zones only when it can be
shown there are no practical alternatives. that
long·term Impacts are fully m"igated, or that the
construction is an enhancement to the riparian
area.

Allow new surface-disturbing actr/ities on critical
soils and municipal watersheds within level 3
lands only H watershed values are maintained.

RD36

Area of crillcal soils, municipal watersheds, and
floodplains are closed to OHV use and surfacedisturbing activities during periods of saturated

Maintain the natural / primitive qualities of the
VRM Class II areas by allowing only short·term
or mitigible visual intrusions.

Woodlands.
RD42

Level 3 lands are open to the sale and/ or
harvest of woodland products with restrictions
designed to maintain or enhance the resource
values of the level. Level t and 2 lands are
closed to the sale and/or harvest of woodland
products.

R043

Wocx:lland treatments and harvests will continue
to be designed In a mosaic pattern, leaving
inclusions of live and dead trees within treated
or harvested areas. Irregular boundaries of
treatment and harves' areas will be required to

Soil and Water.
R035

Level 3 lands are available for malar (larger
than t acre foot capacily) water developments
whh restrictions designed to maintain or
enhance the area's resource values. Outside of
this level. major water developments could be
permitted Wthe project Is consistent with these
management prescriptions.

Vegetation.

Establish a Special Recreation Management
Area (SRMA) to cover the ACEC complex.

Riparian.

Recreation.

Livestock.
RD18

About 20.900 acres are restricted for
geophysical activilles; 4,900 acres are open
with no significant surface disturbance; and no
acres are closed.
About t 5,000 acres are Category 2 for mineral
material disposal and 10.800 acres are
Category 4.

1 lands and avoidance areas within level 2

RD1 6

Exploration and development of phosphate
within crucial deer and elk winter range within
the remainder of the ACEC are allowed year
'round, but will require management actions
designed to millgate both the short- and long·
term loss of habitat.

RD25

recreational opportunilies along Ashley Creek.
Acquire legal motorized access to Red
Mountain.

Llmil OHV use on the 1,240-acre Red Mountain
Potentlal Recreation Area to deSignated roads
and trails yearlong. OHV use on 3,800 acres of
crhical deer and elk winter range in the Taylor
Mountaln·Sprlng Creek area Is permitted only
from April 1 through November 30.

Allow rangeland Improvements and grazing
prescriptions to maintain or Improve the values
present on lands within the ACEC.

3-30
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reduce the detrimental Impacts to the scenic

vallies.

Support Needs
sRD44 Develop a coordinated
ACEC.

I .U I.

actlv~y

plan for the

\

/ /

/

/

Red Mountain ACEC
Diamond Mountain RMP
100 ft. Contour _ _
Section lines
Ro ad s
ACEC Bounds
Scale 1: 180000

BlM , Vernal District Off i ce
Diamond t..4ounfa in Resource Area

Fall, 1994
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APPENDIX 1
LANDS

CONTENTS:
Tracts Identified For Disposal
Any person adversely affected by a speCific action being
proposed to carry out any portion of this plan may
appeal such action pursuant to 43 CFR 4.400 allhe time
the specifiC action Is proposed for Implementat ion.

This chapter describes the implementation strategy,
m on~oring procedures, and plan maintenance for the
RMP. Standard m~igat ion measures are included in
Chapters 2 and 3.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
IMPLEMENTATION
The effects of Implementing the Diamond Mountain RMP
will be monnered and evaluated to ensure the desired
results are being achieved. Mon~oring the RMP
includes both the on·the-ground resource indicators and
the land-use decisions themselves.

All resource management authorizations and actions,
including budget proposals. will conform w~h this RMP,
or as amended. All operations and activ~ ies under
existing permits, contracts, cooperative agreements. or
other instruments for occupancy and use will be
mod~ied. ~ necessary, to conform whh this plan whhin
a reasonable period of time, subject to valid existing
rights.

The purpose of monitoring on-the-ground resource
indicators is to provide quantifiable data needed to

evaluate the management decisions outlined in this plan.
All such monitoring will adhere to current manual and
technical reference guidance.

Implementation of many of the planned actions in this
RMP is dependem upon the ava~ab~ity of fund ing and
personnel. An implememation plan will be prepared
showing the planned actions, the priority and scheduling
01 implementation. and the funding and personnel
needed
This implementation plan will be revised
periodically. as necessary, to respond 10 the actual
budget made ava~able for carrying out Ihe RMP.

The resuns of on·the-ground and plan monitoring will
determine whether original assumptions were correctly
applied and impacts correclly predicted. whether
mitigation measures are satisfactory, whether conditions
or circumstances have significantly changed, or whether
new data are signillcantto the plan. Monitoring will help
to establish long-term use and resource condition trends
and provide information for planning, and will aid in
forecasllng annual funding needs and determining when
changes In the plan are necessary.

In many cases, more detailed and s~e-specific planning
or environmentaJ analysis may be required before an
action can be taken. The EIS, prepared in association
w~h thi, plan, will be used as a base fer tiering and
incorporation, by reference. in any additional site- or
program-specific environmental analysis.

PLAN MAINTENANCE
The RMP can be mod~ied through plan maintenance.
plan amendment. or plan revision. all of which will be
documented. Documentation consists of making RMP
changes available to the public at BLM's Utah State
Office. Vemal District Office. and the Diamond Mountain
Resource Area Office. Plan amendments and plan
revisions will be made with public involvement and the
appropriate level of environmental analysis.

The development of these 5pec~ic actions will Involve
the input of all involved or affected parties. Early
consultation and coordination with these parties will
greatly assist in the success of implementing these
actions.
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TABLE A1-1

TABLE A1-2:
COMMUNITY EXPANSION mACTS WHICH WLL BE
CONSIDERED FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE UNDER THIS PLAN

ISOLATED mACTS WHICH WIJ. BE CONSIDERED
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE UNDER THIS PLAN
~

11M'

JD;

SEC

ALIlUOT

ACRS

~

<XHUCTS

l£IIB.
3N

20E

22 S2SC

eo

L4

IN

L4
L4

IN
IS
IS
IS

2lE
24C
2lE
2lE
2lE
2lE
2lE
20E
21E

12 LOT4
6 LOT 1
6 SESW(_"
Z3 SESW,SWSE ( _ "
24 NWNW(_"

40
40
40
eo C.WSKl
40 C.WSKl

L3
L3
L3
L3
L4

2S

L3

4S

IS
IS

26 LOT I , NENW, N2NE ( _ "
Z1 E2NE(_"
1

LOT 1~

25 LOT 1-4. NENE. NWNW, S2NW. WlSW,E2SE

453 ARCH.HI, WSKl, DEW.CR,
PALEO

26 ALL

640 ARCH.HI, WSKl, DEW.CR,

L3

3S

20E

Z1 AlL

640 ARCH,HI, WSKl, DEW.CR,

160 C.WSKl, LEK2

L3

L3
L3
L3

20E
20E
20E
21E

33 LOT '1-7. N2, N2SE

eo C.WSKl, LEK2
67

3S
3S
3S
3S

L3

3S

21E

31 LOT 1-4,SWNE, E2W2, W2SE, SESE
6 LOT 1-7,S2NE,SENW, E2SW,NWSE

1 LOT 1-4,S2m, SW. N2SE. SESE
4 AlL

PALEO

21E

3l LOT 3.4 NENENW, E2SW, SWNE

170 ARCH.HI,H.SAL T

31 SE
1 S2SWSE
11 NENW

leo ARCH.HI

L3

22E

25

L3
L3
L4
L4
L3

5S
5S
5S
7S
7S
7S

L3
L3
L3
L3

lOS
lOS
lOS
l1S

l1E

L3
L3
L3
L3

l1S

l1E

l1S

ICE

l1S
l1S

ICE
ICE

L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3

l1S

ICE

l1S

ICE

l1S
l1S

ICE
ICE

l1S
l1S

L3

L3

4S

L3

4S

H,SALT

L3
L3

4S
4S

260 H.SAlT

L3

4S

L3

4S

L3

4S

L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3
L3

4S

20E
20E
20E
'2DE
'2DE
20E
20E
22E
22E
22E
22E
22E
22E
22E
22E
22E

L3

4S

L3
L3
L3

4S
4S

L3

4S
4S

22E

5S
5S

22E
22E

3 LOT 1.2, S2NE

5S
5S
5S

22E

10 E2NE (dele1ed)"

v.n.
v.n.
OIS v.n.
OIS

22E
19E

20E
'2D

15 NWNE
33 SENW, NESW, NWSE

40 OIS v.n.
1'2D OIS v.n.,
H.SALT

ICE
ICE
l1E

33
34
35
6

1 OIS
4 OIS
394 OIS

40 H.SAlT
eo OIS v.n.

eo

9 LOT 1-5
10 lOT 1-4

v.n.
v.n.
v.n., VRM2
OIS v.n.

11 LOT 4

2'2D OIS WOL, VRM2
50 OIS WOL
17 OIS \<otll, VRM

'2D N2NE, NENW

1'2D OIS WOL, VRM2

29 W2NW,SW
3l NENE, S2NE, SE

240 OIS WOL, VRM2
260 OIS WOL, VRM2

l1S

ICE
l1E
l1E

l1S

12E

31 N2NE, SWNE
33 N2NW,SWNW
34 LOT 1
11 NE
12 SWNW
19 NWNE,NENW

l1S
l1S

12E
13E

21 NWSW
29 SWSW

l1S

13E

3l LOT 4, SESW, SESE

l1S

13E

31 LOT 4, N2NE, SESW

160 OIS

l1S

13E

33 SW,SWSE

200 OIS WOL

1'2D OIS WOL
1'2D OIS v.n., VRM2
36 OIS

v.n., VRM2

HIO OIS WOL, VRM2
40 OIS WOL
70 OIS WOL, VRM
40 OIS WOL
40 OIS WOL
1'2D OIS WOL

A1.1

3l LOT 1,4,5,12

OIS

'2D
40
200
25

v.n.

000085'

L3
L3
L3
L3

L3
L3

4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S

4S

22E
22E
22E
22E
22E

PALEO
800 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR
640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, PALEO
640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, PAlEO
eo ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, PALEO.
VRM2

34 AlL
35 ALL

21E

WI6EWWWWX(deIe1ed)"
26 NE, E2NW, NWNW
Z1 NENE
1 LOT 2-4,SESW, SWSE

LOT 1.3,4

~<XHUCTS

20E

21E
19E
19E
19E

LOT 1,2
LOT 1-5,SWNE, SESW, SE

ACRS

20E

4S
5S
5S
5S

LOT 1

ALIlUOT

3S

4S

22E

SEC

3S

L3
L3
L4
L4

W1NWWW~

AGE

L3

L3

12 NENE, S2NE, NENW

'/WP

L3

40 ARCH,
DEW,PALEO

4 SWSE

~

l£IIB.

14

460 ARCH.HI, OEW.CR, PAlEO.

VRM2
514 ARCH.HI, OEW.CR, PAlEO.
VRM2
800 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, PALEO
640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR
640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR

B AlL
9 AlL

640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, H.SALT

10 AlL
11 LOT 3,4,5,6 E2NE, SWNW, W2SW, SE

640 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, H.SALT

12 NENW, W2W2, W2SENW, W2NESW

240 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, PAlEO
640 H.SALT

3 ALL
4 AlL

426 ARCH.HI, DEW.CR, H.SALT

640 H.SAlT

5 ALL
6 AlL
7 LOT 1,7, NE, NESW, N2SE, E2NW

640 H.SALT

6 ALL
9 AlL

640 H.SALT

640 H.SALT
440 H.SALT
640 H.SALT, HI.FER

11 ALL

640 C.WSKl, H.SALT

14 AlL

640 C.WSKl, H.SALT

17 E2. N2NW

4'10 H.SALT

21 ALL
22 ALL
Z1 ALL

640 H.SAlT, HI.FER

640 H.SALT, HI.FER
640 H.SAlT, HI.FER
sm H.SAlT, HI.FER
400 H.SAl T, HI.FER
640 C.WSKl, HI.FER, H.SALT
260 H.SALT, HI.FER
60 H.SALT
9lO H.SALT, HIFER
640 H.SALT, HI.FER

26 N2, N2S2
34 NE, E2NW, SE
1 AlL

22E

11

22E

12 ALL

N2,SE

• These public landS have been deleted because they were disposed 01 by Ia"Id exchange during completion of the DiEmond
Mountain RMP. Other lMa deScriptions contained minor typographical or legal description errors,
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APPENDIX 2

DIAMOND IIOUNTAlN RESOURCE AREA
OIL AND GAS LEASE snPULATlONSILEASE NOT1CES

APPENDIX 2

l
Lease SlIpulations

MINERALS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

The RMP / EIS serves as the primary vehicle lor
identifying and documenting the need for
constraints on fluid mineral exploration and
development activ~ies . Constraints in the form of
stipulations are cond~ ions of lease issuance which
provide protection for other resource values or land
uses by establishing authority for substantial delay
or site changes or denial of operations within the
terms of the lease contract.
The stipulations
iden@ed in the RMP must be applied to all new
leases. Such constraints or requirements may also
be applied to new use authorizations on existing
leases provided that they are consistent w~ the
authorny reserved by the terms and cond~ions of
the lease.

CONTENTS:

Oil and Gas Stipulations and Notices

Stipulations. Lease Notices do not involve new
restrictions or requirements. and a Lease Notice is
not signed by the lessee. As per 43 CFR 3101 .1-3,
lease/informational notices are !l21 a basis for
denial of operations.

Application
The following oil and gas lease stipulations and
notices for the Diamond Mountain Resource Area
will replace previous stipulations and lease notices.
Therefore. the new stipulations and notices which
are described in this Appendix will apply to all new
leases.

The plan also serves as a vehicle for explaining to
the public the cond~ions under which waiver.;.
exceptions. or modffications of lease stipulations
may be granted.
A waiver is a permanent
exemption to a lease stipulation. An exception is a
one time exemption to a lease stipulation which is
determined on a case-by-<;ase basis. A modffication
is a change to the provisions of a lease stipulation.
e ~er temporarily or for the term of the lease.
Substantial modffication or waiver subsequent to
lease issuance is subject to public review for at
least a 3Ck:1ay period in accordance w~ Section
5102.1 of the Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform Act of 1987.
The format of the written oil and gas lease
stipulations for the Diamond Mountain Resource
Manag ~ ment Plan follow the ·Unfform Format for Oil
and Gas Lease Stipulations· (Rocky Mountain
Regional Coordinating Committee. March t989).

Lease Notices
Lease Notices are attached to leases to transm~
information at the time of lease issuance to assist
the lessee in subm~ng acceptable plans of
operation. or to assist in the administration of
leases. Lease Notices are attached to leases in the
same manner as stipulations. however. there is an
important distinction between Lease Notices and

000087
A2-1

000088

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATIONS

oeo(,·,J 0

000089

eeoovO

000090

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
RELICT VEGETATION SITES

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
SPECIAL STATUS PLANT SPECIES (FEDERALLY LISTED SPECIES ONLy)

-==::=

Serial No.,.--,-_ _
GIS Map Reference:~

Serial No.
GIS Map R=-e-;'fer-ence--:--:P::F"'
.TE=PS'"

No surface occupancy or use is allowed on lands in lears canyon, castle Cove, and Red Mountain areas.
No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands containing special status plant species habitat

On the lands described below:

a.

(federally listed species only).

See attached

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

For the purpose of:

a.

Preserving and protecting relict vegetation and associated habitat as described in the
Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (see lCOS, lCOS, RD20, and RD23, all In
Chapter 3). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modffications to this limitation may be specffically
approved in wr~ing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management.

Any changes to this stipuiation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form "'/Date

For the purpose of:
a.

Preserving and protecting special status plant habitat (Federally listed species only) as
described in the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number
VEl0 in Chapter 2). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modffications to this limitation may be
specffically approved in wr~ing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management
if either the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse
impacts can be m~igated .

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form "'/Date

A2.2

A2.3

000092

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
GREEN RIVER SCENIC CORRIDORlFLOODPLAIN

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
BROWNS PARK COMPLEX

Serial No.--;-_---,===:=
GIS Map Reference: BP.FLQQO$

Serial No.~_ _-=,..,..",o=GIS Map Reference: BP.VISTA

No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands contained within the Green River SceniC Corridor or
the Upper Green River floodplain.

No surface occupancy or use Is allowed on the lands in the Browns Park Complex <ll'ea within VRM Class
II areas or within line of Sight or, 1/2 mile (whichever is less) of the Green River.

On the lands described below:

On the lands described below:

a.

a.

See attached

For the purpose of:

For the purpose of:

a.

See attached

Preserving and protecting Green River Scenic Corridor or the Upper Green River floodplain
for recreational values as described in the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan
(refer to decision BP43 in Chapter 3). Waivers, Exceptions, or ModWlcatlons to this
limitation may be specifICally approved in writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of
Land Management n either the resource values change or n the lessee/operator
demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mlt.gal.;d.

a

Preserving the form, line, color, or texture of the iancIscape so as not to attract the viewer's
attention as described in the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to
decision number BP49 in Chapter 3). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modfflcatlons to this limitation
may be specnlcally approved in writing by the authorized ciflcer of the Bureau of Land
Management neither the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that
adverse impacts can be m~igated.

My changes to this stJpulatlon will be made In accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stJpulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Form '/Date

Form '/Date

A2.4

A2.5

000093

000094

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
LOWER GREEN RIVER SEGMENT-VISUAL CORRIDOR
Serial No. _ _ _ _ _ _~
GIS Map Reference: LWR.GR$

No surface occupancy or use is allowed in tne Lower Green River segment- Visual Corridor within 1/2 mile
or line of sight, whichever is less, of the Green River.
On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

For the purpose of:
a.

Preserving and protecting the Lower Green River visual corridor as described in the
Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number LGR38 in Chapter
3). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modifications to this limitation may be specifically approved in
writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management if either the resource
values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form #/Date

A2.6

000095

United Slates Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah Stale OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United states Department of Interior
Bure&! of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain R _ Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
PELICAN LAKEIPELICAN LAKE SPECIAL RECREATION MANAGEMENT AREA

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
RED MOUNTAIN: POTENTIAL RECREATION AREA
Serial No.

Serial No.
GIS Map R=-ef-:-erence--:-=PEl=-CICS=-C/PEl=-cIQANS::-:-:-:-=-

No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands containing Pelican Lake and Pelican Lake Special
Recreation Management Area

GIS Map R"-e-"'fet-et-ce-:=eFR=EDR=E""CS~

No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the Red Mountain poIentiaI recreation area
On the lands described below:

On the lands described below:

a

a.

See attached

See attached

For the purpose of:
For the purpose of:

a

Preserving and protecti1g the area for recreational values as described in the Diamond
Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number RE05 in 01apter 2).
Waivers. Exceptions. or Modifications to this limitation may be specifically approved in
writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management Weither the resource
values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Arty changes to this stipulation will be made in accorda'lce with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BL.M Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

a

Preserving and protecting the Red Mountain potential recreational area as described in the
Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number RD29 in 01apter
3). Waivers. Exceptions. or Modifications to this limitation may be specifically approved in
writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management ~ either the resource
value changes or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

Arty changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BL.M Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form #jDate

Form #jDate

A2.7

iJeO/lfl(l

A2.8

000096

000097

United States o.p.tment of Interior

United states o.p.tment of Interior

BureaI of Land MlIIlIg8IIMIftt

IknaI of Land MlIIllg8rlMlllt
Utah State Office: Diamond IIount8ln Resource Area

Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK AREAS, REGISTER PROPERTIES,
AND POTENTIAL REGISTER PROPERTIES

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
DEVELOPED OR POTENTIAL RECREATION SITES
Serial No.,-,----,o-=.."..",,GIS Map Reference: ~
GIS Map Reference: fQJ!!m

Serial No.
GIS Map Reference:---:----:-:
t:lli!.l:-:=
GIS Map Reference: tf!l!t
GIS Map Reference: ~

No surface occupancy Of use is allowed on developed Of potenIiaI recreation sites.
No sOOace occupancy Of use is allowed on National Historic Landmar1< Areas, Register Properties, and
Potential Register Properties.

On the lands described below:

a

See attached

On the lands described below:

a

See attached

FOf the purpose 01:

a
FOf the purpose of:

a

Preserving and protecting National Historic Landmar1< Areas, Register Properties, and
Potential Register Properties as described in the Diamond MoI.ntain R8SOl.fC8 MYlagement
Plan (refer to decision number CR04 in 0lapIer 2). Waivers, Exceptions, Of Modifications
to this limitation may be specifically approved in writing by the authorized officer of the
Bureau 01 Land MYlagement Weither the resaxce values chMge Of the lessee/operator
demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Ally c:hMges to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use pial and/Of the regulatory
provisions IOf such changes. (FOf guidance on the use 01 this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
Of FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Preserving and protecting the developed and potential recreational sites as described in the
Diamond MountaIn Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number RE05 In Olapter
2). Waivers, Exceptions, Of Modifications to this limitation may be specifically approved in
writJng by the authorized officer 01 the Bureau 01 Land MYlagement Weither the resource
value changes Of the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitiggted,

My changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/Of the regulatOty
provisions IOf such changes. (For guidance on the use 01 this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
Of FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
FOfm II /Date

FO<m II /Date

A2.9

A2.10

000098

001000

000099

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah Stata Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United Slates Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
SEMI-PRIMITIVE NONMOTORIZED AREAS

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
PEREGRINE FALCON NEST SITES

-:-_--:===

Serial No.
GIS Map R;::-ef"'e""rence:C:-:C'--:"'SP::ON""M"'E$=

No surface occupancy or use is allowe1

'~

No surface occupancy or use is allowed (does not apply to casual use) within 1 mile 01 known peregrine
falcon nests. This restriction would not apply to maintenance and operation of existing programs and
facil~ies. It would not apply WImpacts could be mitigated through other management action or site specific
analysis of terrain features.

semi-primitive, nonmotorized areas.

On the lands described below:

a

SerIal No ..
GIS Map Reference: ~

See attached

On the lands described below:

a

See attached

For the purpose of:

a

Protection of visual and prim~ive recreational qual~ies (These closures and lim~tions would
not apply to BlM permitted uses that require off-road travel, such as grazing operatJons)
as described in the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision
number RE09 in Qlapter 2). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modifications to this IIm~ may
be specWically approved in writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land
Management Weither the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that
adverse impacts can be m~igated .

Any changes to this stipulation will be madP in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

For the purpose of:

a

Protection of Peregrine Falcon nest s~ and surrounding hab~t as described in the
Diamond Mountain Resouroe Management Plan (refer to decision number FW24 In Chapter
2). Waivers, Exceptions, or ModWIcations to this ilm~ may be specifICally approved in
writing by the authorized offIoer of the Bureau of Land Management neither the resource
values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made In accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form #/Date

Form #/Dale

A2.11

A2.12

000100

000101

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Man-aement
Utah State OffIce: Dian10nd Mountain Resource Area

United States Deputment of Interior
Bureau of Land Manegement
Utah State OffIce: Dian10nd Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
BALD EAGLE NEST SITES

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
GOLDEN EAGLE NEST SITES

-====::'

Serial No.
GIS Map R:;:e7:
: P:;;F:;:EA7.G
:O::NSO$=:;:
fe-=-re-=-nce:-:-:-;

Serial No'=-:_ _
GIS Map Reference: pfGONSQS

No surface occupancy or use is allowed (does not apply to casual use) within 1/2 mile of known bald eagle
nests. This restriction would not apply to maintenance and operation of existing programs and facilities.
~ would not apply n Impacts could be mitigated through other management actions or s~ specnlc analysis

No surface occupancy or use is allowed (does not apply to casual use) within 1/2 mile of known golden
eagle nests which would adversely affect current use, IImtt or preclude potentia' future use of the nest, or
unless a perm~ to take is obtained from the U.S. Fish and WlIdIWe ServIce. This restriction would not apply
to maintenance and operation of existing programs and facilities. ~ would not apply WImpacts could be
mitigated through other management actions or s~ specnlc analysis of terrain features.

of terrain features.

On the lands described below:

a.

On the lands described below:

See attached

a.

See attached

For the purpose of:

a.

Protection of the bald eagle nest ~es as described In the Diamond Mountain Resource
Management Plan (refer to decision number FW23 in Chapter2). WaiIIers, Exceptions, or
Modifications to this limitation may be speckally approved in writing by the authorized
officer of the Bureau of land Management W either the resou-ce vaIuf·s change or the
lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

My changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2620.)

For the purpose of:

a

Protection of golden nest sttes as described In the Diamond Mountain Resource
Management Plan (refer to decision number FW20 in Chapter 2). Waivers, Exceptions, or
Modifications to this limitation may be specifICally approved In writing by the authorized
officer of the Bureau of land Management Weither the resource values change or the
lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

My changes to this stipulation will be made In accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2620.)

Form #jOate
Form #jOate

A2.14

A2.13

000102

000103

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
FERRUGINOUS HAWK NEST SITES

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULAnON
PARlETTE WETLANDS-GOOSE NEST SITES

-===:=-

Serial No.
GIS Map R::-ef::-e"'reccnce-:-:-:-;:OPF;::FE=NSQS=:=-

No surface occupancy or use is allowed (does not apply to casual use) within 1/2 mile of known ferruginous
hawk nests. which would adversely affect current use or IIm~ or preclude potential future use of the nest
or unless a perm~ to take is obtained from the U.S. Fish and WildiWe Service. This restriction would not
apply to maintenance and operation of existing programs and facilities. It would not apply WImpacts could
be mrtlgated through other management actions or s~e specKle analysis of terrain features.

Serial No.::-;_ _
GIS Map Reference: ~

No surface occupancy or use is allowed within 1/8 mile of active goose nest s~es.
On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

For the purpose of:

a.
For the purpose of:
a.

Protection of ferruginous hawk nest s~es as described in the Diamond Mountain Resource
Management Plan (refer to decision number FW22 In Chapter 2). Waivers. Exceptions. or
ModWlcations. to this lim~tion may be specWlcal1y approved In writing by the authorized
officer of the Bureau of Land Management ij either the resource values change or the
lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Preserving and protecting active goose nest s~ as described in the Diamond Mountain
Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number FW07 in Chapter 3). Waivers.
Exceptions. or Modijlcations to this lim~ may be specijIcaIly approved in writing by the
authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management K either the resource value changes
or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

Any ~hanges to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
prOVISIonS for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Form #/Date

Form #/Date

(Joto+)o

A2.1S

000104

A2.16

000105

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: DIamond Mountain Resource Area

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
BROWNS PARK COMPLEX-CRUCIAL DEER WINTER HABITAT

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
SAGE GROUSE STRUnlNG GROUNDS

Serial No' :-:-_ _ ===~
GIS Map Reference: BP.VEPS

No surface occupancy or use is allowed on \he lands in \he Browns Park Crucial Deer Winter Habilat
(sagebrush vegetation type) .

Serial No',-,-_c:-;-;::;-;=
GIS Map Reference: lEK1K$

No surface occupancy or use is allowed wtthin 1,000 feet of sage grouse strutting grounds.

On the lands described below:
On the lands described below:
a.
a.

See attached

See attached

For the purpose of:
For the purpose of:

a.
a.

Protection and preser./ation of crucial deer winter habilat as described In the Diamond
Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number BP47 In Chapter 3).
Waivers, Exceptions, or Mod~ications to this limilation may be specifically approved in
wrtting by the authorized offICer of \he Bureau of Land Management ~ either the resource
value changes or \he lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Protection of sage grouse strutting grounds as described in \he Diamond Mountain
Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number FW18 in Chapter 2). Waivers,
Exceptions, or Modifications to this limttation may be spec~ically approved in wrtting by
the authorized officer of \he Bureau of Land Management ~ either the resource values
change or \he lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse impacts can be m~igated .

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance wtth \he land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on \he use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance wtth \he land use plan and/ or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on \he use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Form #fOate

Form # fOate

A2.17

000106

A2.18

fl00107

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
SAGE GROUSE LEK NESTING AREAS
Serial No':-:--:-:-c;:;:;-=:=
GIS Map Reference: PFLEK2S

No surface use is allowed within the nesting areas during the following time period. This stipulation does
not apply to operation and maintenance of facil~ies. This stipulation would not apply Ksage grouse are not
present or K Impacts could be m~igated .
a.

From March 1 through June 30.

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATIONS

For the purpose of:
a.

Protecting and preserving sage grouse Iek nesting areas on sage vegetation types as
described by the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number
FW19 in Chapter 2). Waivers, Exceptions, or ModKlcations to this limitation may be
specKicallyapproved in wr~ing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land Management
K either the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates that adverse
'mpacts can be m~igated .

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BlM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form "'/Date

A2.20

Hi WOO

000109

Unl1ed Slates Depal1ment of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United Slates eep.tment of Interior
Bur-.. of Land Man.gement
Utah State OffIce: DlIImond Mountain Resource Area

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
ANTELOPE FLAT ANTELOPE FAWNING AREAS

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
CRUCIAL DEER AND ELK WINTER RANGE

Serial No.:--c_ _...,..,-,=,.,....".,.,.

GIS Map Reference: ANT. FA~

Serial No.~_ _..".."-=-=,...,...,,
GIS Map Reference: ~

No surface use is allowed within the Antelope Flat antelope fawning areas during the following time period.
This stipulation does not apply to operatiOn and maintenance of facil~ies or n animals are not present

No surface use is allowed within crucial deer and elk winter rMge dIxing the following time period. This
stipulation does not apply to operatiOn and maintenance of facll~ or n..,lmaIs are not present

a

From May 1 through June 30.

a

On the lands described below:

a

a

See attached

For the purpose of:

a

See attached

For the purpose of:

Protecting antelope fawning areas as described by the Diamond Mountain Resource
Management Plan (refer to decision number FW16 in Chapter 2). Waivers. Exceptions. or
Modifications to this lim~ may be specifically approved in wrmg by the authorized

officer of the Bureau of Land Management n either the resource values change or the
lessee/operator demonstrates thai adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land 1JS13 plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation sea BI.M Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Form II/Dale

(!fI [Oil{l

From December 1 through April 30.

On the lands described below:

a

Preventing adverse impacts thai would cause significant displacements of deer or elk herds
or loss of habitat as deSCribed in the Diamond Mountain R8SOI.fC8 Management Plan (refer
to decision number FW15 In Chapter 2). Waivers. Exceptions. or Modifications to this
lim~ may be specifically approved in wrmg by the authorized officer of the Bureau of
Land Management Weither the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates
thai adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BI.M Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Form II/Dale

112.21

000110

000J11

United Stalall o.p.tment of Interior
BIK88U of Land Man~t
Utah State 0ffIc:e: Dlanlond Mountain R _ Area

United Stalall DepIrtment of Interior
BIK88U of Land Man8gIIIIMII1t
Utah State 0ffIc:e: Dianlond Mountain R.uun:e Area

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
RED MOUNTAIN AREA: CRUCIAL DEER AND ELK WINTER RANGE

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
PARIEn'E WETLANOS-WATERFOWL

SerlaJ No.~_ _=~-:-==
GIS Map Reference: PFQHV.OKS

SerlaJ No'=-=-_ _==;-;-:-;::;:-

No surface use is allowed within the Red Mcx.v"rtain Area crucial deer and elk winter range during the
following Ume period. This stipulation does not apply to operation and maintenance of facilities or K animals

No surface use is allowed in the Paielte Wetlands during the following Ume period. This stipulation does
not apply to operation and maintenance of facilities.

are not present

a

a

On the lands described below:

a.

See attached

See attached

For the purpose of:

For the purpose of:

a
a

From March 1 through May 25.

From December 1 through March 31 .

On the lands described below:

a

GIS Map Reference: PfWAlHIIBS

Preventi:1g adverse impacts that would cause sV1ific31t displacements of deer or elk herds
or loss of habitat as described in the Diamond MoIM1tain Resource Management Plan (refer
to decision number ROll in 01apter 3). Waivers. Exceptions. or Modifications to this
limitation may be specifocally approved in writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of
Land Management Weither the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates
that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Preventing adverse ImpactS that would cause slgnific31t displacements of waterlowl and/or
loss of habitat as described in the Diamond MoIM1tain Resource Management Plan (refer
to decision number PN06 in 01apter 3). Waivers. Exceptions. or Modifications to this
limitation may be speciflcally approved in writing by the authortzed officer of the Blnau of
Land Management Weither the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates
that adverse impacts can be mitigated.

Ally cha'lges to this sUpulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisiOns for such cha'lges. (For guida'lce on the use of this stipulation see Bl.M Manual 1624 and 3101

Any changes to this sUpulation will be made In accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisiOns for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see Bl.M Manual 1624 and 3101

or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form

Form "'jDaIe

"'/Date

000112

HIHuO

A2.24

000113
-

- --

)

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resoun:e Area

United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
BIGHORN SHEEP LAMBING AREAS

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
BIGHORN SHEEP WINTER, RUnlNG AREAS

Serial No.
GIS Map R::-ef;:e:C
nce
= : ""H:;:;BSP=.-O;1M"'es=
re-=-

Serial No.."""-_-:-==C::-=7
GIS Map Reference: HBSP.1Mes

No surface use is allowed in bighorn sheep lambing areas during the following Ume period. This stipulation
does not apply to operation and maintenance of existing facililJes.

No sur1ace use Is allowed within one mile of acWe bighorn sheep winter and rutting areas during the
following Ume period. This stipulation does not apply ff bighorn sheep are not present. The stipulation does
not apply to operation and maintenance of existing facllilJes.

a.

From April 15 through June 30.

a

On the lands described below:

From September 1 through May 15.

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached
a.

See attached

For the purpose of:

a

For the purpose of:
Protecting bighorn sheep lambing areas as described in the Diamond Mountain Resource
Management Plan (refer to decision number FW17 in Chapter 2). Waivers, Excep1lons, or
Modifocalions to this limitation may be speciflcally approved in wri1ing by the authorized
offJOer ff either the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates thai
adverse impacts can be mitigated.

a

Protecting bighorn sheep winter and rutting areas as d...iCribed in the Diamond Mountain
Resource Management Plan (refer to decision number FW17 in Chapter 2). Waivers,
exceptions, or ModifICations to this limitation may be speciflcally approved In writing by the
authorized officer ff either the resource values change or the Iessee/cperator demonstrates
thai adverse Impacts can be mitigated.

AIry changes to this lease nouce will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes.

Any changes to this lease notice will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes.

Form " /Dale

Form " /Dale
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United States Del*tment of Interior
Bureau of Land Man-aement
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
VRM CLASS II AREAS
Serial No.
GIS Map R~e""fe-re-n-ce-:""VR=M2$=

Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
a.

Allow only short-term or mitigable visual intrusions on VRM Class II lands.

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATIONS

For the purpose of:
a.

Preserving the form, line, color or texture of the landscape so as not to attract the viewer's
attention as described In the Diamond Mountain Resource Management Plan (refer to
decision number VROl in Chapter 2). Waivers, Exceptions, or Modijications to this limitation
may be specifically approved In writing by the authorized officer of the Bureau of Land
Management ij either the resource value changes or the lessee/operator demonstrates that
impacts can be mitigated.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provISions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Form /I/Oate
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United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State Office: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
RED MOUNTAIN-DRY FORK COMPLEX
CRITICAL SOILS, MUNICIPAL WATERSHEDS, FLOODPLAINS

No'==:O-:===-======

Serial
GIS Map Reference: PM MWPS' EROOE2$' HSAlTS' PM.FLPS

Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
a.

Preclude surface disturbing activ~les in areas of cr~ical soils (highly saline and/or erodible).
municipal watersheds and floodplains during times of saturated soils (usuaily Spring runoff
and Fall rains.

On the lands described below:
a.

See attached

LEASE NOTICES

For the purpose 01:
a.

Preserving and protecting critical soils. floodplains. and municipai watershed from severe
erosion as described In the Diamond Mountain Resource ManaQement Plan (refer to
decision number RD36 in Chapter 3). Waivers. exceptions. or Modijicatlons to this
limMtion may be specijically approved in wr~i ng by the authorized officer of the Bureau of
Land Management ij e~r the resource values change or the lessee/operator demonstrates
that adverse impacts can be m~igated.

Ally changes to this stipulation will be made In accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation see BLM Manual 1624 and 3101
or FS Manuai 1950 and 2620.)
Form #jDate
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United States Depertment of Interior
Bureau of Land Manllgllment
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
LEASE NOTICE
PEREGRINE FALCON HABITAT
Serial No.

GIS Map R=e-;-fer--ence:-:-:---:=PEPER==I::::GS:;"

LEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator is given notice that \ands In this lease have been identified as
containing Peregrine Falcon Habitat. Modifications to the Surface lise Plan 01 0peraII0ns may be required
in order to protect the Peregrine Falcon and/or habitat from surface disturbing actMtIes In accordanCe with
Section 6 of the lease terms. Endangered Species Act. and 43 CFR 3101.1-2. These \ands are descrfbed

as:
a.

See attached

Form #jDate
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United States Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Man8g8ment
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United states Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Man8g8ment
Utah Stale OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

LEASE NOTICE
BALD EAGLE HABITAT

LEASE NOTICE
GOLDEN EAGLE HABITAT

-==-==.

Serial No.
GIS Map R:-e:-fer-ence--: =PFEA=-=G:-:LE$=

Serial No.;:-:-_ _
GIS Map Reference: ~

LEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator Is given notice that lands In this lease have been identified as
containing Bald Eagle Habitat. ModWicatlons to the Surface Use Plan of 0peratJ0ns may be required In order
to protect the Bald Eagle and/or habitat from surface distutllng actMtIes In accordance with SectIon 6 of
the lease terms. Endangered Species Act. and 43 CFR 3101 .1-2. These lands are described as:

LEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator Is given notice that lands in this lease have been identified as
containing Golden Eagle Habitat. ModifICations to the Surface Use Plan of 0peratJ0ns may be required in
order to protect the Golden Eagle and/or habitat from surface distutling activities in accordance with
SectIon 6 of the lease terms. Endangered Species Act. and 43 CFR 3101 .1-2. These lands are described
as:

a

See attached

a.

See attached

Form /I/Dale
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United States Depar1ment of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United states o.p.rtrnent of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: DIamond Mountain Resource Area

LEASE NOTICE

LEASE NOTICE

FERRUGINOUS HAWK HABITAT

HIGH POTENTIAL PALEONTOlOGICAL RESOURCES
Serial No.
GIS MapR
;::;-ef::-;er:-::-ence:-:-:-':--=PFF::;:;:ER=US-=

Serial No.~_ _=-=-:-=
GIS Map ReIerence: fEEAI.EQ

lEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator is given notice Ihdl lands in this lease have been identified as
contaroing Ferruginous Haw!< Habitat. Modilicalions to the Surface Use Plan 01 Operations may be requred
in order to protect the Ferruginous Haw!< and/Of habit<ll from suface distl.lt>ing activities in accordance with
Section 6 01 the lease terms. Endangered Species Act. and 43 CFR 3101 .1-2. These lands are descriled
as:

lEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator is given notice that lands in this lease have been identified as havWlg
high potential paleontological r8SOU'CeS. Modilicalions to the Surface Use Plan 01 Operations may be
required in order to protect paleontological rescuces from suface distubing activities In accordance with
Section 6 of the lease terms and 43 CFR 3101.1-2. These lands are descriled as:

a

a

See attached

See attached
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United States ~t of Interior
Bureau of lAnd M..,..,..t
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area

United states Depertment of Interior
Bur-.. of lAnd MIII8g8III8I1t
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain R8IOUfC8 Area

LEASE NOTICE
SPECIAL STATUS PLANTS: NOT FEDERALLY LISTED

LEASE NOTICE
POTENTIAL BLACK FOOTED FERRET HABITAT AREA

SerIal No.

GIS Map R=-et";""l!f-ence""""': -;PF=SS=PL;-:NT=OE=
. P~ARS~

SerIal No':7--=-:-::;:;=

The lessee/operator is given notice that IMds in this lease have been identified as
containing special status plarts, not federally listed, and their habitats. Modifications to the &.rface Use Plan
01 Operations may be required in order to protect the special status pialts and/or habitat from SUlface
distLfbing activities in accordance with Section 6 01 the lease terms, EndMgered Species Act. and 43 CfR
3101 .1·2. These IMds are described as:

lEASE NOTICE: The lessee/operator is given notice that IMds in this lease have been identified as
containing po1en1iaI Black Footed Ferret HabItaL Modifications to the Suface Use Plan 01 0peraIl0ns may
be required in oroer to protect the Black Footed Ferret and/or habitat from SUIface dislLfblng activities in
accordance with Appendix 2 01 the DIamond Mountain R8SOIXC8 Management Plan, SectIon 6 01 the lease
terms, Endangered Species Act. and 43 CfR 3101 .1-2. These IMds are described as:

lEASE NOTICE:

a

See attached

GIS Map Reference: EE.tl!EEBl

a

Form

See attached
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United States Depiftment of Interior
Bweau of Land Management
Utah State OffIce: Diamond Mountain Resource Area
LEASE NOTICE
BIGHORN SHEEP WINTERING, RUTTING AREAS
SerIal No. -,-_----,==."..,,:-:=
GIS Map Reference: HBSP.1MBS
LEASE NOTICE: The leSSee/operator is given notice that the area has been identified as containing bighorn
sheep wintering and rutting areas. Modifications, including seasonal restrictJons from September 11hrough
May 15, may be required In the Surface Use Plan of 0peratJ0ns to protect these resource values. This
notice may be waived, excepted, or modnied by the authorized officer n either the resource values change
or the leSSee/operator demons1rales that adverse Impacts can be mitigated. These lands are described as:

a

See attached

Forage assignments, livestock, 2-21, 2-23 - 2-25
Forage assignments, wlldlne 2-10,
2-23 - 2-25
Rangeland Improvements, 2-21, 2-26 - 2-29

~

(see also Lands & Realty Management), 2-17
Map, 2-1 8

ACECs
Areawide decisions, 2-4
Management prescriptions:
Browns Park Complex, 3-1 - 3-{;
Lears Canyon, 3-8 - 3-9
Lower Green River, 3-11 - 3-14
Nine Mile Canyon, 3-16 - 3-18
Pariette Wetlands, 3-20 - 3-22
Red Creek Watershed. 3-24 - 3-26
Red Mountain-Dry Fork Complex, 3-28 - 3-31
Maps:
Browns Park ACECComplex, 3-7
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-10
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-15
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, 3-19
Parlette Wetlands ACEC, 3-23
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-27
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex, 3-32
Objective, 2-4
Support needs:
Browns Park ACECComplex, 3-{;
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-9
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-14
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, 3-18
Parlette Wetlands ACEC , 3-22
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-26
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex. 3-31

Archeo!oolcaJ Resources (see Cultural & Paleontological '
Resources)
Areawide Decisions. 2-3 - 2-43
AreaS of Crnlcal Environmental Concern (see ACEC)
Back-C",untrv Bywavs, 2-31
Big Game Habnat (see Fish & Wildlife Habitat Management)
Bighorn Sheep Rockv Mountain Hab~at
Areawide decisions 2-11, 2-12
Black-footed Ferret Habnat
Areawide Decisions 2-13 - 2-15
~ (see Minerals, Minerai Materials)

Browns Park ACEC Complex
Acreage, federal, 3-1
livestock grazing wlin corridor, 3-3
Management levels wlln ACEC, 3-1
Management prescriptions. 3-1 - 3-{;
Map, 3-7
ObJective, 3-1
Rlghls-of-way. 3-3
Sagebrush removal, 3-{;
Support Needs, 3.£
Wild & scenic river prescriptions, 3-6

Acquisitions Land,2·19

Air Quality Management
Form #/Date

Areawide decisions, 2-3 - 2-4
Objecllve, 2-4

Wild & scenic river recommendation, 3-6
Wilderness Study Areas, 3.£

Allotments Grazing
AMP development, 2-22
Calegorization, 2-21, 2-23 - 2-25

A2.38

000128
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BuHdlng Stone (see Minerals, Minerai Materials)
Castle Cove Relict 'lagetatlon Community (see Red

Prescribed fires, mitigating measures, 2-39
RehabiltatJon following, 2-9
ReoIr1ct1ons & contralnts to suppression, 2-9

Futyre

S~e-Soeciflc

Analvses Need for 2-3

Objective, 2-17
Recreation & public purpose, 2-21
Rights-of-way authorization, 2-17

General location MaD, 1-3

MountaIn-Dry Fork ACEC Complex)

Sales:
~

Fish ond Wldl!te Habftat Management

ClassK!cations Land (see Land & Realty Management)

Animal Damage Control, 2-10
Areawide decisions, 2-10 - 2-16
Bear ba~lng , 2-10
Black-fOOled ferrets, 2-13 - 2-15
Decisions:
General, 2-10
Habitat Improvement, 2-10 - 2-12
Hab~t protection, 2-12 - 2-13
Special Slalus animal species, 2-13 - 2-16
W1ldlKe transplants, 2-16
forage assignments
Decision, 2-10, 2-39
List, by grazing allotment, 2-23 - 2-25
forage assignments, changes to, 2-30
Management Indicator Species, 2-11
M~lgating measures, 2-12 - 2-15
Bald eagle, 2-13
Blghom sheep, 2-12
Black-footed ferret, 2-13 - 2-15
Deer and elk, 2-12
ferruginous hawk, 2-13
Golden eagle, 2-12
Peregrine falcon, 2-13
Pronghom antelope, 2-12
Sage grouse:
Nesting areas, 2-12
Strutting grounds, 2-12
Objective, 2-9
Perma""nt human occupation/dwellings, 2-11
Rangeland Improvements mHlgating measures, 2-11,2-12,
2-22, 2-39 - 2-40
Sens~ive animal species, 2-15
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACEC Complex, 3-2 - 3-3
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-tl - 3-12
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, 3-16
Parlette Wetlands ACEC, 3-20 - 3-21
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-24
Red Mountain-Dry fork ACEC Complex, 3-28 - 3-29
Special Slatus animal species, 2-15
Support needs:
General decisions, 2-10
Hab~t Improvement, 2-12
Special Slatus animal species, 2-16
W1ldlKe transplants, 2-16
Vegetation lrealment guidelines, sage grouse, 2-40

Comments Public, 1-2
Consistency Review, 1-5
Coordination future 2-3
~.J1!ill!y
Areawide Decision, 2-17
Map_Map Packet #2

Crouse Canyon (see Browns Park ACEC Complex)
Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Allocation to management category, 2-6 - 2-7
Areawide decisions, 2-5 - 2-6
Fire restrictions from, 2-9
Objective, 2-5
Paleontological classK!cation system for geologic
formations, 2-8
Significance cr~erla for cultural resources, 2-5
Significance crHerla for paleontological resources, 2-7 2-8
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACECComplex, 3-1 - 3-2
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-11
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, 3-12
Pariette Wetlands ACEC, 3-20
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-24
Red Mountain-Dry fork ACEC Complex, 3-28
Support needs, 2-8

Diamond Mountain Resource Area Description, 1-1
Disoosals Land

Areawide Decision
Tract Listing Al .l - Al .2

Environmental Analysis, , . ,
Evaluation RMP, 4-1
Exceptions to RMP, 2-3

Fire Management
Areawide decisions, 2-8 - 2-9
Objective, 2-8
Prescribed fires, use of, 2-9

fOrage Asslgnmenls Liveslock & Wild~, 2-10, 2-23 - 2-25
forage assignments, changes to, 2-30
1.2

(see Minerals Management, Other Leasable)

CrIteria, 2-19
Decision, 2-21
Special emphasis areas decisions:
Browns Park ACECComplex, 3-3
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-12
Nine Mge Canyon ACEC, 3-17
Parlette Wetlands ACEC, 3-21
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-24
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex, 3-29
State Indemn~ selection, 2-20
Support Needs for:
Access, 2-17
Land use authorizations, 2-19
Trespass, 2-19
Water developments, 2-19
Wrthdrawai:
Review criteria, 2-19
Recommendations, 2-19

Green River Lower (see Lower Green River ACEC)
ACEC designation, 2-4
Management prescriptions, 3-11 - 3-14
Map, 3-15
Wild & scenic river su~bll~, 2-4
Green RNar Middle Segment

Wild & scenic river

su~bll~,

2-4

Green River Upoer Segment (see Browns Park ACEC

Complex)
Wild & scenic river

su~bll~,

2-4

Green River Scenic Corridor ACEC (see Browns Park ACEC

Complex)
Hazardous Materials

Areawide decisions, 2-16 - 2-17
Existing landfills, 2-16
Objective, 2-16
Svpport needs, 2-17
Unauthorized sHes, 2-16

Land Status
Map, Map packet #1
Surlace land status, tabulated 1-4

land Use Authorizations (see Lands & Realty Management)
Implementation RMP, 4-1
Lears Canyon ACEe
Acreage, federal, 3-8
Livestock grazing, 3-8
Management levels wlin ACEC, 3-8
Management prescriptions, 3-8 - 3-9
Map, 3-10
Objective, 3-8
Support needs, 3-9
Vegetation prescription, 3-9

Issyes Not Addressed In RMP, 1-1
Lands and Realty Management

Access:
Map, 2-18
Needs, 2-17
Acquisition:
CrHerla, 2-20
Decision, 2-21
Agricultural lease, closures to, 2-17
Areawid e decisions, 2-17 - 2-21
Classifications (see WHhdrawals)

Lears Canyon Relict Vegetation Community (see LeafS

Canyon ACEC)
Lease NOllce Oil & Gas Leasing. A2-

Communication sites. 2-17

Corridors, utility, 2-17, Map Packet #2
Decisions:
Access, 2-17
Land use authorizations, 2-17 - 2-19
Land tenure adjuslments, 2-19 - 2-21
Withdrawals, 2-19
Disposal:
Criteria, 2-19
Decision, 2-21
List of parcels, A 1.1 - A 1.2
Excnange criteria, 2-20

Leve! Management Priority Area

Boundary adjustment, 2-1
Comparison to minerals categories and OHV use
designations, 2-1, 2-2
Concept, 1-5
Summary of resource values, by level, 1-6
Liveslock Management (see also Allotments, grazing)
AMP development/revision ifst, 2-22
Areawide decisions, 2-21 - 2-29
1.3

000130

000131

Categorization, allotment:
Decision. 2-21
Llsl. by allotment. 2-23 - 2-25
Domestic sheep wlln bighorn habnat. 2-2 1
Forage assignment:
Decision. 2-21 . 2-39
List. by allotment. 2-23 - 2-25
Map of grazing allotments. Map packet #3
Objective
Rangeland Improvements:
Decision. 2-21
List. by allotment. 2-26 - 2-29
Mitigating measures. 2-11 . 2-12. 2-22. 2-39 - 2-40
Special emphasis areas decisions:
Browns Park Complex ACEC. 3-3
Lears Canyon ACEC. 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC. 3-12
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC. 3-17
ParieHe Wetlands ACEC. 3-21
Red Creek Walershed ACEC. 3-24
Red Mountain-Dry Fork Complex ACEC. 3-29
Support needs. 2-22
Wild Horse HMA boundary. 2-21

Geophysical exploration. 2-30
Objective. 2-30
Phosphate leasing. 2-30
Phosphate mining wlln Red Mountain-Dry Fork Complex.
3-29
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACEC Complex. 3-3 - 3-4
Lears Canyon ACEC. 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC. 3-12
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC. 3-17
ParieHe Wetlands ACEC. 3-21
Red Creek Watershed ACEC. 3-25
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex. 3-29
Splk estate. 2-30
Stipulations. Notices. Timing Constraints. A2.1·A2.
MonHorlng RMP. 4-1
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC
Acreage. federal. 3-1 6
Management levels wlin ACEC. 3-16
Management prescriptions. 3-16 - 3-18
Map. 3·19
Objective. 3-16
Rlghts·of·way. 3·17
Support needs. 3-14
Wild & scenic river sunability. 2-4

Lower Green River ACEC
Acreage. federal. 3-11
Livestock grazing In Sand Wash. 3-12
Management levels wl in ACEC. 3-11
Management prescriptions. 3-1 t - 3-14
Map. 3-15
Objective. 3-11
Rights-of-way. 3-12
Support needs. 3-14
Vegetation prescription. 3-9
Wild & scenic river sunabimy. 3-13
Wild & scenic river prescriptions, 3·13

Off-Highway Vehicle Designations
Decision. 2-31
List of acreage by restriction. 2-34
Map. Map packet #6

Paleontological Resources (see Cultural & Paleontological
Resources)

ParleHe Wetlands ACEC
Acreage. federal. 3-20
Goose nests. 3-20
Management levels wlin ACEC. 3-20
Management prescriptions. 3·20 • 3-22
Map. 3-23
Objective. 3-20
Rights-of-way. 3-17
Special status plants. 3-22
Support needs. 3-14
Tar Sands. 3-21
Waterfowl. 3-20

Mainte nance RMP, 4-1
Management Guidance General, 2-3
Management Priority Area Concept, '·5
Summary of resource values, by level. 1-6
Minerals Management
Areawide decisions. 2-30 - 2-31
Decisions:
General. 2-30
Oil. gas & combined hydrocarbon. 2-30
Other leasable minerals. 2-30
Mineral materials. 2-30
Locatable minerals. 2-31
Maps:
Oil & gas leasing categories. Map packet #4
Solid minerals categories. Map packet 5

If- fO IlII

~

Public Participation. 1-2
Puroose of this RMP, 1.1-2
Recreation Management
Area decisions. 2-31 - 2-35
BaCk-Country Byways. 2-31
Cave resources. 2-31
Facllnles. 2-31
Maps:
OHV designations. Map packet #6
Potential recreation sHes, 2-32 - 2-33
Seml·primitlve, non·motorlzed areas, 2·34
OHV:
Decision, 2-31
List of acreage by restriction. 2-34
Objective. 2-31
Semi-primitive nonmeter/zed areas, 2·31
Sites. 2-31 . 2-32 - 2-33, 2-34
Special emphasis areas decisions:
Browns Park Complex ACEC. 3-5
Lears Canyon ACEC. 3-8
Lower Green River ACEC. 3-12
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC. 3-17
ParieHe Wetlands ACEC, 3-22
Red Creek Watershed ACEC. 3-25
Red Mountain-Dry Fork Complex ACEC. 3-29 - 3-30
Special Recreation Management Area deSignations. 2-31
Support needs. 2-36
Trails. 2-31

Riparian Habitat Management
Areawide decislons, 2-36 - 2-37
Improvement. 2-36
Livestock grazing, 2-37
Mklqatlng measures. 2-37
Objective, 2-36
Seven-step strategy. 2-36
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACEC Complex. 3-5
Lears Canyon ACEC. 3-9
Lower Green River ACEC. 3-12 - 3-13
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC. 3-17
Parlene Wetlands ACEC. 3-22
Red Creek Watershed ACEe. 3-25
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex. 3-30
Support needs. 2-37
~

(see Lands & Realty Management)

Sand and Gravel (see Minerals Management, Mineral
Materials)

Scenic Bywavs (see Back-Country Byways)
Scenic Resources (see Visual Resources Management)

Soli and Water Management
Areawide decisions. 2-37 - 2-38
Crnlcal salls. 2-37
Major water developments. 2-37
Mnlgating measures. 2-37
Non-point pollution source. 2-37
Objective, 2-37
Saturated soils. 2-37
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACEC Complex. 3-5
Lears Canyon ACEC. 3-9
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-13
Nine MUe Canyon ACEC. 3-18
ParieHe Wetlands ACEC. 3-22
Red Creek Watershed ACEC. 3-25
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex. 3-30
Support needs. 2-38
Water qualny standards. 2-37
Water power. 2-38
Water rights. 2-38

Red Creek Watershed ACEC
Acreage. federal. 3-24
Management levels wlin ACEC, 3-24
Management prescriptions. 3-24 - 3-25
Map. 3-26
Objective. 3-24
Support needs. 3-14
Red Mountain-Dry Fork ACEC Complex
Acreage. fed eral. 3-28
Fire. role of. 3-28
Management levels wlin ACEC. 3-28
Management prescriptions. 3-28 - 3-31
Map. 3-32
Objective. 3-28
OHV. 3-28 - 3-29
Phosphate mining, 3-29
Support needs. 3-31

Special Emphasis Areas
Wild and scenic eligible river segments. 2-4
Wilderness study areas. 2-4

(see also Minerals, Other Leasable)
Rights Valid Existing, 1·2

sPIn Estate Lands. 2-30

Planning Criteria General, 1·2

Rights-of-Way (see Lands & Realty Management)
Stipulations Oil & Gas Leasing. A2-

Planning Process. 1.14-15

1.4
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AlLOTIAENT

AlLOTIAENT
~

Tar Sands wlln parlene ACEC 3-21
Timing Constraints 011 & Gas Leasing, A2-

Wildl~e.

~, 2-t9

Valid Existing Rights. 1-2
Vegetation Resources
Areawide decisions, 2-38 - 2-40
Ecological goals, 2-38
Forage assignments:
Decisions, 2-10, 2-21, 2-23 - 2-25, 2-39
Changes to, 2-39
Mitigating measures:
Prescribed bums, 2-39 - 2-40
Chemical treatments, 2-40
Chainlngs, 2-40
Sagebrush treatments Involving sage grouse hab"at,
2-40
Noxious weeds, 2-38
Objective, 2-38
Rangeland improvement, 2-39, 2-26 - 2-29
Special emphasis area decisions:
Browns Park ACEC, 3.0
Lears Canyon ACEC, 3-9
Lower Green River ACEC, 3-13
Nine Mile Canyon ACEC, 3-18
Pariene Wetlands ACEC, 3-22
Red Creek Watershed ACEC, 3-25
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MANAGEMENT PRIORITY AREAS
Management Goal: Maintain or improve natural resources while
manoging a combination of varied uses and considering their
effects on environmental interrelationships - The Proposed Plan.
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GENERALIZED

Solid Leosoble Minero ls Leasing and Sales Cate9ary mop showin9
lands that are: 1> Open under standard conditions; 2> Open wIth
stipulations; 3> Open with No Surface Occupancy (NSO) or Highly
Restricted by stipulations; or 4> Closed . Note: Tor Sands are
included in the Oil and Gas Category Mop. Under this RMP,
Category 4 and 3 lands may be open to Mineral Material Sales
after site specific review.
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Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) Designation Mop Showing Areas which
are: Open to Use with No Restrictions. Limited to Use on
Designated Roods During Critical TIme Periods,
Li mited to Use on Designated Roods
Yearlong . and Closed to All OHV Use.
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